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List of Repair Groups 

a General Technical Data Page 0.1 

Repair Groups Group 

Maintenance. Selfdiaanosis 03 

Engine Engine, Crankcase 
Engine, Crankshaft, Pistons 
Engine, Cylinder Head and Valve Drive 
Engine, Lubrication 
Engine, Cooling 
Fuel Supply 
Air Flow Controlled Fuel Injection 
Exhaust System/Emission Controls 
Starter, Power Supply, Cruise Control 
lanition Svstem 

10 
13 
15 
17 
19 
20 
24 
26 
27 
28 

Transmission Clutch, Controls 30 
Torque Converter 32 
Manual Transmission, Controls, Case 34 

0 
Manual Transmission, Gears, Shafts 35 
Automatic Transmission, Contrds, Case 37 
Automatic Transmission, Gears, Valve Body 38 
Differential, Transaxle System 39 

Chassis 

BdY 

Front Wheel Suspension 40 
Rear Wheel Suspension, Axle Shaft 42 
Wheels, Tires, Alignment 44 
Antiblock System 45 
Brakes, Mechanical 46 
Brakes, Hydraulics 47 
Steering 48 

Body-Front Section 50 
Body-Center Section 51 
Body-Rear Section 53 
Lids 55 
Doors 57 
Hardtop 61 
Bumpers 63 
Glasses, Window Control 64 
Exterior Equipment 66 
Interior Equipment 68 
seats 72 
Seat Covers 74 

Heating, 
Ventilation, 
Air Condition 

Electric8 

Heater 
Ventilation 
Air Conditioner 

Instruments, Fuel Gauge, Alarm System 
Radio 
Windshield Wipers and Washer 
Exterior Lights, Lamps, Swftches 
Interior Lights 
Wiring 

80 
85 
87 

90 
91 
92 
94 
96 
97 
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928 Front Wheel Suspension 40 

TECHNICAL DATA 

Front Axle 

Suspension 

Springs 

Dampers 
Make/installation 

Stabilizers 

until end of model year 79 

80 models onward 

86 models onward 

Independent suspension, double 
control arrr with coil spring and internal 
damper. 

1 coil spring per wheel 

Double-action hydraulic dampers 
See page 40 - 51 

dia. 26 mm 

dia. 28 mm x 4 (tubular stabilizer) 

dia. 28 mm x 4 (tubular stabilizer) 
with modified knuckle 

a 
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TIGHTENING TORQUES FOR FRONT AXLE 

Location Description Thread Material 

Upper control 
arm to body 

VM 14x1.5 8 

Lower control 
arm to body, 
rear 

Self-locking 
hex nut 

Hex bolt M 12x1.5 10.9 

Lower control 
arm to body, 
front 

Hex bolt M 12x1.5 8.8 85 (62) 

Guard to 
longitudinal 
member 

Self-locking 
hex nut 

VM 10 8 46 (33) 

Spring strut 
to body 

Self-locking 
hex nut 

Self-locking 
hex nut 

VM 10 8 46 (33) 

Spring strut 
and stabilizer 
linkage to 
lower control 
arm 

VM 12x1.5 8 85 (62) 

Stabilizer 
clamp to 
longitudinal 
member 

Hex bolt M 10 8.8 46 (33) 

Stabilizer 
linkage to 
stabilizer 

Self-locking 
hex nut 

VM 12x1.5 8 85 (62) 

Upper and 
lower control 
arms to 
steering 
knuckle 

Flange 
locknut 

M 12x1.5 8 65 (47) 

Guard to 
steering 
knuckle 

Hex bolt M7 

Cable holder 
to steering 
knuckle 

Hex bolt M7 

8.8 

8.8 

Torque 
Nm (ftlb) 

140 (103) 

120 (88) 

15 (11) 

15 (11) 

0 
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928 Front Wheel Suspension 40 

Location 

Brake caliper to 
steering knuckle 

Brake disk to 
wheel hub 

Panhead bolt to 
clamping nut 

Wheel to wheel 

l hub 

Steering track 
rod to steering 
arm 

Rubber bushing 
of piston rod 
of spring strut 

Ball joint, 
(mounting) to 
lower control 
arm 

Support plate 
on steering 
axle (upper 
control arm) 

a Roadspeed sensor 
to steering 
knuckle 

Description 

Hex bolt 
Panhead bolt 

Countersunk 
bolt 

Panhead bolt 

Wheel nut 

Hex nut, 
self-locking 

Hex nut, 
self-locking 

Hex nut, 
self-locking 

Hex nut, 
self-locking 

Panhead bolt 

Thread 

M 12x1.5 

M6 

M7 

M 14x1.5 

VM 12x1.5 

VM 12x1.5 

VM 12x1.5 

VM 12x1.5 

M6 

Material 

8.8 

8.8 

10.9 

Al 

8 

8 

10 

8 

8.8 

Torque 
Nm (ftlb) 

85 (62) 

10 (7) 

15 (11) 

130 (95) 

65 (47) 

60 (44) 

120 (88) 

85 (62) 

10 (7) 
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NOTES ON FRONT AXLE, 86 MODELS ONWARD 
New front wheel suspension 

1 2 

13 

9- 
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928 Front Wheel Suspension 40 
0 

Front Axle Modifications, 
86 Models Onward 

No./Description 

1 Steering knuckle 

l 
- Wheel bearing 

- Steering offset 

2 Upper control arm 

a 3 Dampers 

Most Important Modifications 

Attachment points for brake 
caliper 

Studs for wheel bearing 
(clearance and diameter for 
outer bearing) 

Locator for ball joint 
No. 10 of the mounting 

Outer wheel bearing larger. 
Distance between bearings 
increased 

- 10.2 mm before - 16 mm 

Shorter than before. Ball 
joint inclined outward 

Adjustment 

2-pipe gas-filled dampers 
(Boge) standard and optional 
previously 
standard: 
Z-pipe pressureless (Boge) 
optional: 
l-pipe gas-filled (Bilstein) 

Remarks 

Four-piston fixed 
caliper, 86 models 
onward 

Adjust as before 
(every 20000 km) 

For braking system 
(four-piston fixed 
caliper) 

Heights and wheel 
geometry unchanged 

Distinguishing 
feature, 
P. 40 - 16/17 

Table P. 40 - 51 

Combination with 
coil springs up to 
86 models imper- 
missible 

Printed in Germany - XII 1, 1986 Notes on Front Axle, 40 - 05 
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No./Description 

4 Coil springs 

7 Stabilizer linkage 

- Stabilizer 

8 Steering track rods 

9 Mounting (steel) 

11 Camber and caster 
eccentrics (same 
parts) 

12 Lower control arm 

13 Spring strut 
stirrup 

Most Important Modifications 

spring rate increased 

longer than before 

modified knuckle 

approx. 1Omn shorter than 
before 

upright ball joint (pre- 
viously trailing ball joint) 

external contour smaller 

shorter than before 

modified mounting point for 
spring strut, because con- 
trol arm shorter but strut 
position same as in cars 
earlier than 86 models 

Remarks 

Only for Boge gas 
dampers. 
Combination with 
dampers up to 86 
models or Bilstein 
dampers imper- 
missible P. 40 - 46 

P. 40 - 16/ 40 - 18 

P. 40 - 16/18 

P. 40 - 16/17 

P. 40 - 19 to 
40 - 21 

External eccentric 
A = camber 
eccentric 

Internal eccentric 
B = caster 
eccentric 

P. 40 - 21 

Distinguishing 
feature/code P. 40 
- 16/17 

Distinguishing 
feature/code 
P. 40 - 19 to 
40 - 21 

a 
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928 Front Wheel Suspension 40 

TOOLS 

No. Description Special Tools Remarks 

1 Press-out tool VW 267 a 

2 Track rod puller e.g. Nexus 168 - 1 

Printed in Germany - XIII, 1986 Disassembling and Assembling 40 - 1 
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928 Front Wheel Suspension 40 

No 
- 

1 

l 
3 
3i 

4 Locknut 

5 Washer 

6 Locknut 

Description 

Locknut 

Washer 

Flange locknut 
(for steering 
knuckles without 
push-off lug for 
ball joint) 

or 

Flange locknut 
Cap locknut (on 
steering knuckles 
with push-off lug 
for the lower 
ball joint). (See 
page 40 - 25) 

Washer, 928 S 
only (floatin 
caliper brake 3 

Air guide plate, 
928 S (floating 
caliper brake) 

ItY 
- 

3 

3 

2 

1 
1 

2 

1 

1 

1 

1 

Note When: 
Removing 

load ball joint by 
axerting pressure on 
Jpper control arm 

to ease installation, 
see removing as for 
36 models onward 
(p. 40 - 8) 

Installing 

renew, torque: 46 Nm 
(33 fltb) 

renew, torque: 65 Nm 
(47 ftlb). Exert 
pressure on upper 
control arm to load 
ball joint 

renew, torque: 140 Nm 
(103 ftlb) 

only on rear pin of 
control arm 

renew, torque: 85 Nm 
(62 fltb) 

Printed in Germany - XIII, 1986 Disassembling and Assembling 40 - 3 
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No 
- 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

Description Qtr 

Hex bolt 

Stabilizer 
linkage 

Upper control 
arm 

Spring strut 

Steering knuckle 

Locknut 

Caster/camber 
eccentrics 

Camber/caster 
eccentric 

Ball joint 
(mounting) 

Note When: 
Removing Installing 

when replacing, do not 
confuse with version 
for 86 models onward. 
Installation overview, 
pages 40 - 16 to 
40 - 18 

inspect, renew if 
necessary, reworking 
is impermissible 

inspect for damage, 
reworking is imper- 
missible 
See page 40 - 25 

renew, torque: 120 Nm 
(88 ftlb) 

lubricate sliding suf- 
faces of eccentric ad- 
justment range with 
Optimoly TA. Cover 
ball joint slots. See 
pages 40 19, 40 - 20 
and 40 - 23 

see pages 40 - 19 and 
40 - 20 for position 
and types. 

inspect, renew if 
necessary. Cover slot, 
see pages 40 - 19, 
40 - 20 and 40 - 23 

0 
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928 Front Wheel Suspension 40 

No 

- 

16 

17 Locknut 

18 Hex bolt 

19 

20 

21 

22 

Description 

Clamp 

iex bolt 
(10.9, 80 nnn long] 

dasher approx. 
S mm thick, dia. 
approx. 30 nm 

Bearing clamp 

Hex bolt 
(100 mm long) 

!U 
- 

1 

2 

2 

2 

2 

1 

2 

* See notes on page 40 - 14 

Note When: 
lemoving Installing 

see pages 40 - 19 and 
40 - 20 

renew, torque: 46 Nm 
(33 ftlb) 

Coat threads with 
3ptimoly HT (do not 
apply Optimoly HT to 
bolt shank).* Screw in 
until only 2 threads 
are visible. Do not 
tighten to 120 Nm (88 
Fltb) until assembly 
is completed and 
springs have settled 

do not mix up with 
Masher No. 23 

inspect for damage. 
Tighten to specified 
torque 

Coat thread with Opti- 
moly HT. (Do not apply 
Optimoly HT to bolt 
shank).* Torque: 85 Nm 
(62 ftlb) 

Printed in Germany - XIII, 1986 Disassembling and Assembling 40 - 5 
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40 Front Wheel Suspension 928 

No. 

23 

24 

25 

Description 

Washer 
w;;x. 4 mm 

dia. approx. 
25 nm 

Guard 

Lower control arm 
with* 
spoiler 
securing bolts 
cup washers 
securing brackets 
locknuts 

BY 
Note When: 

Removing Installing 

do not mix up with 
washer No. 20 

renew if damage sus- 
pected. No reworking 
is permissible. 
Tighten bolts No. 19 
of bearing clamp No. 
21 as specified. When 
replacing, do not con- 
fuse with control arm 
for 86 models onward. 
Installation overview, 
Pages 40 - 16 to 
40 - 18 

* 928 S only (floating caliper brakes) 

40 - 6 Disassembling and Assembling Wheel Printed in Germany 
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40 Front Wheel Suspension 928 

No, 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5* 

6 

7 

8 

Description 

Locknut 

Washer 

Speed sensor 
with O-ring and 
mounting bolt 

Hex bolt with 
spring washer 

Flange locknut 

Flange locknut 

Steering knuckle 

Locknut 

NY 
- 

3 

3 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

2 

Note When: 
Removing 

If necessary, load 
ball joints by 
exerting pressure on 
upper control arm 

As No. 5 4s No. 5 

If necessary (to 
increase working 
space), remove 
bearing clamp No. 25 
of lower control arm. 
When removing bearing 
clamp, slacken lock- 
nuts No. 17 on caster 
and camber eccentrics. 

Installing 

Renew, torque: 46 Nm 
(33 ftlb) 

:oat speed sensor and 
hole in steering 
knuckle with Molykote 
-0ngterm 2. Renew O- 
rina of soeed sensor. 
Tightening torque for 
Illen-head bolt 10 Nm 
(7 ftlb) 

renew, torque: 65 Nm 
(47 ftlb). Load ball 
joints by exerting 
pressure on upper 
control arm 

inspect for damage. No 
reworking is 
oermissible. 

renew, torque: 140 Nm 
(103 ftlb) 

* There is no difference between No. 5 and No. 6 (collar dia. approx. 
24 mm). In some cars, a nut (No. 5) with a collar dia. approx:26,mm was 
fitted to the upper joint (to use up stock). 

a 
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928 Front Wheel Suspension 40 

No 
- 

9 

10 Locknut 

11 

12 

l 13 

14 

l 

15 

16 Spring strut 

Description 

Washer 

Washer 

Rir guide plate 

Hex bolt 

Stabilizer link- 
age 

Upper control 
arm 

QW 
- 

1 

Note When: 
lemoving Installing 

only on rear control 
arm mounting 

renew, torque: 85 Nm 
(62 ftlb) 

when replacing, do not 
confuse with version 
for cars earlier than 
1986. Spare part 
number on linkage. 

Tightening torque for 
upper and lower 
mountings : 85 Nm 
(62 ftlb). 

Install right way 
round. Cranked end at 
top (at spring strut 
mounting) and tilted 
forward (no difference 
bewteen left-hand and 
right-hand parts). 

inspect, renew if 
necessary. No re- 
working is permis- 
sible. Attachment to 
body: lubricate thread 
and shank with Opti- 
moly HT. 

Coil spring page 40-46 
Damper installation 
overview, page 40-51 

Printed in Germany - XIII, 1986 Disassembling and Assembling 40 - 9 
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40 Front Wheel Suspension 928 

No, 

- 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

Description 

Locknut 

Caster or camber 
eccentric (outer 
eccentric - camber 

Ball joint 
(mounting) 

Clamp 

Locknut 

Hex bolt 

tY 
- 

2 

2 

1 

1 

Note When: 
?emoving 

only slacken if part 
of control arm with 
:lamp and ball joint 
[mounting) must be 
replaced 

oat sliding surfaces 
f eccentric adjust- 
ent range with Opti- 
oly TA. 
over slots of ball 
Dints, page 40 - 23. 
hen replacing, note 
age 40 - 21. P' 

il nspect, renew if 
nt ecessary. Close slot, 
P' age 40 - 23 

WI 
m 
f 
m' 
P 
i 
C, 
t 
H 
m 
0 
t 

i 

hen replacing, do not 
ix up with version 
or cars earlier than 
ode1 year 86. See 
age 40 - 21. After 
nserting in lower 
ontrol arm, coat 
hread with Optimoly 
T. Do not allow Opti- 
oly HT to touch shank 
f bolt or to pene- 
rate hole in light- 
lloy member (see page 
0 - 14). 

enew, torque: 46 Nm 
33 ftlb) 

nstalling 

enew, torque: 120 Nm 
38 ftlb) 

l 
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No 
- 

23 t 

25 

26 

27 

28 

Description Qty 

Hex bolt (10.9/ 
80 mm long) 

Washer approx. 6 
mm thick, 
dia. approx. 
30 mm 

Bearing clamp 

Hex bolt 
(100 mm long) 

Washer 
y;x. 4 mm 

dia. ipprox. 
25 mm 

Guard 

Note When: 
Lemoving Installing 

coat thread with Opti- 
moly HT (Optimoly HT 
on bolt shank is im- 
permissible).* Screw 
in until only 2 
threads are visible. 
Do not tighten to 120 
Mm (88 ftlb) until 
assembly is completed 
and springs have 
settled. 

do not mix up with 
Masher No. 27 

check for damage. 
Tighten as specified. 

coat threads with 
Optimm(Optimoly 
HT is not permissible 
on bolt shank)* 
Torque: 85 Nm (62 
ftlb) 

do not mix up with 
washer No. 24 

* See note page 40 - 14 

Printed in Germany - XIII, 1986 Disassembling and Assembling 
Wheel Suspension, 86 Models 
Onward 

40 - 11 
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No. 

- 

29 

Description 

Lower control 
arm with spoiler 
securing bolts 
cup washers 
securing brack- 
ets 
locknuts 

tY 

- 

1 

Note When: 
?emoving Installing 

Renew if damage sus- 
pected. No reworking 
is permissible. 
Tighten bolts No. 23 
of bearing clamp No. 
25 as specified. 
When replacing, do not 
mix up with control 
arm for cars earlier 
than model year 86. 
Part marked "Porsche" 
(before 86 model 
years, without Porsche 
inscription). 
Installation overview, 
see pages 40 - 16/ 
40 - 17 

a 
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a 

INSTRUCTIONS FOR ASSEMBLY AND DISASSEMBLY 

Disassembling 

l.Unbolt brake caliper and move 
aside without imposing strain on 
brake hose. 

Mounting: until end of model year 
85 

p!l!FF-/-- 

Mounting: 86 models onward 

Beforehand, open plug-in connector 
of ABS and brake-pad wear cable and 
disconnect. 

3 

/ ’ 493 

Z.Disconnect ground lead (86 models 
onward). Remove speed sensor. 

3.Press out track rod with 
extractor, e.g. Nexus 168-1. 

Printed in Germany - XIII, 1986 Disassembling and Assemblin 
% 

40 - 13 
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4.Use VW 267a to press out ball 
joint. Take care not to damage 
protective caps of joints. 
(Steering knuckle with cap nut, 
see page 40 - 25). If collar nuts 
difficult to remove, see 
Installing, Item 3. 

w- 

Wheel suspension, 86 models onward 
(lower ball joint). 

Installing 

Note: 

When using Optimoly HT or TA 
assembly paste, note the following: 

Optimoly HT (copper-colored) 

For steel-steel threaded connec- 
tions and contact surfaces of 
assembly parts. 
Never use Optimoly HT on contact 
surfaces of steel to light alloy, 
as moisture will produce corrosion. 
When applied to threads, this lub- 
ricant has no effect on tightening 
torques. 

Optimoly TA (aluminum color) 

For all connections with aluminum 
or with magnesium, for corrosion 
protection. 
When applied to threads, this 
lubricant has a slight effect on 
tightening torques. 

l.Subject all parts to visual 
inspection, if necessary, compare 
with new part. 
If replacement parts are fitted, 
check installation overview, see 
pages 40 - 16 to 40 - 21 

a 
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2.When installing lower control 
arm, screw bolts of rear bearing 

Close slots for outer cams (page 
40 - 23). 

clamp into body until only 2 
threads are visible. 

Do not tighten the two bolts to 
specified torque until assembly 
is completed and springs have 
settled. This keeps front of car 
down. 

3.To prevent ball pins turning and 
to allow installation of collar 
nuts (also for disassembly), 
apply pressure to upper control 
arm to load ball joints. 

a Note: 

Spray adjustment 
control arm with 
threaded section 

plate on lower 
eccentrics, 
of track rod, 
upper bearing ._ threaded pins in 

joint and threaded pins in lower 
bearing joint with Tectyl-UL 846 
(Valvoline). This prevents 
corrosion of the threaded elements, 
thus facilitating maintenance and 
repair work. 

a 
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WHEEL SUSPENSION COMPONENTS - INSTALLATION OVERVIEW* 

Fig. Description 
No. 

1 Upper control arm 

2 Lower control arm 

5 

Track rod 

Stabilizer linkage 

Stabilizer 

Identification - Distinguishing Features** 

Version A 
until end of model 
year 85 

longer than 86 
models onward, ball 
joint at right angle 
to suspension link 

longer than 86 
models onward, no 
identification 
marking 

longer than 86 
models onward 

shorter than 86 
models onward, 
marked with spare- 
part number 

stabilizer knuckle 
shorter and less 
cranked than 86 
models onward (until 
end of model year 
79, solid stabil- 
izer, 80 models 
onward, tubular 
stabilizer) 

Version B 
86 models onward 

shorter than until 
end of model year 
85, ball joint in- 
clined outward 

shorter than until 
end of model year 
85, bears 
"Porsche" inscrip- 
tion 

shorter than until 
end of model year 
85 

longer than until 
end of model year 
85, marked with 
spare-part number 

stabilizer knuckle 
longer and more 
cranked than until 
end of model year 
85 

a 

* Mounting, clamp, camber and caster eccentrics, pages 40 - 19 to 40 - 21 

** Dimensions, see pages - 40 17 and 40 - 18. 

a 
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Version A 
until end of model year 85 

Version B 
86 models onward 

1 Upper control arm 

2 Lower cdntrol arm 
I 

No "Porsche" 
inscription 

Dim. X = 191 mm 

With "Porsche" 
inscription 

Dim. X = 179 arm 

I 
3 Track rod 

Dim. X approx. 245 mm Dim. X approx. 235 mm 

Printed in Germany - XIII, 1986 Wheel Suspension Components - 40 - 17 
Installation Overview 
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Version A 
until end of model year 85 

Version B 
86 models onward 

a 

I 
4 Stabilizer linkage 

Spare Part No. (arrow) Spare Part No. (arrow) 
928 343 069 00 928 343 069 01 
Dim. X approx. 135 run Dim. X approx 142 rmn 

A 

Dim. a = 95 + 3 mm 
Dim. b = 38 z 1 mm 

I 
5 Stabilizer 

Dim. a = 102 + 3 mm 
Dim. b = 43 T 1 mm - 

a 
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a 
MODIFICATIONS TO MOUNTINGS/NOTES FOR REPLACEMENT 

Until end of model 85 
ball joints were installed on theYfFokraxle. 

mounting: with trailing 
1 .,I..3 llYlll,l 

A; of Seotemt 
mountings were used instead of aluminum. 

)er 1983, steel 

This change also necessitated a modification of the camber and caster 
eccentric retaining clamps. The caster and camber eccentrics installed with 
the steel mountings are identical parts and are distinguished from the 
earlier versions by the stamped part No. 928 341 466 00. 

Steel mountings with upright ball joints were installed from m o d e 1 
year 86 o n w a r d (modified wheel suspension). This modification 
included redesigning retaining clamps and camber and caster eccentrics 
(retaining clamp with modified mounting point for spring strut, as control 
arm shorter but same strut position as in cars earlier than model year 86). 
There is no difference between caster and camber eccentrics, which are 
distinguished from the original and modified versions by the stamped part 
No. 928 341 466 01. 

Mountings until End of Model Year 85 

Parts Overview: 

Fig. Description 
Item* 

Original Version Modified Version 

: Mounting Left-hand 928.341.049.10 928.341.091.03 928.341.049.12 
clamp 928.341.091.05 

: Caster Right-hand eccentric clamp 928.341.453.00 928.341.092.03 928.341.092.05 
928.341.466.00 

4 Camber eccentric 928.341.455.00 928.341.466.00 

* See Fig. on page 40 - 20 

Printed in Germany - XIII, 1986 Modifications to Mountings 40 - 19 
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Mountings until End of Model Year 
(Parts Overview, page 40 - 19) 

Original Version Modified Version 

3, ~~ G ,& 9 / ? \’ “-iF , / i &A ,, .-,: , d/S 
J,' 2 , /// A'-' 

4 1" ._ 

0 
85 

1 
q, y.: ‘“: 3+4” 

216 
,/- -\ 4 j4 

4.J ,I’ cli 

3 4 3+4 

The position of the eccentrics has been changed to suit the modified 
mountings. Caster is now set at the inner and camber at the outer 
eccentric. 

The original type of mounting has now been discontinued. The modified 
versions may be retrofitted to these cars. 

Original and modified parts are not interchangeable. This means that when a 
modified mounting is installed in an older car for the first time, new 
clamps and eccentrics must also be used. 

It is permissible to install a modified mounting on one side only. 

Under no circumstances may clamps for cars of model year 86 onward be used 
danger of confusion, see note on page 40 - 6e . 
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Mountings, 86 Models Onward 

Parts Overview 

1 Mounting 

; 
Clamp, left 
Clamp, right 

3+4 Camber and caster 
eccentrics 

928.341.049.08 
928.341.091.06 
928.341.092.06 
928.341.466.01 

As with the steel mountings in cars earlier than model year 86, the caster 
is set at the inner and the camber at the outer eccentric. 

It is essential to ensure that incorrect parts are not installed. There is 
a danger of mixing up modified and new/current parts. Example: if the 
wrong clamp is mounted, the installation position of the spring strut is 
incorrect and the clearance between spring strut and upper control arm may 
be impaired. 

Distinguishing Features Identifi- 
cation Marking of the Midified and 
New/Current Components 

Modified version (until end of 
model year 85) 

Clamp: 2 beads at front (arrows) 
Eccentric: stamped part No. 

928.341.466.00 

New/current version, 86 models 
onward 

Clamp: No beads at front 
Eccentric: stamped part No. 

928.341.466.01 

-cl28 

\ 

i 

( 

a 
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a 

CLOSING SLOTS IN BALL JOINTS 

As of September 1982, plastic sealing cord is used to close the slots for 
the outer setting eccentrics of the front-axle ball joints of new cars. In 
this way, dirt is prevented from penetrating the joint, making the 
eccentric easier to operate when servicing. 

If work has been carried out on the front axle, and especially after 
realignment of the wheels, close the slots for the outer eccentrics with 
permanently-elastic sealing material on all cars (arrows). The sealing 
cord, part No. AKD 522.009, used to seal the 924 and 944 taillamps is 
suitable for this application. 

Before sealing, ensure that slots are dry and free of grease. 

If eccentric does not move freely 
(dirt in slot) we recommend 
removal of the outer eccentric, 
cleaning of the slot and spraying 
with rust remover. Apply Optimoly 
TA to sliding surface of eccentric 
in adjustment area and reinstall 
eccentric. 

Important: 

Never try to free eccentric by hitting ball joint. Impact may damage the 
rubber cap. 

If.the rubber cap of a ball joint is damaged, it is essential to replace 
the joint. See also "Inspecting Protective Caps of Ball Joints of Control 
Arms and Track Rods" (page 40 - 24). 

Printed in Germany - XIII, 1986 Closing Slots in Ball Joints 40 - 23 
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INSPECTING PROTECTIVE CAPS OF BALL JOINTS ON CONTROL ARMS AND TRACK RODS 

The rubber protective caps of the front-axle ball joints may be damaged by 
external influences, e.g. flying stones, or during assembly. 
If a protective cap is damaged, the joint in question - upper or lower 
control arm, track rods - must be renewed, as the action of dirt or 
moisture will destroy the joint. For this reason, we also call attention to 
the routine listed in the vehicle maintenance plan: 

"Inspect seating and operation of all joints to steering gear, track rods, 
suspension links and joints, as well as the leaktightness of the protective 
caps". 

We recommend that the protective caps of the joints be checked whenever 
work is carried out on the front axle (visual inspection). 

Inspecting Rubber Protective Caps of 
Control Arm Ball Joints: 

l.Raise car on hoist, steering lock disengaged. 
2.Turn front wheels to lock. 
3.Inspect visible areas on left and right after cleaning. Concealed cracks 

are revealed by pinching the rubber cap with the fingers. 
4.Turn front wheels to opposite lock and inspect other half of rubber caps. 

In the vicinity of the brake cover plates, a small area cannot be inspected 
visually. Check this area by hand. 

Upper ball joint Lower ball joint 

40 - 24 Inspecting Protective Caps of Ball Joints Printed in Germany 
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MODIFIED STEERING KNUCKLE, CARS WITH FLOATING BRAKE CALIPERS 

To avoid damaging the rubber boot of the lower ball joint (mounting) with a 
commercial puller, the steering knuckle has a press-off lug (only steering 
knuckles for floating brake calipers). 

Steering knuckles without press-off lug have been discontinued and are no 
longer available as spare parts. 
It is permissible to install the newest steering knuckle on one side only. 

Disassembly 

Lower Ball Joint 

When the securing nut is slackened 
(cap nut - previously normal 
self-locking hex nut) the pin of 
the ball joint is pressed out of 
the steering knuckle, because the 
cap nut acts against the press-off 
lug. 

Upper Ball Joint 

Use VW 267 a to press off as before 
(page 40 - 14). 

a 
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928 Front Wheel Suspension 40 
a 

TOOLS 

T 
i, 1 4 2 
i/ 

P__*- 

l No. Description 

1 Multi-purpose tool 

2 Puller 

3 Pressure piece 

4 Pressure piece 

5 Pressure plate 

6 Pressure piece 

7 Pressure plate 

7 6 5 3 

Special Tools 

VW 771 

9165 

P 85 

9154 

VW 447 i 

VW 433 

VW 511 

Remarks 

Printed in Germany - XIII, 1986 Disassembling and Assembling 40 - 27 
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a 

I 
17 

Notes: 

I I 
10 14 

a 

’ lLi6 5 11 ! 

a 
- The exploded drawing shows the front-wheel bearing arrangement of cars 

with sliding calipers. 

- If the front axle is equipped with floating calipers, brake caliper, 
brake disk, guard and steering knuckle are of different appearance and 
size. 

- The following components of four-piston fixed-caliper brakes differ in 
appearance and size: brake disk, brake caliper, mounting bolts for 
caliper, outer wheel bearing, wheel hub, guard and steering knuckle. 

40 - 28 Disassembling and Assembling Printed in Germany 
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a 

No. 

2 

a 

6 

Description 

Mounting bolt 
(hex bolts for 
sliding and 
floating 
calipers) 

(Panhead bolts 
for four-piston 
fixed caliper) 

Spring washer or 
washer of four- 
piston fixed 
caliper 

Brake caliper 

Hub cover 

Clamping nut 
with Allen bolt 

Thrust washer 

Outer wheel 
bearing (larger 
as of 86 models) 

WY 

2 

2 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

Note When: 
Removing 

Do not remove brake 
hose when working 
on front-wheel 
suspension, attach 
to suitable point 
with wire 

Drive out with 
multi-purpose tool 
VW 771 and 9165 

Installing 

Coat threads with 
Optimoly HT. Torque: 
85 Nm (62 ftlb) 

Renew if necessary 

Adjust play in wheel 
bearing. Tighten 
Allen bolt, torque: 
15 Nm (11 ftlb) 

Inspect, renew if 
necessary, apply 
coating of Shell 
Retinax A multi- 
purpose grease 

Printed in Germany - XIII, 1986 Disassembling and Assembling 40 - 29 
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No. Description RY 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

Front-wheel hub 
(modified wheel 
bearing, 86 
models onward. 
No. of teeth on 
impulse ring for 
ABS: 45 instead 
of 90). 

Radial seal 

Wheel bearing, 
inner 

Countersunk bolt 

Brake disk 

Bearing race for 
outer wheel 
bearing 

Models earlier 
than end of 85 

86 models onward 

Note When 
Removing 

Press out with Renew. Press in with 
screwdriver. Take VW 433 and 9154. 
care not to damage Place VW 511 under 
seat and impulse wheel hub as support. 
ring (vehicles with Pack recess with a 
ABS) Shell Retinax A 

If difficult to re- 
move, see P. 46-11 

Heat wheel hub to Heat wheel hub to 120 
120 to 150°c to 150°C 

Press out with 
pressure piece 
9154. Place pres- 
sure plate VW 511 
beneath wheel hub 
as support 

Drive out by Place in position, 
placing drift in press in with 
each of the suitable pressure 
grooves in turn piece, e.g. VW 432 

Installing 

Clean centering 
surface for brake 
disk and apply thin 
coat of Optimoly TA 
assembly paste. Pack 
rheel bearing and 
wheel hub with Shell 
Retinax A 

Inspect, renew if 
necessary, apply coat 
of Shell Retinax A 

Place in position, 
press in with 
pressure piece 9154 

a 
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a 

No. Description PtY 

14 Bearing race for 
inner wheel 
bearing 

1 

15 

a 

16 

17 

18 

Hex bolt of 
- sliding 

caliper 
- floating 

caliper 
- four-piston 

fixed caliper 

Spring ring or 
spring washer 

Guard (dependin 
on brake system 3 

Steering knuckle 
(design depends 
on brake system) 

Heat wheel hub to 
120 to 150°C. Press 
out with P 85 and 
9154. As of 8C 
models, the race 
can also be re- 
moved using a drift 
placed in the 
grooves. 

Heat wheel hub to 120 
to 150°C. Place in 
position and press in 
with pressure plate 
VW 447 i and pressure 
piece 9154. Use VW 
511 as support. 

Torque: 15 Nm (11 
ftlb). Coat thread 
with Optimoly HT. 

2-4 Renew if necessary 

Inspect front wheel 
bearing for 15 wear. 
Remachining is 
impermissible 

Note When: 
Removing Installing 

a 
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a 

NOTES ON DISASSEMBLY AND ASSEMBLY 

Disassembling 

l.Drive off hub cover with multi- 
purpose tool VW 771 and 9165. 

4a.Cars earlier than end of model 
year 85: press bearing races 
out of wheel hub. 

Bearing race for outer wheel 
bearing 

2.Use a large screwdriver to lever 
off radial seal. Take care to 
avoid damaging the seat of the 
seal and the impulse ring of cars 
with ABS. 

~... 
_(’ jl .- 

Bearing race for inner wheel 
bearing 

3.Separate brake disk and wheel 
hub. Heat wheel hub to 120-150°C. 

a 
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4b.86 models onward: place drift 
in each of the grooves in turn 
and drive bearing races out of 
hub. 

Note: 

The bearing race for the inner 
wheel bearing can be pressed out 
using P 85 and 9154 as before (cars 
earlier than 86). 

2b.86 models onward: place the 
outer bearing race in the wheel 
hub and press in until seated 
with suitable pressure piece, 
e.g. VW 432. 

Assembling 

3. Position inner bearing race and 
press in until seated with 
pressure piece 9154 and pressure 
plate VW 447 i. Place VW 511 
beneath wheel hub as support. 

l.Heat wheel hub to 120-15O'C. 

2a.Install outer bearing race and 
(cars earlier than end of 85) 
press in until seated with 
pressure piece 9154. 

Printed in Germany - XIII, 1986 Disassembling and Assembling 40 - 33 
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4.Press in radial seal until flush 6.Tighten cap bolt of clamping nut 
to 15 Nm (11 ftlb), without 
turning the clamping nut. 

with hub. 

PV 
-~ 

5.Adjust front wheel bearing, 
noting the following points: 
Tighten clamping nut slightly, 
turning the hub. Slacken clamping 
nut until the thrust washer can 
just be moved with a screwdriver 
under finger pressure. Do not use 
hub as a lever for screwdriver. 

7.Recheck setting by moving thrust 
washer, readjust if necessary. 

a 
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TOOLS 

No. 

3 

+-$I> ““““““““““““““““““““. .?, / 
3 

Description 

Press-out tool 

Tensioning device 

Tensioiyng device 

Sickle wrench 
DIN 1810 dia. 80/90 

Special Tools 

VW 267 a 

VW 340 

Remarks 

Porche version manu- 
factured by Klann, 
desription/supplier 
see Workshop Manual 
(Workshop Equipment 
3, Group 4). 

Commercially avail- 
able, e.g. Saltus 

0 
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REMOVING AND INSTALLING SPRING 
STRUT 

Removing 

l.Working from engine compartment, 
remove three self-locking nuts on 
wheel arch. 

Z.Remove wheel, unscrew flange 
lock nut and press off upper 
ball joint with VW 267 a 

3.Unscrew self-locking nuts from 
upper control arm (inside engine 
compartment). 

4.Remove damper mounting bolt. 

Installing 

Renew all self-locking nuts. Coat a 

rubber bush in mounting eye with 
Molykote U. 

a 
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11 
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No. Description 

1* Self-locking hex 
nut 

2* Washer 

3* Damper mounting, 
upper 

4 Spring plate, 
upper 

5 Coil spring 

6 Protective tube 

7** Booster spring 

8* Stop washer 

9* 

10 

11 

Supporting cover 

Spring plate, 
lower 

Damper 

RY. 

1 

2 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

Note When: 
Removing 

Extend coil spring 
with VW 340 or 
Klann KL - 0014 

Mark installation Install right way 
position round 

Installing 

Renew and tighten to 
60 Nm (44 ftlb) 

Coat rubber bush 
dith Molykote U 

Note arrangement and 
assembly instructions 

Overall length 
approx. 170 mm 

Note installation 
position 

Install with grooves 
down 

Boge only 

Check efficiency, 
renew if necessary. 
Standard: 
Boge (black)** 
Optional: 
Bilstein (green) 

* Same parts as those used in adjustable spring strut 

** Same parts as those used in adjustable spring struts earlier than 
end of model year 1985 

40 - 38 Disassembling and Assembling Non- Printed in Germany 
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a 2 Stop washers No. 8 in 928 S 4 "Club Sport-Version" 
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No. Description Qty 

1* 

2* 

:* 

6 

7 

a* 

9* 

1C 

Self-locking hex 
nut 

Washer 

Damper mounting, 
upper 

Spring plate, 
upper 

Ceil spring 

Protective tube 

Booster spring, up 
to end of Mod. yr. 
85* natural color 
(35 mm spring 
travel) 86 models 
onward black (39 
mm spring travel) 

Stop washer 

Supporting cover 

Spring plate, 
lower 

1 

2 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

:A 

1 

1 

Note When: 
Removing 

Extend coil spring 
with VW 340 or 
Klann KL-0014 

lark installation 
losition 

* Same parts as used in non-adjustable spring strut. 

Installing 

Renew and tighten to 
60 Nm (44 ftlb) 

Coat rubber bush 
with Molykote U 

Note arrangement, 
tolerance group and 
assembly instruc- 
tions. Different 
spring rates (spring 
hardness) 

Overall length 
approx. 150 mm 

Note installation 
position 

Install with grooves 
down,2 washers in 928 
S4 "Club Sport Version" 

Boge only 

Install right way 
round. 
Boge: black 
Bilstein: yellow 

a 
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No. 

11 

12 

a 

13 

Description 

Adjustment nut 

Threaded ring 

Damper 

QtY. 
- 

1 

1 

1 

1emoving 
Note When: 

Installing 

Grease thread, re- 
cess and contact 
surface for spring 
plate with Dptimoly 
TA 
Boge and Bilstein 
are different 

Boge only. 
Install with inner 
bevel down. 
Coat thread with 
Optimoly TA 

Damper design modi- 
fied, 86 models 
onward 
Damper installation 
overview P. 40 - 51 

Spring installation 
overview, note 
P. 40 - 46 

Printed in Germany - XIII, 1986 Disassembling and Assembling 40 - 41 
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NOTES ON DISASSEMBLY AND ASSEMBLY 

Disassembling VW 340 

l.Mark position of lower spring 
plate relative to damper for 
reinstallation. 

r- 

2.Using Porche version Klann spring 
tensioning device (see Workshop 
Manual) or VW 340, extend coil 
spring. 
Remove self-locking nut from 
piston rod. 
Remove washer and upper damper 
mounting. 
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3.When using special tool VW 340, 
release coil spring by unscrewing 
each of the expansion bolts in 
turn. 

Note: 

A great deal of caution is required 
when working with the extremely 
powerful coil spring. 

t! 
i - 
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Testing Dampers 

Dampers can only be tested properly 
on a testing machine. Dampers which 
no longer perform adequately cannot 
be identified by visual inspection 
or function testing, which will, 
however, identify completely 
defective units. 

Note: 

Differences between dampers, P. 
40 - 51 

Boge Pressureless 
Damper 

With damper in installation posi- 
tion, extend and compress by hand. 
The damper must move smoothly and 
with uniform resistance throughout 
its travel. The extension and com- 
pression stage damping must be 
clearly perceptible up to the limit 
positions. Dampers which have been 
stored for an extended period 
should be operated several times in 
their installation oosition. Renew 
leaking dampers 

Boge Gas-press 
Dampers 

ure 

With damper in installation 
position, extend and compress by 
hand. The damper must move smoothly 
throughout its travel. The 
expansion and compression stage 
damping must be clearly perceptible 
up to the final position. 

Because of the gas pressure, resis- 
tance increases as the piston rod 
moves further into the damper. 
Dampers which have been stored for 
lengthy periods should be operated 
several times in their installation 
position. 

Renew leaky dampers. 

Dampers in which the gas pressure 
has diminished (damper does not 
return automatically to the 
extension-stage stop), but which 
bear no indication of oily leaks 
and which fulfill all other 
requirements can be reused. 
Dampers which show traces of oil 
loss and which have depressurized 
must be renewed. 

Bilstein Dampers 

WornBilstein Dampers 
can be identified with ease. 
Measure distance X with damper 
fully compressed (i.e. as far as 
possible). If distance X exceeds 
35 mm (29.5 mm when new), the 
damper must be replaced. 

Printed in Germany - XIII, 1986 Disassembling and Assembling 40 - 43 
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Assembling N o t e (for information only) 

l.Note arrangement of coil springs. During original assembly of the 
See P. 40 - 46 for adjustable struts, the adjuster nut is mounted 
spring strut. as follows: 
See pp. 40 - 47 to 40 - 49 for 
non-adjustable spring struts. 
End of coil spring points toward 
upper spring plate. 

Boge spring strut: threaded ring 
flush with adjuster nut at top 
(arrow) or threaded ring approx. 
5 nun lower. 
Bilstein strut: adjuster nut 
screwed down to bottom. 

--/- -_. 

*‘“W& 
_. 

2.If parts which affect the height 
setting of adjustable spring 
struts have been replaced, begin 
by moving the adjuster nut to its 
original position. After instal- 
lation, readjust height setting 
as necessary, see Item 5. Lubri- 
cate threaded ring or thread and 
adjuster nut and recess with 
Optimoly TA. 

3.To avoid dislocation of the lower 
spring plate of non-adjustable 
spring struts, only 2 spacers may 
be used per strut for height ad- 
justment. When converting from 
Bilstein to Boge dampers 
(pressureless), the white/green 
spring can be reused if a spacer 
is installed (P. 40 - 47 to 
40 - 49). 

40 - 44 Disassembling and Assembling Printed in Germany 
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4.Because of the 14" offset of 
upper spring plate to mounting 
eye (of control arm) when the 
strut is installed, it may be 
necessary to determine the 
position of the lower spring 
plate as follows when the strut 
is assembled: 

Mount upper spring plate on car. 
With lower spring plate and coil 
spring at damper installation 
position, set damper on lower 
control arm. 

Move end of coil spring to upper 
spring plate stop. Turn lower 
spring plate until the spring 
touches the lower stop as well. 
Mark position of lower spring 
olate to damoer. Assemble struts 
as marked. 

N ote: 

Adjustable spring struts can also 
be brought to their installation 
positions by turning the adjuster 
nut (hold strut at bottom). Turn 
nut in the direction which allows 
end of spring to remain against 
spring-plate stop. 

If a Klann spring tensioner is 
used (no vise required) the strut 
can be brought to its instal- 
lation position with the spring 
pre-tensioned. Screw self-locking 
nut onto piston rod (risk of 
accident). 

5.Adjust height setting of adjus- 
table spring struts as 
neccessary. 

Note: 

Moving the adjuster nut (spring 
pre-load) through 5 mm adjusts the 
vertical setting by approx. 10 mm. 

In this context, note the 
following: 
Any one-sided height adjustment 
also changes the wheel loadina. 
When the ioad on any one wheel is 
changed the loads on the other 
wheels also change. 
If no wheel-load meter is 
available, the 2 height adjuster 
nuts on a common axle should be 
changed by the same amount to keep 
the wheel- load difference from 
left to right within permissible 
limits. (Difference from left to 
right per axle, max. 20 kg). 

Printed in Germany - XIII, 1986 Disassembling and Assembling 40 - 45 
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COIL SPRINGS FOR ADJUSTABLE SPRING STRUTS 

Two types of front-axle sprin s are available. The springs have different 
spring rates (spring hardness 7 . The springs are color-coded. 

The springs with green and brown codes are subdivided in tolerance groups. 

When repairs are carried out, always install springs with the same color 
code. As the vehicle height can be adjusted, it is not necessary to select 
spring groups to suit certain models (e.g. left-hand or right-hand drive). 

Coil Spring Part No. 928 343 511 06 (green) 

Used in: 928 S with ressureless Boge dampers from September 1983 to end 
b of model year 

928 S with Bilstein dampers from February 1984 onward. 

Group 

: 
3 

Color code 

1 x green 
2 x green 
3 x green 

Spring force F where Ordering 
length LI = 191 mm index 

6377 - 6573 N 
6574 - 6769 N 
6770 - 6965 N 

201 
202 
203 

Free length 
(new springs) 

approx. 350 mm 
approx. 350 n 
approx. 350 mm 

Coil Spring Part No. 928 343 511 09 (brown) 

Used in: 928 S with Boge gas-pressure dampers as standard and optional 
extra (soort) 
- 86 models onward 

Group 

1* 
2 
3 

Color code 

1 x brown* 
2 x brown 
3 x brown 

t 

Spring force F where Ordering Free length 
length LI = 191 mn index (new springs) 

6375 - 6570 N 
6571 - 6766 N 
6767 - 6963 N 

401 
402 
403 

approx. 340 mm 
approx. 340 mm 
approx. 340 mm 

40 - 46 Coil Springs for Adjustable Printed in Germany 
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COIL SPRINGS FOR NON-ADJUSTABLE SPRING STRUTS 

Three types of front-axle springs are available. The different types are 
color-coded - blue, white, white/green. 

The springs with blue and white coding are subdivided in tolerance groups. 

When repairs are carried out, always install springs with the same color 
coding. As the car tends to settle in the course of its service life and 
installation of a single spring could upset the vehicle height, we 
recommend replacement in pairs. 

Coil Spring Part No. 928.343.511.01 (blue) 

Used in: 928/982 S with Boge dampers 
As of start of range up to following chassis numbers: 

92 A0 80 0645 928 Europe/rest of the world/Japan 
92 A0 81 0714 928 USA 
92 A0 82 0127 928 S 

Group 

1 

Color code Installed in Spring force F where 
length LI = 217 mm 

1 x blue Vehicles 6377...6573 N 
without air 
conditioner 

301 

2 x blue Vehicles with 6574 . ..6769 N 302 
3 x blue air conditioner 6770...6965 N 303 

Ordering 
index 

For a brief period, group 1 springs with spacers were installed in vehicles 
equipped with air conditioners. 
Group 2 and 3 springs without spacers can be installed in these vehicles. 

Printed in Germany - XIII, 1986 Coil Springs for Non-Adjustable 40 - 47 
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Coil Spring Part No. 928.343.511.03 (white) 

Used in: 928/928 S with Boge dampers 
as of following chassis numbers: 

92 A0 80 0646 928 Europe/rest of the world/Japan 
92 A0 81 0715 928 USA 
92 A0 82 0128 928 S 

Group Color code 

: 
1 x white 
2 x white 

Installed in Spring force F where 
length L1 = 211 mm 

s,r;E;ing 

L-H drive cars 6377...6573 N 901 
R-H drive cars 6574...6769 N 902 

Group 1 springs with spacers have also been installed in right-hand drive 
cars. Refer to table when replacing. 

Springs with 3 white dots (discontinued) were installed in a small number 
of cars. Use group 2 springs as replacements. 

Coil Spring Part No. 928.343.511.04 (white/green) 

Used in: 928/928 S with Bilstein dampers for all cars. 

Group Color code Installed in Spring force F where Ordering 
length Ll = 205 mm index 

1 1 x white/ all cars 6377 . ..6630 N none 
green 

40 - 48 Coil Springs for Non-Adjustable Spring Printed in Germany 
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a 
Effect on Height of Front Axle 

1. 

2. 

Front Axle Springs 

Springs with approx. 200 N more force 
tolerance group II springs as opposed 
the front axle by approx. 5 - 15 mm. 

Spacer 

at a standard test length (e.g. 
to group I) increase the height of 

Placing a spacer beneath the lower spring plate increases the height of 
the front axle by approx. 10 mm. A maximum of 2 spacers per spring strut 
is permissible. 

,g +s 
p-F?‘” ,.a 

w 

I- - - -; w,, 

M -. 

3.Gas-pressure Dampers (Bilstein) 

If Boge dampers are replaced by Bilstein dampers and no further changes 
implemented, i.e. the same coil springs are reused, the front axle is 
raised by approx. 10 mm because of the gas pressure in the latter 
dampers. We recommend use of springs Part No. 928.343.511.04 in con- 
junction with the gas-pressure dampers. 

Printed in Germany - XIII, 1986 Coil Springs for Non-Adjustable 40 - 49 
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a 
DAMPERS - INSTALLATION OVERVIEW, IDENTIFICATION AND DISTINGUISHING FEATURES 

I 

Front axle 
Rear axle 

ISinole oioe 
OC 

Non-adjustable front- 

axle spring strut 

9281928 S X X 

a 
standard 101 10 

9281928 S x x 

optional extra 0 0 

Adjustable front- 

axle spring strut 

928 S standard X X 

until end of model 0 0 

year 85 

928 S optional x x 

extra until end of 0 0 

model year 85 

928 S standard X X 

86 models onward 0 0 

a 
928 S optional extra X X 

86 models onward 0 0 

alternative x x 

)ie’ pipe 
'ressureless 

JGas pressure 

x x 

0 0 0 0 

x x x x 

0 0 0 0 

x x x x 

0 0 0 0 

v-v 

grey grey 

red red 

red red 

gold gold 

gold gold 

Boge 
Bilstein 

Paint coding, 

Identification 

( x black* 

1 0 black** 

x x green 

0 0 green 

x x 

0 0 

gold 

gold 

*/** Identical parts 

Note: 

Optional Extra = Sport Tuning 

When removed, the pressureless damper will remain in any desired position. 
When the gas pressure damper is removed it extends to the expansion stage 
stop. 

a 

Printed in Germany - XIII, 1986 Dampers - Installation Overview 40 - 51 
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Technical Data 

Rear Axle 

Wheel suspension 

Dampers 
Make/Installation 

Stabilizers 

l 
Spacers 

Independent wheel suspension with lower diagonal suspension 

links and upper wishbones, coil springs and internal dampers. 

1 coil spring per wheel 

double-action hydraulic dampers 
page 42 - 18 d 

021 mm 

0 22.5 x 3.5 mm (tubular stabilizers) 
modified in course of model year 1981 

standard up to end of MY ‘91 

“Club-Sport’-Version 

standard as of MY ‘92 

_____ _ -_.-_ _______-____ 

17 mm per wheel 

38 mm per Rad 

l Technlcal Data 42 - 01 
Printed in Germany -XXIX. 1992 



42 Rear Wheel Suspension, Propshaft 928 

TIGHTENING TORQUES FOR REAR AXLE 

Location Description Thread 

Tranverse member to 
body 

Hex bolt 

Light alloy casting 
(suspension link 
bearing) for lower 
control arm (86 
models onward) to 
body 

Hex bolt 

Lower suspension link 
to transverse member 
(camber eccentric) 

Locknut 

Lower suspension link 
to body or light-allo: 
casting (track 
eccentric) 

Locknut 

Bearing link to lower 
suspension link 

Locknut 

Brake caliper to 
wheel carrier 

Hex bolt 

Wheel carrier to lowe) 
suspension link 

Locknut 

Upper suspension link 
to transverse member, 
upper suspension link 
to wheel carrier 

Locknut 

Propshaft or rear 
axle to wheel hub 

Locknut 

Propshaft to differ- 
ential and input shaft 

Wheel to wheel hub 

Cap bolt 

Wheel nut 

Spring strut to body Locknut 

M 10 

M 10 

VNM 
14 x 

VNM 
12 x 

VNM 

.5 

1 

12 x 1.5 

Y 12 x 1.5 

VNM 
14 x 1.5 

VNM 10 

VHM 
22 x 1.5 

4 10 

1 14 x 1.5 

/NM 10 

Material 

10 

10 

8 

8.8 

8 

B 

3 

12.9 

\L 

3 

i 

Torque Nm 
(ftlb) 

46 (33) 

46 (33) 

200 (146) 
a 

120 (88) 

85 (62) 

85 (62) 

140 (103) 

46 (33) 

0 

460 (322) 

81 (59) 

130 (94) 

46 (33) 
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928 Rear Wheel Suspension, Propshaft 42 

Location 

Rubber bushing on 
piston rod (spring 
strut) 

Transmission bearing 
to rear-axle trans- 
verse member 

Stabilizer bearing to 
body 

Stabilizer linkage to 
lower suspension link 

Stabilizer linkage to 
stabilizer 

Speed sensor to wheel 
carrier 

Angle bracket to wheel 
carrier 

Angle bracket to 
transverse member 

Guard to wheel carrier 

Description 

Locknut 

Hex bolt 

Hex bolt 

Hex bolt 

Locknut 

Cap bolt 

Hex bolt 

Locknut 

Locknut 
Hex bolt 

Thread 

VNM 
12 x 1.5 

M 12 x 1.5 

M 10 

8 

8.8 

8.8 

M 10 8.8 

VNM 10 

M6 

a 

8.8 

M6 8.8 

VM 6 

VEM 8 8 
M6 8.8 

Material Torque Nm 
(ftlb) 

58 (42) 

85 (62) 

46 (33) 

46 (33) 

46 (33) 

10 (7) 

10 (7) 

6 (4) 

Printed in Germany - XIII, 1986 Tightening Torques 42 - 03 
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TOOLS 

V”. Description Special Tool Remarks 

1 Punch “I\’ 407 

Thrust plate VW 402 

3 Tube VI\’ 41s a 

4 Punch Vii’ 408 a 

5 Support ring “1% 440 

6 Thrust tube “h ,155 

I Remover/installer VW 459/2 Part of VW 459 

8 Tllrust tube P 2M 

Prmred in Germany IIirasrer~~blin~ and Aswn,hling Rear Suspension 42 - 1 
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928 Rear Wheel Suspension, Axle Shaft 42 

40. Description 

1 Self-locking nut 

w. 
Note When Special 

Removing Installing Instructions 

1 Replace if necessary. 
Tighten to specified 
torque 

2 Washer 1 

3 socket head bolt 6 Tighten to specified 
torque 

4 Axle shaft 1 Check for damage 

5 Locknut 3 Replace. tighten to 
specified torque 

6 Warhei 73 

7 Plug 1 

a cover 1 

9 Locknut 2 Rrplace. tighten to 
specified torque 

10 Washer 2 

11 Pivot pin 1 

I2 Washer 1 

13 cone washer 2 

14 Spring strut 1 If necesrary. replace 
seal on mounting 
plate 

15 Locknut 2 Replace, tighren 10 
specified torque 

LG Cone washer 1 

11 Bolt 1 

18 Cone washer 2 

19 Hub assembly 1 Straighrening not 

permitted 

20 Boll 1 

l 
Printed in Germany VII, l!i83 Disassembling and Assembling [icar Suspension 42. 3 
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Note When: Special 
NO. Description my. Removing Installing Instructions 

21 upper control arm 1 Straightening not 
permitted 

22 upper arm mount 2 Position correctly 

23 Bolt 1 Tighten to specified 
torque 

24 Washer 2 

25 Locknut 1 Replace and tighten 
to specified torque 

26 Bolt 1 

27 Stabilizer suspension 1 Check for damage page 42 6 

26 Locknut 1 Tighten to specified 
tOrq”e 

29 Eccentric disc 1 

30 Eccentric bolt 1 

31 Locknut 1 Tighten specified to 
tOrq”e 

32 Washer 1 

33 Eccentric bolt 1 Lubricate with 
MoSz greare 

34 Lower control arm 1 Check for damage Left and right 
sides not inter- 
changeable, 

35 Locknut 
welding and 

1 Replace and tighten 
to specified torque 

straightening not 
permitted 

36 Washer 2 Replace necessary if 

37 Bolt 1 

38 Mount 1 Position correctly 

39 Rubber mount 1 page42.6 

40 Rubber mount 2 page 42 6 

42.4 Disassembling and Assembling Rear Wheel Suspension VIU. 1964 Printed in Germany 



928 Rear Wheel Suspension, Propshaft 42 

NOTES ON DISASSEMBLY AND ASSEMBLY 

Disassembling 

l.Remove propshaft with drive 
shaft. 

2.Remove brake caliper. 

3.Take off brake disk after 
removing two countersunk screws. 

4.Remove parking brake shoes and 
expansion lever. Pull parking 
brake cable out of its guide in 
wheel carrier. 

5.Remove wheel carrier. 

Printed in Germany - XIII, 1986 Disassembling and Assembling 42 - 5 
Wheel Suspension 

6.Unscrew eccentric bolts and 
stabilizer linkage bolt and 
remove lower diagonal suspension 
link. 



42 Rear Wheel Suspension, Propshaft 928 

Notes on Wheel 
Suspension, 86 
Models Onward. 

The exhaust system has been 
modified as of model year 86. Two 
secondary mufflers are mounted near 
the control arms, one on each side. 

This modification has necessitated 
modification of the following 
components: 

Rear axle transverse member 

Bearing link of lower suspension 
link mounted on a removable 
light-alloy casting (instead of 
directly on body). 

The length of the track eccentric 
bolt (2) has been changed to suit 
the modified bearing (bolt shank 
approx. 10 mm longer). 

2.Coat shanks of camber and track 
eccentric bolts with Optimoly TA 
(instead of multi-purpose grease 
with MoS2) and coat thread with 
Optimoly HT. Apply a coating of 
Molykote IJ to rubber bushing of 
stabilizer linkage and rubber 
bushings No. 39 and 40 of lower 
control arms (page 42 - 2) before 
installing suspensions links in 
car. 

N 

See Table of Consumables (Tech- 
nical Information Group X) for 
further lubrication notes and 
specifications. 

ote: 

Spray toe-in eccentrics and camber 
eccentrics on both sides, adjust- 
ment for spring plate on damper and 
ends of bearing bolt threads (wheel 
carriers) with underbody wax such 
as Tectyl - UL - 846 manufactured 
by Valvoline. This precaution pre- 
vents corrosion of the threaded 
connections, thus facilitating 
future maintenance and repair work. 

3.Tighten bolts and nuts to 
specified torque. 

4.Align axles. 

Assembling 

l.Inspect parts for damage, compare 
suspect parts with new parts. Do 
not mix up left-hand and right- 
hand lower diagonal suspension 
links (otherwise spring travel is 
impaired). 

42 - 6 Disassembling and Assembling XIII, 1986 - Printed in Germany 
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Rear Wheel Suspension, Axle Shaft 42 

TOOLS 

N”. 

I 

Description 

Punrh 

Base plate 

Drive sleeve 

Tube 

Extractor 

ipecial Tool Remarks 

VW 407 

VW 441 

VW 244 b 

VW 415 a 

Standard 

Printed in Germany Disanrvnhling and Asscmhling llub Assembly 42 - 7 
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C;ote wren Special 
I. Description WY. izelmoving Installing Instructions 

1 Self-locking nut 1 Replace if necerrary, 
tighten to specified 
turqw 

2 Washer 1 

:i Socket head boll 6 Tighten to specified 
torque 

4 Axle shaft 

5 wt’hce1 hub 

1 Check for damage 

1 Press off with Press on wit11 
VW 244b and VW 244 b. whereby 

suitable base ball bearing inner 

PM3 race must be on 

VW 415 a 

6 Circlip 1 Replace if necessary 

7 Brake backing plate 1 Insert wheel hub in 
ball bearing before 
pressing in 

8 Ball bearing 1 lleat hub carrier Ileat hub carrier to 

to 120 - 1.500 c 120 - 150' C(248 - 

(248 - 302' f). 3020 Fj. Install new 

Press out with boring. Place 

VW415 a “IV 441 underneath 
hub carrier and press 
on lightly with 
VW 415 a. being 
careful that inner 
races do not fall 
Out 

3 Hub carrier 1 

0 Gasket 1 Replace 

Prinied in Germany Disassembling and Arscmbling Hub Assembly 42 - 9 
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l,,SrASSC\,li,.,NG AN,, ASSEhliiLiSG liLI:i hSS,:Vli,.Y 

Disassembling 

1. Prerr out rchcel hub with VII’ X4 b and suitable 
barc pl;itL% 

2. Remove circlip 

4. Press hearing inner iace off of wheel hub with 
an extractor and Special Tool VW 407. 

,._ -- a , \ pi ._-+ 

< c _y *. * -\ . 
\. 1; 

2 

iv 

0 

s 

* 

4 P- 

/ 
-r T-’ 

l 

3. Press out Ihall hearing with VW 415 a alli,r 
hrating hub carrirr to 120 - ISO" C (2.48 

1020 F). 

112. IO Disasscnlhlin~ and Asscmhling llul) Asscmhly Printed inGermany 
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Assembling 

1. Heat hub carrier to 120 - 150° C (248 - 302’ F). 
install ball bearing and then pres on slightly. 

l VW441 -: L- 

L ,- $ ,! me- --+c- %.r Ah I_ a-a:. At- . i 

2. Press in wheel hub after installation of circlip 
and brake backing plate. 

Printed in Germany Disassembling and Assembling Hub Assembly 42 - 11 
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REPLACING LOWER DIAGONAL CONTROL ARM LINK PIN 

Removing 

w 
J b- z,:.;! 

1. Remove bolt from link pin. 

2. Place lower control arm on Special Tool VW 402. 
Press cut link pin with Special Tool VW 407. 

<*-. ,# a 
-a++- -- 

Installing 

1. Coat holder and link pin with waxfree Capella Oil B 
(Texaco). Install link pin by hand $0 that bend of 
link pin faces in toward lower control arm and 
holes for mounting bolt are aligned. 

2. Press in link pin far enough so that bolt can be 
installed without applying force. 

Note 

Rubber mcwnts used for lower control arms have a 
long service life, but if they do have to be replaced 
this can be accomplished with the following tools and 
application of waxfree Capella Oil 6. 

Rubber mount for pivot pin of shock absorber 
and hub carrier 

Rubber mount for camber eccentric bolt 

VW 45912 
VW 408 a 

P 263 
First press out inner 
metal bushing. 

VW 402 
VW 407 

VW 45912 
VW 455 

Make sure that inner 
bushing is not displaced 

VW 402 
VW 407 

42-12 Disassembling and Assembling Hub Assembly VI, 1982 - Printed in Germany 



928 Rear Wheel Suspension, Axle Shaft 42 

REPLACING UPPER CONTROL ARM MOUNT 

Removing Installing 

Press out mount with Special Tool VW 408a. using 
Special Tool VW 415 a as a base. 

PIT--J 

c-- ‘I 

‘I c 

Press in mount, using waxfree Capella Oil B 
ITexaco) and Special Tools VW 415 a and 408 a 
Position correctly. Apply pressure pad to 
conical end of metal bushing to prevent any 
change in position between the metal bushing 
and rubber mount. 

;p 1. 
c- 

1-i 
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a 

REMOVING AND INSTALLING SPRING STRUT 

Removing 

1. Unscrew three self-locking nuts from 
spring strut in luggage compartment. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

Remove wheel. 

Unscrew front nut on pivot pin of lower 
control arm, counterlocking and counter- 
holding the rear nut with a separate 
M 14 x 1.5 nut. Remove pivot. 

Disconnect stabilizer bar link at control 
arm. 

Installing 

1. Replace self-locking nuts. Check spring 
strut seal, making a new permanently 
elastic seal on the mounting plate 300mm 
long and circular in shape with, for 
example, Prestik 4 mm dia., Item No. 
0593 from Bostik. Coat rubber mount on 
mounting eye with Molykote U. 

2. Tighten to specified torques. 

3. Note installed position of lower shock 
absorber. 

Note 

Turn lower shock absorber to correct 
position with a hook wrench applied to 
adjusting nut.Select direction of turning so 
that stop of spring retainer remains on end 
of spring. Further the adjusting nut must not 
be turned against the threaded sleeve, so 
that the car height adjustment is not 
changed. 

a 
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TOOLS 

l No. 

1 

2 

Description 

Tensioning device 

Tensioiyng device 

Sickle wrench 
DIN 1810 
dia. 80/90 

Special Tools 

VW 340 

Remarks 

Porsche version by 
Klann, see Workshop 
Manual (Workshop 
Equipment 3, group 4) 
for description/ 
supplier. 

commercially available, 
e.g. Saltus 

l 
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a 

No. 

1 

L 

3 

4 

l 5 

8 

9 

l 
10 

11 

12 

13 

Description 

Locknut 

Washer 

Cover 

Dirt 
excluder 

Locknut 

Washer 

Mounting 
plate 

Rubber 
support 

Damper 
bushing 

Support 
plate 

Spring plate 

Coil spring 

Protective 
tube 

tY 
- 

3 

3 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

Note When: 
Removing 

jtretch coil spring 
rith VW 340 or Klann 
:L - 0014 

Installing 

renew, torque: 46 Nm 
(33 fltb) 

renew, torque: 58 Nm 
(42 ftlb) 

coat with Molykote U 

coat with Molykote U 

see note on page 
42 - 18c 

see note on page 
42 - 18c 

note allocation, 
tolerance group and 
remarks on page 
42 - lSb/c 

Printed in Germany - XIII, 1986 Disassembling and Assembling 42 - 17 
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No 

- 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

Description 

Circlip 

Secondary spring 

stop 

Lower spring 
plate 

Support cover 

Threaded sleeve 

Adjuster nut 

Damper 

ItY 
- 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

Note When: 
Removing Installing 

Check installation 
position 

Install with grooves 
down 

Coat contact surface 
for adjuster nut with 
Optimoly TA. 
Note remarks on page 
42 - 18c 

Boge only 

Coat thread with 
Optimoly TA. See 
remarks on page 
42 - 18c 

Check freedom of 
movement (to facili- 
tate adjustment). Boge 
and Bilstein are 
different. See remarks 
on page 42 - 18c 

Check efficiency, 
renew if necessary. 
Modified dampers as of 
model year 86. Damper 
installation overview, 
page 40 - 18d 

l 
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NOTES ON DISASSEMBLY AND ASSEMBLY 

Disassembling 

l.Using Porsche-version Klann 
spring tensioning device (see 
Workshop Manual) or VW 340, 
stretch coil spring. 
Remove self-locking nut from 
piston rod. Remove mounting plate 
with support plate. 

VW 340 

r-.&.&g 
-2-~--c 

pk-$3<JJ 

<a-z, / 
., ‘X= 
I, -3.-g’;r 
\I sQ+&-tc, i 

~,%&z: 

2.If special tool VW 340 is used, 
relax tension on coil spring by 
screwing down each of the 
clamping bolts in turn. 

Testing Dampers 

Dampers can only be tested properly 
on a test bench. Although ineffi- 
cient dampers cannot be identified, 
a visual inspection or check of 
operation will identify completely 
defective dampers. 

Note: 

Distinguishing features of dampers, 
see page 42 - 18d. 

Boge Dampers, 
Pressureless 

With damper in installation 
position, extend and compress by 
hand. The damper must move smoothly 
and with uniform resistance through 
its entire travel. The extension 
and compression-stage damping must 
be-felt clearly-right- up~to-theme 
final positions. Dampers which have 
been stored. for an extended period 
of time should be pumped in and out 
several times in the installation 
position. Replace leaking dampers. 

Boge Gas Pressure 
Dampers 

With damper in installation 
position, extend and compress by 
hand. Damper must move smoothly 
throughout its travel. Extension 
and compression-stage damping must 
be felt clearly right up to final 
positions. Because of the gas 
pressure, the resistance of the 

a 
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piston rod increases as the rod 
moves into the damper. If dampers 
have been stored for a long time, 
pump in and out several times in 
installation position. 

Replace leaky dampers. 

If dampers have depressurized 
(damper does not return automati- 
cally to expansion-stage and stop), 
but show no si ns of escaping oil 
(oil staidulfill the 
remaining requirements, they can be 
reused. Dampers which show traces 
of oil leaks and have lost their 
gas pressure must be replaced. 

Bilstein Dampers 

Worn B i 1 s t e i n 
d a m p e r s can be readily 
identified. 
Measure dimension X with damper 
completely compressed (i.e. as far 
as possible). If dimension X is 
larger than 18 mm (new damper 
8.5 mm), the damper must be 
replaced. 

Assembling 

Rear-axle springs are available in 
three versions. The versions are 
color-coded. 

The springs with green, yellow and 
blue coding are further subdivided 
in tolerance groups. 

When replacing, always install 
springs with the same color coding. 
Under no circumstances may yellow, 
green and blue springs be combined. 

As car height is adjustable, it is 
not necessary to correlate spring 
groups with certain model types 
(e.g. with or without air con- 
ditioner, left-hand or right-hand 
drive). 

Coil spring (green) 
928, until end of model year 78 
Part No. 928.333.531.09 

Gr. F where Color Order- 
LI = 272 mm code ing 

Index 

n 
q-!j 

1 4719 . ..4817 N 1 green 201 

z 4818 4916 . . ..4915 ..5013 N N 2 3 green green 202 203 

l 
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Coil spring (yellow) 
928/928 S from 79 models until 
current 84 model year (see note 
below), Part No. 928.333.531.12 

Gr. F where L1 = Color 
253.5 mm 

I I 

Order 
code index 

: 4710 4811 . . ..4810 ..4910 N N 2 1 yellow yellow 101 102 
3 4911 . ..5010 N 3 yellow 103 

a Note: 

As of the following chassis 
numbers: 

92 ES 840 416 928 S Europe/r.o.w 
92 ES 849 568 928 S Japan 
92 ES 860 562 928 S USA 

in the current 84 model year, the 
coil springs, both spring plates of 
the supporting plate and the adjus- 
ter nut with threaded sleeve have 
been modified to reduce weight. 

a 

Coil spring (blue) 
928 S, installed in the current 84 
models as of the chassis numbers 
listed above, Part No. 928.333. 
531.14. 

Order 
index 

t 

301 
302 
303 

a 
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a 
DAMPERS - INSTALLATION OVERVIEW, IDENTIFICATION AND DISTINGUISHING FEATURES 

Yllb UnIF 

Rear axle 
Single pipe 

Bbge 
Bilstein 

Non-adjustable front- Paint coding, 

axle spring strut Identification 

928/928 S X xx x black* 

standard 0 00 0 black** 

928/928 S x x x x green 

optional extra 0 0 0 0 green 

Adjustable front- 

axle spring strut 

928 S standard X xx x black* 

until end of model 0 00 0 black** 

year 85 

928 S optional x x x x gold 

extra until end of 0 0 0 0 gold 

model 85 year 

928 S standard X X x x 9rw 

86 models onward 0 0 00 grey 

928 S optional extra X X x x red 

86 models onward 0 0 00 red 

alternative x x x x gold 

0 0 0 0 gold 

*/** Identical parts 

Note: 

Optional Extra = Sport Tuning 

When removed, the pressureless damper will remain in any desired position. 
When the gas pressure damper is removed it extends to the expansion stage 
stop. 

42 - 18d Damper - Installation Overview Printed in Germany 
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928 Rear Wheel Suspension, Axle Shaft 42 
a 

REMOVING AND INSTALLING AXLE SHAFT 

Axle Shaft Bolted on Both Sides 

Removing 

1. Remove cylinder head bolts on transmission 
and wheel ends. 

2. Run out axle shaft on righthand side toward 
inside. 

3. Run out axle shaft on lefthand side toward 
outside, after removal of rear wheel. Make 
sure that grease from constant velocity joint 

a does not come on brake disc. 

Axle Shaft Welded on One Side 

Removing 

1. Remove socket head bolts on transmission end 
and self-locking nut on wheel end. 

Note: 

Self-locking nut is accessible after removing wheel 
cover. 

Wheels do not have to be removed. 

2. Run out axle shaft on right and left sides toward 
inside. 
Lower rear end of exhaust assembly on left side. 

Installing 

1. Run axle shaft into wheel hub on wheel end 
(lubricate splines and threads with Optimolv 
HT). 

2. Install socket head bolts on transmission end 
(axle shaft flange surfaces nwst not have grease). 

3. Tighten socket head bolts to 83 Nm and self- 
locking nut to 460 Nm. 

Installing 

Clean axle shaft flange surfaces to remove grease. 
Tighten bolts to 83 Nm. 

a 
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l TOOLS 

NO. 

1 

I 
2 

3 

4 

Descriprion pecial Tool 

Circlip pliers 

Punch 

VW 161 a 

VW 408 a 

Plate 

.ueeYe 

VW 401 

VW 455 

Remarks 

Printed in Germany _ 11, 1!)7g Disassembling and Assembling Axle Shaft 42 - 21 
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NO. Description Q’y. 
Note When Special 

Removing Installing Instrucrions 

1 Circlip 2 Replace, make sure 
of c011ect fir 

2 Constant velocity joint 2 Pack 80 grams of 
grease in each joint 
groove on outside 
diameter of joinr 
to ourside of propeller 
shaft. Only special grease 
Grease quantity only (spare part deliv- 
valid for joints -Y) 

3 Gasket 2 Replace 

4 Sealing flange 2 Bearing surface must 
be grease free 

5 Clamp 

6 Clamp 

I DUST boot 

8 Shaft 

2 

2 Cur open with lnsrall clamps betweer 
side nippers machined shoulders 

2 Replace, if necessary 

1 Check r~nout 

Modified Axle Shaft Dust Cover Versions 

Axle shafts with welding on one side are installed 
since 1082 models. The transmission end shaft is 
still bolted as before, while on the wee1 end the 
axle shaft and drive shaft are welded. 

The welded axle shaft has a different dust cover 
with improved sealing. The dust cover has a bead 
(arrow) and the sealing flange a groove. 

Welded axle shafts con also be installed retm- 
actively in older models, Bolted axle shafts on 
both ends. however. cannot be installed in cars 
after 1982 models on (would scrape on wheel carrier). A 

6 

A For bolted axle shaft on both ends 
B For welded axle shaft on one end 

a 
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DISASSEMBLING AND ASSEMBLING AXLE SHAF’I 

Disassembling 

1. Clamp axle shaft in a vise fitted with soft 
jaws. 

2. Remove clamp and push dust boor with sealing 
flange toward inside of axle shaft. 

3. Remove circlip. 

4. Press off constam velociry joint using special 
tools VW 401 and VW 408 a. 

Assembling 

1. Seal large diameter end of new dust boor with 
an adhesive. This requires that seats of sealing 
Range and boor be clean and free of grease. 
Adhesive: 3 M Scotch Seal 750 
(available in 5 oz. tubes) 

2. Squeeze new clamp with a special pliers. 
e.g. VW 1275. between machined shoulders 
of sealing flange. 

3. i?ephce gasket on flange cOVel 

4. Push dust boor with sealing flange on to shaft. 

5. Pack consranr velocity joint from each side 
with approx. 40 grams of special grease uni- 
formly. Total quantity of grease: 80 grams. 
Special grease is only for joint. Never use 
grease in dust cover. 
80 grams of special grease is delivered with 
each spare dust boor and each spare constant 
velocity joint. 

42- 24 Disassembling and Assembling Axle Shafr Printed in Germany 
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Press constant velocity joinr on 10 shall. Install a 
new circlip. 

Disassembling and Assembling Consianr 
Velocity Join, 

0 
Primed inGermany - 11, 1979 Disassembling and Assembling Axle Shaft 42 - 25 

6. Position dust boor correctly. lnsrall lamp, 

Disassembling 

loin1 musl be disassembled TO replace grease when 
seriously conraminared or when bearing surfaces 
and balls have ro be inspected for wear or darnaxe 

1. Swing out ball hub and ball cage fro”? loinr 
and press our in direction of arrow. 

p:. ~- ‘k,< 

,F? \, \ 
i 
i 

/ :_;, : 
‘4’ I,, 

4,\~..‘; i(f 

‘“4 i . 
.- 

-! \ :, /, \ *I 
! .aF --;- 

s-7. 

Ball hub and joint are paired. Don’ I mix them up. 
The 6 balls for each joinr also belong LO one 
rolerance group. 
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Assembling 

1. Check joint, ball hub. ball cage and balls for 
pitting and scoring. Excessive radial play in 
joint will be noticed by knocking noises when 
acceleraring/decelerating. Replace joint in 
such a case. Slight we.% spots and tracks of 
halls are no season to replace joint. 

2. place hall huh in hall cage. Any installed 
position is okay. 

NOlC 

Groove of ball huh and running around periphery of 
ourside diamerer on joint must face end of axle l 

3. Press halls into cage. shaft. 

?. 

- 5 

I” - l 
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5. Swing in ball hub with cage. TO accomplish 
this, swing out hub from cage so far that balls 
are at same distance as orbits (arrows). 

1. Check funcrion of joint. Constanr velocity 
joint has been assembled carrecrly, if ball 
hub can be pushed back and forrh by hand 
over rhe entire axial compensarion distance. 

6. Press hub with balls into joint (arrow), 

Printed inGermany - II. 1918 Disassembling and Assembling Propeller Shaft 42 - 21 
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Removing 

1. Unscrew M 10 self-locking nuts (3 per ?idei 
from spring slwts in loggage compartmenl. 
Remove rear wheels. 

5. Dicrnnncct 2x1~ sIIwII% :\I Ir:~~iimii~inr :is:il ‘itic-. 
pend from wilt in iwri :wlill pi>ilii<,r 0 ,m ,r 
axle CTO>, ln,r,l!l’<r. 

6. Disconnect slabilizer at Inwer control arm. 

..-,,., -..:.. .-~ 7 -.-. -1. _.- 

,‘_ , :..c l,,, I./ ,, ,.’ :,, .’ 

,>‘,, 

7. Slipport transmission from <tabiii7er /):I. h ilk 
?pecinl fool lJS 8031. 

3. Detach brake calipers and s~~spend from piece 
of wire. Be sure that Ibrake hoses are not fnr, 
Ii+. 

.I. I?cmo\*e exhaust sydcm as fnr nr nccesrnry de- 
pmding on version. 

-. _-. __I 
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928 Rear Wheel Suspension, Propeller Shaft 42 
2. Move in rear axle. Install mounting bolts and 

align axle to original position as marked. 
Tighten bolts IO specified rorque. 

3. Align transmission suspension (see point 8. ). 
Refer CO Group 34 if nanmission suspensiorl 
has to be completely aligned, using new pars. 

Printed inGermany - IV, 1980 Removing and Insralling Rear Axle 42 31 
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Wheels and tires 

Tire condition I tire pressure 

Tires are safely-relevant items that are only capable of meeting the requirements applicable if they 

are run at the correct tire pressure and with sufficient tread depth. 

The tire pressures indicated are minimum pressures. The tires must never be run at lower pressures 
since this affects roadholding In a negative manner and may lead to severe tire damage. 

Valve caps protect the valve against dust and dirt and therefore help prevent leaks. Always screw 

on caps tightly and replace missing caps. 

For safety reasons, do not limit tire checks to checking the tire pressure but also check for sufficient 
tread depth, ingress of foreign matter, pinholes, cuts, tears and bulges in the sidewall (cord 

breakage) ! 

Tire pressure of cold tires (appror. 20X) (summer and winter tires) 

15 and 16 inch 

front 

rear 

17 inch 

front 

rear 

Summer tires 

2.5 bar pas. pressure 

2.5 bar pos. pressure 

Winter tires 

2.5 bar pos. pressure 

3.0 bar pos. pressure 

Collapsible spare tire 

front and rear 
front only 

* 

2.5 bar pos. pressure 

2.2 bar pos. pressure 
for 8 PR 69 P / 92 P tires 

for 4 PR 63 P tires 

Due to changes in standards and legislation, “V” and “ZR” tires require tire pressures that deviate 

from the values indicated in the Owner’s Manual. 

Always use the new tire pressures indicated above. Relevant adhesive labels are available from 
all official Porsche dealers. 

** In some cases, only allowed up to 2.5 bar (36 psi) in the U.S.A. This depends on the tire in 

question since earlier tires have a sidewall lettering that limits the admissible tire inflation 

pressure (max. press) for North America to 36 psi (2.5 bar). Lettering for tire pressures of 

3.0 bar = max. press 44 psi or 300 Kpa. 

Wheels and tires 
Printed in Germany - XXVI, 1991 
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Tire and wheel overview / tire specification character 

For a tire and wheel overview for summer and winter tires, refer to the relevant Technical Informa- 

tion (I), Group 4. 

When replacing summer tires, check for the correct tire specification character. The specifica- 
tion characters N 0, N 1, or N 2, respectively, help to distinguish summer tires approved by Porsche 

from other versions of identical tire type and the same tire size. The tires approved by Porsche are 

also identified in the corresponding TI. 

NO, Nl and N2 tires must not be mixed on one and the same vehicle, even if they are of the same 
make. 

44 - 02 Wheels and tires 
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a 

Fitting the 17 Inch Wheels (Cup Design) to the Vehicle 

On the 17” Cup Design wheels, the valve 
(No. 1) and the locking wheel nut cannot be 
arranged on the same side (as on previous 
models). 

For correct installation, the valve (No. 1) 
must face the color-coded stud (No. 2). 
Be sure to fit the locking wheel nut to the 
color-coded stud (Nr. 2). 

If required, mark the wheel stud located op- 
posite the valve before removing the wheel. 

For stationary balancing of the wheels (with 
step rings), turn the wheel in such a manner 
that the valve points to the bottom. Tighten 
the wheel in this position. 
After balancing, mount the wheel to the ve- 
hicle in an identical position (valve faces to 
the bottom / color-coded wheel stud and lock- 
ing wheel nut located on top). 

Important note 

Fitting (and tightening) procedures of all 
other wheel types (16lnch Deslgn 90 etc.) 
for stationary balancing remain unchanged. 

This means: Coded stud, valve and locking 
wheel nut are located on the same side. When 
tightening, valve must point up (same position 
as on balancing equipment). 
It is recommended to add an extra refer- 
enceto the modified assembly in the “Wheel 
balancing and General notes on fitting tires” 
chapter. 

Fitting the 17 Inch Wheels (Cup Deslgn) to the Vehicle 
Printed in Germany - XXVII, 1991 
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a 

Wheel alignment measuring data 

The following values apply at empty weight in accordance with German DIN 70020 standard (car 
with full fuel tank, spare wheel and tools). 

Adjustment values Max. difference 
and tolerance between left/right 

Front axle 
- - 

HeigM adjustment: 
From wheel contact patch to 180+20mm’ 
Measuring surface on rear contml arm pivot 

Toe-in, no pressure applied +15’*s 

Toe-out on turns at 20’ steering lock - l’f.20’ 

Camber -30’5 IO’ 

Caster 1990 models inclusive 3’ 30’ + 30”’ 
From 1991 models on 4 + 1”’ 

Rear axle 

Height adjustment: 
From wheel contact patch to measuring surface 173 * 10 mm* 
on lateral subframe 

Toe-in, each wheel + lO’k5’ 10’ 

10’ Camber - 40’f 10’ 

* HeigM adjustment settings apply to new cars. After cars have been driven for a period the heigM 
may be max. 10 mm less, in other words the downward tolerance can vary by 10 mm more. How- 
ever, this must then apply to both axles. 

** The caster angle value of 4’ + 1’ can be adopted retrospectively on cars back to the 1986 
model year inclusive (from introduction of vertical ball joint at front axle subframe pivot I refer to 
Page 40 - 19). The caster tolerance range on the measuring chart should be modried if 
necessaty. The printed measuring chart will not be amended until a new issue is printed. 

10 mm 

Can only be varied by 
renewing steering arms 

10 

20 
20’ 

10 mm 
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’ The caster adjustment setting has been changed for 1991 models on to 4’ + 1’ (previously 
3’ 30’ + 30’). This changed caster value can be adoopted retrospectively on cars back to 1986 
models inclusive (from introduction of vertical ball joint at front axle subframe pivot / refer to Page 
44 19). 
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Wheel alignment measuring data 

The following values apply at empty weight in 
full fuel tank, spare wheel and tools). 

Adjustment values 
and tolerance 

Max. difference 
between left/riaht 

Front axle 

Height adjustment: 
From wheel contact patch to (@pz- 
Measuring surface on rear control arm p t 

Toe-in, no pressure applied l Is* 5 

Toe-out on turns at 20’ steering lock - l’f 20’ 

Camber 30’? 10’ 

Caster 1990 models inclusive 3’ 30’ + 30”’ 
From 1991 modelson 4’ + 1”’ 

i 
10mm J 

renewing steering arms 

10’ 

2C’ 

20’ 

Rear axle 

Height adjustment: 
From wheel contact patch to measuring surface 173* 10 mm’ 
on lateral subframe 

10mm 

Toe-in, each wheel + lo’+ 5’ 

Camber - 4O’k 10’ 

’ Height adjustment settings apply to new cars. After cars have been dri 

10 

10’ 

i for a period the height 
may be max. 10 mm less, in other words the downward tolerance can vary by 10 mm more. How- 
ever, this must then apply to both axles. 

“The caster angle value of 4’ + 1’ can be adopted retrospectively on cars back to the 1986 
model year inclusive (from introduction of vertical ball joint at front axle subframe pivot / refer to 
Page 40 - 19). 
The caster tolerance range on the measuring chart should be modified if necessary. The printed 
measuring chart will not be amended until a new issue is printed. 

Wheel allgnment measuring data 
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Specimen measuring chart* 
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’ The caster adjustment setting has been changed for 1991 models on to 4’ + 1’ (previously 
3’ 30’ + 30’). This changed caster value can be adoopted retrospectively on cars back to 1986 
models inclusive (from introduction of vertical ball joint at front axle subframe pivot / refer to Page 
44- 19). 
The caster tolerance range on the measuring chart should be modified if necessary. The printed 
measuring chart will not be amended until a new issue is printed. 
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Alignment 

General 

Use an optical or electronic axie measuring device to align the vehicle. Refer to the operating instruc- 
tions for the axie measuring device for the measuring procedure. 
The following precondtions must be fulfilled before starting alignment: 

- Vehicle at curb weight as per DIN 70020, Le. ready for the road with full tank, spare wheel 
and tads. 

- Correct joint and wheel-bearing play 

- Prescribed tyre inflation pressure, more or less uniform tyre tread 

If vehicle is to be aligned front and rear, first check and/or adjust the wheel values for the rear axle. 
Center the steering wheel and steering for track adjustment. 

Before starting to adjust the wheel values for front or rear axles, it may be advisable or necessary* to 
check the rear axle height setting at DIN curb weight, as well as the front axie for vehicles with adjus- 
table front spring struts. 

If wheel-load scales are available, it is possible to keep the difference between right and left wheel 
loads as low as possible thanks to the height adjustment facility. The difference in wheel load is adju- 
sted by altering the height of the vehicle within the height tderance. Priority is given to the least possi- 
ble difference between right and left wheel load. 

l following work which causes an alteration in height or ff the height is incorrect. 

a 
Alignment 44- 1 
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Important notes for alignment 

The following must be observed during 
alignment: 

1. Actual vehicle height 
2. Height setting / alteration in wheel load 

To 1: (Actual vehicle height) 

Explanation of vehicle heights: 

Specified vehicle heigh? 

Corresponds to the specified value. The tole- 
rance range may be used to reduce the diffe- 
rence in wheel load. 

Actual vehicle height 

Should be within the tolerance range for 
the specified vehicle height. 

Is lost if the vehicle or front axle have 
been raised. 

Is recovered after a longer journey or 
longer operating period. Exact value can 
be achieved by pulling the front axle 
downward in a precisely defined way. 

Description in the following text. 

fnfloenced vehicle height 

Existing height value after the vehide or front 
axle have been raised. Never use this height 
value as a starting point. to prevent: 

a) a result of height measurement that does 
not correspond to the actual vehicle helght, 
or 

b) a toe-in value, when correcting the wheel po- 
sition, which, because of the FA kinematics, 
does not comply with regulations at actual 
vehicle height. 

Obtain actual vehicle height es follows: 

- After the vehicle has been raised, starting 
at the influenced vehicle height, pull the 
front axle 
down by 60 - 70 mm and hold for 1 
minute. Use special tool 
10 - 222 A for this. Keep to the specified 
time. 

- After releasing the vehicle, bounce the 
front and rear axles - 
approx. 25 mm - a few times. 

44-2 
a 

Alignment 
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For the pulling down procedure, fasten the 
engine support (prop device) lo-222 A to the 
stabilizer. Use suitable hooks or straps. The 
transport lugs (strap No. 28, Page 40 - 7) may 
be used if there is enough distance between 
the rails of the platform. This is possible 
without removing the sump guard. 

- ----.. -- 

To 2: (Height adjustment/alteration in wheel 
load) 

Changing the height on one side causes an al- 
teration in wheel load. If there is an alteration 
in wheel load for one wheel, the loads for the 
other wheels also change. 

An increase in spring pretension (raising the 
vehicle) on one side causes an increase in 
wheel load. 

An alteration in wheel load always acts on the 
wheel diagonally opposite. In other words, if 
the wheel load of one wheel is increased or 
reduced. the diagonally opposite wheel under- 
goes the same alteration. 

Example 

Spring pretension is increased at the rear left C. 

This means that the wheel load: 

- increases rear left C and front right B 

- reduces rear right D and front left A 

A reduction in spring pretension (lowering the 
vehicle) on one side reduces the wheel load. 

The difference between left and right wheel 
load should be kept as low as possible for 
front and rear axles (less than 20 kg). 

a 
Alignment 44 - 2a 
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Check/adjust height 

Note 

The adjustment facility is used to correct dif- 
ferences between left and right wheel loads. If 
the height is correct, the differences in wheel 
load are within a permitted tolerance as long 
as the coil springs on each axle are the same 
length (spring pretention). 
Tolerance+ 1 mm. 
It is possible to keep the differences in wheel 
load as low as possible if wheel-load scales 
are used. The tolerance between right and left 
on front and rear axles less than 20 kg. 

Front axle 

1. At actual vehicle height 
(Page 44 - 2 / 44 - 2a), measure the dis- 
tance between the tire contact surface and 
the measuring point on the rear link bearing. 

Nominal value 180 f 10 mm 
max. difference between left and right 10 mm. 

2a) If 
the vehicle height at the front axle is deter- 
mined by the coil spring and cannot be ad- 
justed. It is only possible to make a correc- 
tion by replacing the front axle coil springs 
or fitting spacers under the lower spring 
seat. 

No more than max. 2 spaces may be fitted 
to each spring strut to ensure that the 
guide for the lower spring seat is main- 
tained. Bear in mind that a settling allow- 
ance must be made for new vehicles and 
replaced axle components. 

2b) If 

the vehicle height is adjusted at the front 
axle by turning the adjusting nut. Set the 
wheels to a suitable lock to give access to 
the adjusting nut (do not raise the vehicle). 
Should the vehicle be raised, restore to ac- 
tual vehicle height before checking the 
height again. 

Adjusting nut 
- turn to the right = vehicle higher 
- turn to the left = vehicle lower 

Adjust using the same tools as for the rear 
axle. 

44 - 2b Allgnment 
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Note 

If Bilstein spring struts are installed, the adju- 
sting range for lowering the vehicle is limited 
by a stop for the adiustinq nut. If Boae srxina 
struts are installed, the adjusting nut turns too 
easily at the lowest position. This means that 
the lower spring seat no longer has contact 

with the adjusting nut, but with the threaded 
sleeve. Under normal conditions, this accept- 
able range is not reached (if height is adjusted 
according to regulations). 

Rear axle 

1. At actual vehicle helght 
(Page 44 - 2 I44 - 2a) measure from tire 
contact surface to measurlng polnt on the 
cross member. 

specmed value 113 f mm 10 
max. difference between left and right 10 mm 

2. The vehicle height is adjusted at the rear 
axle by turning the adjusting nut. Use an ex- 
tended hook wrench (wtth welded-on pipe) 
or Special Tool 
VW 62.7/2 (lever) to turn the nut accordingly. 
Do not raise the vehicle. 

Adjusting nut 
- turn to the right = vehicle higher 
- turn to the left = vehicle lower 

a 
Alignment 44-3 
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Wheel alignment values 

Important notes 

Only check and/or adjust wheel alignment 
values if the specified preconditions have 
been fulfilled (Page 44 - 1 under general) and 
at actual vehicle height 
(Page44-2/44-2a). 

If the vehicle is to be allgned front and rear, 
first check and/or adjust the rear axle. 

Front axle 

Prepare the vehicle for checking and/or adju- 
sting the wheel alignment values. Position the 
front wheels on rotary plates, etc. 
If the vehicle is not driven onto rotary plates, 
but raised, or raised for any other reason, the 
actual vehicle height must then be restored by 
pulling down. 

Adjust camber and caster 

Camber and caster are both adjusted by 
means of eccentrics on the lower control arm. 
Tighten self-locking hexagon nuts with 120 
Nm (83.5 ft. lb.) 
Seal the slit openings for the adjusting eccen- 
trics (Page 40 - 23). 

Note 

If vehicles have aluminium joint ceniers, 
always turn the caster eccentric from small 
values towards large caster values, i.e. ff the 
caster value is too high, first turn the eccentric 
back completely and then adjust to the 
correct value. This guarantees that the 
camber and caster values are always maintai- 
ned, even under extreme operating condi- 
tions. If it is not possible to achieve the prescri- 
bed caster value, adjust the other side to the 
higher value if necessary (up to 4 degrees 30 
is acceptable). 

No. 

1 

2 

for aluminium 
joint carrier 

Caster eccentric 

Camber eccentric 

1 

for steel 
l 

joint carrier 

Camber 
eccentric 
Caster 

44 - 4 
a 
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Adjusting toe 

- Preparation: Center steering gear wfth 
Special Tool 9116. If the steering wheel is 
offset, relocate at the best value. 
Then remove Special Tool 9 7 16. 

- Clamp the steering wheel in the central po- 
sition with steering wheel lock and adjust 
the toe with the tie rods. 

Track difference 

It is not possible to adjust the track difference 
(can only be affected by replacing steering 
arms). 

Rear axle 

Adjust camber 

The camber is adjusted by means of an eccen- 
tric screw on the inner link bearing. 

Adjust toe 

The toe is adjusted by means of an eccentric 
screw on the front link bearing. 
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CHECKING WHEEL RIMS 

Refer to drawing for lateral and radial runout measuring points on inside of rim. 

Max. permissible lateral and radial runout on 0 

aluminum rims = 1.0 mm 

Max. permissible lateral and radial runout on 

rim with tire = 1 .25 mm 

lalso refer to page 44 - 8) 

Note 

Damaged rims should never be straightened. 

Distance “a” = 8 mm 

Check flanges of aluminum wheel rims for wear. The inside rim flange is nwre subject to wear. 

Use a standard 8 or 10 mm radius gauge for checking. Remove any sharp edges or burrs before checking. 

Wear limit: 1 mm. 

Replace wheel rim. if necessary. 

Checking Rim Flange Shape 

New condition 
-_--___- Worn 

WC Max. wear limit: 1 mm 

1 Radius gauge 

8 mm radius gauge for cast wheel rims 

10 mm radius gauge for forged wheel rims 

44-6 Checking Wheel Rims Printed in Germany 
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General assembly information, tires 

Always use new rubber valves when replacing tires. 

Attention: When flttlng tires, always comply with any Instructions on the slde walls wlth regard 
to dlrection of rotatlon or side-specific assembly (e.g. arrow or “outer/Inner”) 

When fitting tubeless tires, check that the sealing areas of the tire and the disk wheel are clean and 
look for any damage. With regard to this, always bear in mind that a tubeless tire is sealed by the 
bead base. If the side wall of the bead were used for sealing, it would be possible for air to escape 
under extreme driving conditions. 

Check the rim flange of light alloy disk wheels for wear (see Page 44 - 6). 

When fitting the tire beads into place, use only the tire assembly compounds specified below. If an 
unsuitable assembly compound Is used, the following may occur: Tire may rotate on the wheel, 
bead core may break during fitting and the rim surface may be damaged by aggressive substances. 
Caution: Use only TIP TOP Universal, Order No. 593 0601 (3.5 kgs can) or Contifix as tire assem- 
bly compound. 
If COntlflx IS used, coat beads sparingly (to avoid tire rotation on the wheel rim) and avoid driving 
the car for 24 hours after tire fitting or matching if possible. 

Tell your clients to avoid extreme driving behavior (acceleration, braking) during the first 60 to 
120 miles wtih new or newly fitted tires to prevent the tire twisting on the rim under driving conditions. 
Mark the tires if necessary. 

A maximum of 20 mm twisting of the tire on the rim must be regarded as the ultimate limit value, The 
best result of the wheel balancing in such cases is usually only moderate. This will have a detrimental 
affect on an optimally balanced wheel. 

General assembly lnformatlon, tlres 
Printed in Germany - XXXI. 1993 
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Mount the tire in a beneficial position to the rim (matching) in order to achieve optimum smooth run- 
ning. The following text describes both uncontrolled matching and controlled matching with identifica- 
tion marking or using a wheel-balancing machine with matching program. 

Afterfitting, inflate tubeless tires to appmx. 4 bar (58 psi) without valve inserts, to ensure that they 
are correctly seated on the rims. At 3.3 bar (4.5 bar for wheels with asymmetrlcal hump)), at the la- 
test, the tire bead must jump from the well base over the hump of the bead seat to avoid breaking 
the bead core. Screw in the valve insert and inflate to the prescribed tire pressure. 

The max. permitted radial and lateral run-out of the wheel (tire + rim) is 1.25 mm. Try to achieve 
values less than 1 .O mm and greater than 0.5 mm. 

If necessary, turn the tire on the rim by 90’ or 180’ to obtain an acceptable value (uncontrolled match- 
ing). Controlled matching: align the highest point of the rim with the green or white dot on the side 
wall of the tire. The highest point of the rim must be determined before- hand. In the case of forged 

disk wheels, however, this is identified by a milled recess in the rim well as well as by a red dot 
glued to the outer side. 
Bear In mind that it is possible to get even better results from the point of view of smooth run- 
ning in some cases using a wheel-balancing machlne with matching program (true-running, 
imbalance and welght dlstrlbutlon of the balancing weights). 

Cast light-alloy disk wheel Forged light-alloy disk wheel 

*’ CD 
/ 

/ / ” VA c,c ’ 

t!Ll 

I yc , 
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Cast fight-alloy disk wheels must not be fitted to the vehicles with four-piston fixed ca/ipers (as from 
Model 86). 

Club Sport version wheels (larger cutouts) have a different rim offset (see Page 44-01). 

New tires should always be fitted to the front axle wherever possible (V the same wheels are fiied to 
rear and front axles), as 

1. the rear axle is more critical with regard to stability, and 

2. in wet conditions, the front wheel must first steer a course which the rear wheel can follow to a 
great extent. When replacing a defective tire, the difference in tread depths on one axle must not 
be more than 30 %. 

If a wheel is removed from the vehicle during service operations, the wheel stud next to the valve or, 
in the case of 17.inch wheels (Cup Design), the wheel stud opposite the valve should first be 
marked with red paint. (This is to ensure that the wheel is refitted in the same position relative to the 
wheel hub or brake disc). 
In addition, rotate the valve so It Is In the upper posftion or, in the case of 174nch wheels, In 
the lower posltlon, before the wheel is tightened on the wheel hub (also refer to page 44 - 13). 
This prevents the optimum balancing effect that was obtained by stationary balancing or by addi- 
tional finish balancing from being lost. The lockable wheel must be fitted to the color-coded stud. 

Refer to Technical Information Group 4 for further general information on tires (tire damage, tire 
wear, storage, tire age) 

Tire age: 
High-speed tires VR’ZR in particular, must not be too old, under no circumstances older than 
6 years. The age of a tire can be determined from the manufacturer’s code which follows the DOT 
code on the tire wall. The date of manufacture ist at the end of the code number. The identification 
is followed by the manufacturing date. From 1990 to 1999, the three-digit mark is complemented by 
a “triangle suffix” (differentiation mark). 

Example: 
DOTDMCP05Ym 
2.2 = Production week 27 

6 = Production year 1986 

General assembly information, tires 
Printed in Germany - XXXI, 1993 
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Wheel balancing 

General 

If the wheels are too unbalanced. this not only causes vibrations and shaking of the steering wheel 
but also results in higher wear on various chassis components. 

Even if wheels are balanced correct/y, uneven running and steering can be caused by excessive 
geometry faults (radial and lateral run-out) and irregularities in tires, e.g. material accumulating in one 
place (when rolling under diverse suspension conditions). 

Extreme care, compliance with instructions and procedures, as well as the attempt to remedy even 
the last gram of imbalance is necessary to achieve a good result. 

Notes I prerequisites 

Wheel suspension elements must be technically sound 

Wheels must be cleaned, without any foreign bodies in the tires. 

- Check radial and lateral run-out on wheels without flat spots with a radial run-out measurement 
gauge, e.g. VAG 1435. Tfy fo achieve values of less than 1 mm and greater rhan 0.5 mm. 

-Tires must be matched to achieve minimum out-of-true characteristics or to optimize smooth run- 
ning. Tips and information on this as well as tire mounting paste can be found on Page 44 7/8 

- If disk wheels (rims) run absolutely true but there is extreme radial and lateral run-out (caused by 
braking flat-spots, cord breaks, other damage) replace the tire if necessary. 

- On/y balance used wheels when warm as f/at spots may orherwise simulate an imbalance. Never 
match in the case of flat spots. 

- The correct tire pressure is a crucial prerequisite 

- Use self-adhesive or clamp weights according to the type of disk wheel. Use self-adhesive weights 
for cast light-alloy disk wheels. 
Coated clamp weight for forged light-alloy disk wheels. 
Notes on fitting the weights, see Page 44-17 

44- 10 Wheel balancing a 
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Procedure for optlmblng the wheels 

The complete procedure is subdivided into 4 working steps 

1. Fitting the tire to the rim 

2. Stationary balancing of the wheel (eliminating static and dynamic imbalance) with optimization of 
smooth running 

3. Fiiing the wheel to the vehicle 

4. Electronic fine balancing (static balancing) of the wheel on the vehicle (afief stationary 
balancing if required - not usually necessary) 

Further to I: (Fitting fhe tire fo the rim) 

- Clean the rim; above all, remove residual rubber and dried-on tire paste from the bead seat and 
the hump. 

Inspect the rim for damage, remove old balance weights 

Use specified tire assembly compound (refer to page 44 - 7) to keep the tire from rotating on fhe 
wheel during the first drive as this would render all Ihe careful work useless (20 mm tire s/ip on the 
wheel may be enough fo reduce good balancing results to average resulfs only). 

- Mount the tire on the rim. aligning matching points (if available) 01 tire and rim. Bear in mind that it 
is possible to achieve an even better result in some cases from the point of smooth running and im- 
balance using a wheel-balancing machine with matching program (see Page 44 - 8). 

a - Inflate tires to approx. 4 bar; the beads should slip over the rim shoulder hump at a pressure of 
3.3 bar* at the latest. 

- Check that the tire is seated correctly on the rim by means of the bead centering line, 

* 4.5 bar max. for wheels with asymmetrical hump (p. 44 18a). 

a Wheel balancing 44-11 
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Further to 2: (Stationary balancing with oprimizarion of smooth running) 

Clamp the wheel onto a stationary balancing machine, observing the following under all circumstan- 
ces: 

a) Follow the operating instructions of the respective balancing machine, adjust the machine from 
time to time if necessary 

b) The contact surface of the wheel at the bead flange (level surface) and the middle centering 
device must be clean. 

c) Center from the inside outwards using a stepped ring (cylindrical ring commercially available 
Porsche version, e.g. from Messrs. Schenck or Messrs. Hofmann). 
Do not center from the outside as we// 

d) Clamp the wheel onto the balancing machine as specified (valve always pointing upwards, the 
wheel will then drop downwards through the small amount of play necessary when centering, 
before tightening) and then fit To the vehicle in the same position (there may otherwise be a shift 
of up to l/2 02). 
In the case of balancing machines with horizontal wheel fixture (wheel lying), position the valve op- 
posite the mechanic, then pull the wheel in this position in the direction of the mechanic and 
clamp firmly. 

Check the radial and lateral run-out during the first measurement procedure. Try to achieve values 
fess than 1.0 mm and greater than 0.5 mm. 

Be critical with regard to the size of the measured balance weights and their distribution on the 
inner and outer rim flange. 

Even distribution with low values (e.g. 314 / 718 oz) indicates that the tires are correctly fitted and that 
the quality of tires and rims are in good order. 

Do not exceed a value of 1 “‘1 1 3’4 oz. a widely deviating distribution, e.g. 1 / 2 “’ oz is very un- 
favorable, this usually indicates a fitting fault. Problem wheels of this sort often have obvious radial 
and lateral run-out. 

- Remedy by “matching” (use the correct fitting paste sparingly / Page 44 - 7/8) 
a) Manual improvements are possible 
b) Considerable improvements possible in virtually all cases with smooth- running optimization 
program. 

-When balancing, the tire pressure should not be less than 22 psi 

Permissible residual imbalance less than / or max. l/10 oz per side. 

44- 12 Wheel balancing 
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Further to 3: (Fitting the wheel to the vehicle) 

Fasten the wheel to the wheel hub as prescribed (also see Page 44 - 9 - General assembly instmc- 
tions, tires). Always fit the best wheels on the left. 

- Valve must point up or, for 17.inch Cup Design wheels, down (same position as on the balancing 
equipment). Observe instructions on page 44 03. 

- Bore close to valve is for wheel mounting; fit lockable wheel nut to color-coded wheel stud. On 
17.inch wheels, locate the valve opposite the marked stud. Tighten nuts, start tightening equally at 
the top. Before lowering the vehicle onto its wheels, tighten wheels to 130 Nm (96 fltb.) to make 
sure that its predefined position on the wheel hub does not change anymore. 

- Tire pressure according to specification 

Further to 4: (Electronic fine balancing) 

Use the RAW 04 from Messrs. Schenck ASG or ipk 2 from Messrs. Hofmann for electronic fine bal- 
ancing of the wheels on the vehicle. Refer to the equipment’s operating instructions for procedure. 

- If all wheels are to be finely balanced, begin at the front axle. 
4a Fine balancing of the front wheels because of steering-wheel vibrations at approx. 120 km/h 
4b Fine balancing of the rear wheels because of vibrations at 180 km/h and greater 230 km/h 

- The following generally applies for front and rear axles: the measurement jacks must stand 
on a firm foundation, must only record at the specified points (measurement flxture situated 
as ClOSa to the wheel as possible), doors and hoods must be closed and the vehicle must 
not be touched durlng the measurement run. Ensure that the lifting equipment (jack, plat- 
form) has no contact wlth the vehicle. 

- Attach balance weights to the outside (uniform procedure / may also be distributed or fitted to the 
inside). 
Under no circumstances remove the weights fltted during stationary balancing. 
ldentiiy balance weights from electrical fine balancing with a center punch. 

a Wheel balancing 44-13 
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Mounting points for fine balancing 
Front axle 

As from Mod. 136 before Mod 86 
at the outer eccenter (arrow) 
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Rear axle 

When using the Hofmann finish balancer, use the special mounting forks with spigots (Hofmann Part 
No. 641 4113), which fit into the recess of the wheel mount (arrow). 

6..---c'.--- ' ,.;/. 

,., i 

88,265 

Notes 

Make sure that no parts are damaged by the mounting forks of the measuring jack. Make sure that 
the vehicle cannot slide off the measuring jack before making the first measurement run. 

44-14 Wheel balancing 
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Further to 4 a: (Fine balancing of the front wheels) 

- Position one or both measuring jacks (see mounting points). 

- Set the sensitivity controller to position 5.5 for Hofmann, or 5 for Schenck. Make a measurement 
run. 

- Fit balance weights ff necessary Then make a check run. If the result is not acceptable 
(assuming orderly work), calibrate the finish balancer - adapt the sensitivity controller to the actual 
conditions. 

- If the balancing result is still not completely acceptable (e.g. 5 g) even after calibration, alter the 
balance weight according to the balance correction table and eliminate the residual imbalance. 
(Balance correction schematic on the measuring unit in the case of the Schenck RAW 04). 

Balance weight Modification of the balance 
in section weight 

1 
2 
3 or 5 

5 or6 

7 or 8 

enlarge at the same position 
reduce at the same position 
place in arrow direction in case 
of same size 
enlarging and place in arrow 
direction 
reducing and place in arrow 
direction 

0 . l \ 
.5’- I A.\ 

0 3 4 a 

@ 

)I 

0 7 !W./ 
. : l / 

\ 
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Further to 4 b: (Fine balancing of the rear wheels) 

- Position measuring jack right and left (see mounting points).The driven axle may only be balanced 
if both wheels are jacked up simultaneously. 

- Set the sensitivity controller to position 3 for Schenck or 3.5 for Hofmann 

Make a measurement run at a speed of 130 km/h or 1150 1200 rpm (wheel rotations) with the 
Schenck RAW 04, in top gear or in the top driving position. 
Fit appropriate balance weights. 

Make a check run. If the balance result is not acceptable, calibrate the finish balancer i.e. adapt 
the sensitivity controller to the actual conditions. 

- Subsequently (with a good balance result) slowly increase the speed to 190 km/h and pay par- 
ticular attention to the areas where there are obvious vibrations in the steering wheel and/or in the 
seat (predominantly at 175 + 5 km/h). 

Maintain this speed and rebalance the wheels as for 130 km/h. Do not fit new weights, but make im- 
provements by altering those already fitted according to the “balance correction” schematic. 

Note: The imbalance values apparent in this speed range are not ‘real” values. Their actual values 
amount to mar. l/4 113 of those indicated. 

The subjective impression in the vehicle plays an important role. The balancing procedure may only 
be terminated when the driver can no longer detect vibrations caused by imbalance. 

44- 16 Wheel balancing a 
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Notes for fitting the self-adhesive 
weights 

Determine the precise location of the balance 
weights (possibly by fitting balance weights 
provisionally with tape until the correct posi- 
tion has been determined). 

- Prepare the sticking area on the rim. This 
area must be absolutely clean and free of 
grease. 

Pull the protective paper from the adhesive 
surface of the weight and press on firmly. 

Only remove the protective foil immediately 
before sticking on the weight as the adhesive 
capacity is reduced when exposed to the air 
and there is also the risk of contamination. 

- The self-adhesive weight must be fitted care- 
fully on the smooth ring surface of the wheel. 
It must fit evenly over the entire contact area. 

- Check that the balance weight is fitted secure, 
ly. The new fitted weight must not come 
away from the rim when subjected to 
transversal shearing stress to Is longitudinal 
extension. 

Notes for fitting the clamp weights 

- When fling clamp weights, unseat the tire 
with a tire caliper after letting out the air. 

- Use a tire unseating caliper for this, e.g. from 
Messrs. Hofmann 6409 757 

Insert the spring clamp 

Note 

Do not knock in the spring clamps or apply fit- 
ting paste to them as this will have a detrimen- 
tal effect on the correct seating of the spring 
clamps. 

0 Wheel balancing 44- 17 
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Tire fitting 

Wheels, Tires, Allgnment 928 

l 

The following assembly and dlsmantling procedures refer to the 17-inch Cup Design wheels 
with asymmetrlc hump. 

Notes I tools 

- Avoid damaging the wheel paintwork. 

- To remove 1 fit a tire. a tie-down tool - 
Special Tool 9539 --is required. In addi- 
tion, the tire lever should be flattened 
along its front face and should then be 
rounded (arrow). 

Tire assembly 

- Fit wheel to assembly stand and coat in- 
side of wheel and both tire beads with tire 
assembly compound. 
Replace the valve whenever a tire is fitted 
or refitted. 

- Set assembly tool to correct clearance, 

,,‘~,,~ ,‘,: ,,,~,~, 

~ 

\;~,, ~;~yj:~-;;::;: 

‘A;; ‘), :,<::, 
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~, \ 

I I 

1013 44 

- Fit first tire bead in the usual manner. 

Note 

The asymmetric hump changes its cross- 
section across the circumference. 
The following points must therefore be 
observed when fitting or removing a tire. 

44-18 Tire fitting l 
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l 
- When starting to fit the second bead, the 

assembly arm should be located opposite 
the valve. Then place the second bead as 
flat as possible onto the wheel, guide it 
across the assembly head and tie it down 
with Special Tool 9539, keeping it offset 
by approx. 90 to 120 deg. 

While performing the turning motion and 
fitting the second bead, use a second tire 
lever and Special Tool 9539 to locate the 
tire bead in the drop center. 

- To facilitate assembly, position the addi- 
tional tire lever below the hump. 

- When inflating the tlre, the beads must 
Jump over the hump at a positive pres- 
sure of 4.5 bar at the latest. 
The bead still located in the drop center 
must therefore be positioned opposite the 
valve (flatter hump sectlon) when the 
tire is pumped up. If required, rotate the 
tire accordingly and coat with assembly 
compound again. 

Removing the the 

- Adjust assembly head as for tire fitting 
(Fig. 1014 44). 

- When pressing off the tire, start at the 
valve since the levering force required 
in this area is somewhat lower. 
Then press off the tire on both sides, coat- 
ing the rim flange with assembly com- 
pound. 

a Tire fitting 44 - 18a 
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- Lift the flrst side of the tire over the as- 
sembly head (Fig. 1017 44). Place a rag 
or a leather cloth between the wheel and 
the tire lever. 
In addition, make sure the tire remains in 
the drop center opposite the disassembly 
head (Fig. 1018 - 44). Use Special Tool 
9539 to facilitate this. 

- Remove the second side of the tire 
in the usual manner. 

44 - 18b Tire fitting 0 
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INSTALLING AND REMOVING WHEELS ON CAR 

General Information: 

Aluminum wheel nuts may only be loosened and tightened with Special Tool P 300. 

Aluminum wheel nuts could shear through: 

- use of unsuitable tools (wheel nuts held by only about 2/3rds of total depth), 

- excessive tightening torque. 

- erratic loosening (impact tool) and 

- missing or unsuitable lubricant. 

In this case the calotte would shear off of the wheel nut’s hexagon exactly at the point of transition and 

impair removal of rim 

Installing and Removing 

1. Always use a perfect-condition Special Tool P 300. 

Other rocker wrenches, wrench rockers or wheel bolt 

wrenches mav not be used. Intoact tools nut never 

be used regardless of circumstances. 

x 
I/~ ;;, ‘s, ‘\,,C 

1, “-‘- \ ?$ ,” L 1’ 
2. Lubricate threads and c a I o t t e with Optimoly 

TA. 

3. Always tighten nuts to specified torque of 

130 Nm. 

Removal with Sheared Off Nut(s) 

The rim can be taken off of the wheel hub without 

damage with the tools listed below. However, 

damaging the wheel bolt(s) cannot be avoided. 

I. Compass saw, 17.5 mm diameter. This tool 

can be used after grinding off and smoothing 

inside diameter (welding seam must be 

eliminated). 

II. Shaft for mounting compass saw 

Ill. Standard portable drill. 

0 
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Delivery and Supply Sources 

Sauer-Werkzeug GmbH & Co. KG 

Humboldrtr. 53 

2000 Hamburg 76 

Tel.: 040/223322 

2296666 

Telex: 214120 

Order Numbers: 

303 017 - Compass raw 17.5 

303 161 -Adapter, size 1 

or on commercial market 

Manufacturer: The Cooper Group 

Deutschland GmbH 

7122 Besigheim 

Order Numbers: 

261 110 00 -Compass saw 17.5 -H 111 

264 0’20 00 - Adapter M 402 H 

1. Grind off calotfe with the mentioned tools. Work 

with a speed of approx. 450 rpm to guarantee good 

chip removal. Also bleed tool. 

The calotte will jump off of the wheel bolt after 

complete removal of threads from the sheared off 

wheel nut. 

Note: 

The wheel rim might be ground slightly during this 

rep, but this is not important. 

2. Replace pertinent wheel bolt(s) on removed wheel 

hub. 

Use a proper size drift for removal and installation. 

Front wheel hub must be heated to 120 - 15O’C 

for this step. 

44-20 Removing and Installing Wheels on Car Printed in Germany 
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Tire pressure warning system - General 

General 

A tire pressure warning system is fitted to 928 S 4 vehicles as standard, from Mod. 1989 
onwards, initially excluding USA and Canada, however. The tire pressure warning system is another 
development which constitutes a significant contribution towards road safety. The tire inflation pressu- 
re is monitored by the control system, which 

- monitors the correct inflation pressure with a greater degree of accuracy and reliability than any 
pressure tester in the on-board tool set, at the garage or in the workshop 

- automatically allows for temperature’s influence on the air pressure (temperature-compensated 
threshold value system) 

- Ensures perfect and low fuel consumption as a result of correct inflation pressure 

HelDs and increased tread wear p 

The tire pressure warning system detects Wleauate inflation oressure in one or several wheels, and 
displays this on the instrument cluster after at least 20 m distance at a speed of more than 5 km/h. 

Tire pressure warning system - General 
Printed in Germany - X41,19ES 
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Tire pressure warning system - Uiagramatic view 

l- Control unit 4 - ABS control unit 

2 - Instrument cluster 
Arrow = Display boxes for the information 

system (fault display - tire pressure warning 
system) 

3 Warning lamps 

5 - 2 pressure-operated switches per wheel 
(offset by 180”) 

6 - 1 HF sensor per wheel (high frequency 
sensor) 

7 - ABS speed sensor 

44 - 22 Tire pressure warning system - diagramatic view 
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Tire pressure warning system 

Description 
Two pressure-sensitive switches are allocated to each wheel, fitted to the rim well, 180” apart. The 
pressure-sensitiie switches are subjected to the tire inflation pressure and act as switches for a reso- 
nant electric circuit, integrated pthe The resonant circuit remains 
closed as long as the tire inflation pressure remains above a specific setpoint value for the switch. If 
the inflation pressure drops below the setpoint value, the pressure-operated switch opens the reso- 
nant circuit. 

A high-frequency sensor (HF sensor) is fitted to the wheel mount or steering knuckle of each wheel. 
The HF sensors are connected to the control unit of the tire pressure warning system. Each HF 
sensor generates an electomagnetic field on the sensor side which is directed towards the dia- 
phragm-type pressure-operated switches. If the wheel turns, the pressure-operated switches are led 
past the HF sensor. At the same time, the resonant circuit of the pressure-operated switch enters the 
effective range of the HF sensor’s electromagnetic field. An inductive coupling is produced between 
HF sensor and pressure- operated switch. 

If the inflation pressure is correct (resonant circuit closed) current flows In the resonant circuit of the 
pressure-operated switch, as the resonant circuit acts like a consumer, thanks to the circuit design. 
This additional current requirement is detected by the tire pressure warning system control unit and 
processed into voltage pulses. These voltage pulses are compared with the wheel speed pulses from 
the ABS control unit. 

If there are two HF sensor pulses for one turn of the wheel, the tire pressure warning system 
control unit detects adequate inflation pressure. If there are less than two pulses per turn, the 
control unit detects a fault which is indicated by a corresponding warning on the instrument 
cluster. 

Tire pressure warning system - General 
Printed in Germany - xX11.1999 
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Tire pressure warning system components 

926 
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1 - Control unit (Position see page 44 - 33) 

2 - Instrument cluster 

3 Deflector for pressure-operated switch 

4 - High-frequency sensor - front 

5 - High-frequency sensor - rear 

$‘\ 5 ‘I 

7 6 
l 

6 - Pressure-operated switch 
2.5 bar, front 

7 - Pressure-operated switch 
3.0 bar, rear 

6 -Wheel 
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RDK - possible fault displays and their causes 

Possible RDK fault displays 

Tire pressure at each wheel is monitored by two pressure sensing switches installed in the wheel. If 
the tire oressure droos below the nominal value to which the oressure sensina switch is set, or if a 

fault develops. a warning appears on the instrument panel: the warning light at the top right 
comes on and the corresponding fault display is shown in the display panels. 

Possible fault display 

A 

/ color 

I !-US5 ~17 red 

l B 

C 

I TIRE 1 [PFaESSklRE orange 

i3Qf{TROL OFF red 

When the ignition is turned on, the warning light comes on as a bulb test. It goes out when the en- 
gine is started. Tire pressure monitoring starts after the car has been driven for approx. 20 m and 
when a minimum speed of 5 kph has been reached. 

Display A: Arrow indicates wheel with low tire pressure (cause in wheel area). 
Display B: Appears for approx. 2 minutes after switching off the ignition as a reminder. 
Display C: RDK system fault has occurred. Tire pressures are no longer being monitored (cause in 
system). 

If a system fault has occurred, &&x.use is stored in the fault memory of the RDK control unit and 
can be called UD bv means of the diaanostic facilitv (from Paae 44 3011. 

The fault display (RDK system fault and pressure warning) can be acknowledged with the in-car com- 
puter control lever, after which the text display will disappear. However, displays re-appear peri- 
odically until the fault is eliminated. 

RDK - possible fault displays and their causes 
Printed in Germany xM1,1990 
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Tire pressures on cars with RDK 

Important notes 

The tire pressure control system takes the effect of tire temperature on tire pressure into account. 
Despite this, if is possible for the tire not to reach the nominal pressure only in a particularvehicle 
operating situation. 

In other words, a pressure loss display may not necessarily appear immediately the car is driven 
away. It may also fail to appear after switching the ignition off and on and driving the car away a sec- 
ond time. This merely indicates that the same vehicle operating conditions do not apply on this occa- 
sion. Nevertheless, the driver should be aware that tire pressure remains too low for a certain combi- 
nation of temperature and road speed, in other words for a given driving situation. 

When low pressure has been indicated even once, it should be corrected as soon as possible 
in the interests of safety. 

If tire pressures are too low, the car’s road behavior is adversely affected. in addition, wheels 
and tires may suffer damage. 

a loss of pressure several times in raoid suc,xssion. or if the ores- 
as well hem or that 

the tire valve or the wheel rim are damaged (see Page 44 - 26). 

Very slight tire pressure loss occurs all the time, since a small amount of air escapes through the tire 
rubber (this process is known as diffusion). 

To avoid damaging the pressure sensing switches, never inflate tires to a pressure of more than 6 
bar when fitting them. 

Checking and correcting tire pressures 

When tire pressures are corrected, a distinction has to be made between the conventional method 
(method A) and the more accurate method in conjunction with the 9288 system tester (method B). 

Do not check tire pressure by the conventional method (method A) unless pressure loss has 
been lndlcated on the Instrument panel. 
By using the 9288 system tester, however, tire pressure can be checked and accurately adjusted at 
any time (method B). This is practicable during wheel and tire fitting work or when the car is brought 
into the workshop for any other reason. 

Tire pressure should be checked and corrected if necessary when the “Pressure Loss” fault display 
appears. 

a 
Tire pressures on cars with RDK 
Printed in Germany XXV.1990 
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A: Conventional adjustment of tire pressure 

if the “Pressure Loss” fault display appears, tire pressure at the affected wheel must be increased 
by 0.3 bar or at least to the specified pressure at that wheel. Since diffusion losses are approxi- 
mately the same at the two wheels on any one axle, the tire pressure at the other wheel should 
therefore be increased by the same amouint. But do not reduce the tire pressure if too high a value 
is measured. 

The specified tire pressures at ZO’C are: front 2.5 bar, rear 3.0 bar (2.5 bar for 17” summer 
tires) 

Note also in this connection that a small amount of air escapes when the pressure gauge is re- 
moved from the tire valve. Since the RDK SW resoonds to even slioht losses of ores- 

Stop the engine while correcting tire pressures, so that the control system can register the new pres- 
sure settings. 
After the car has been driven for a short distance (at least 20 meters) and has reached a speed 
above 5 kph, the RDK system will have registered the new tire pressures. if the low pressure warn- 
ing persists, increase tire pressure further at the affected axle. 
Repeat this procedure until no further warning is displayed. 

However, do not exceed maximum tire pressures of 3.5 bar at the front wheels and 4.0 bar at the 
rear wheels (3.5 bar for 17” summer tires), since these pressures correspond to tire temperatures 
which will never be reached in normal driving conditions. Normal conditions basically assume that 
tire pressures are correct. it a loss of pressure is still shown when 3.5 or 4.0 bar respectively 
have been reached, the pressure senslng switch must be faulty, a wheel without a pressure 
sensing switch has been fitted to the car or the pressure sensing switch has become dis- 
placed to one side of the HF sensor (see also Page 44 - 26). 

To measure and adjust the tire pressure to precisely the correct value (see chart), tire temperature 
must therefore be known or else the tire pressure must be adjusted accurately with the 9288 system 
tester. For each IO’C increase in the temperature of the air in the tire, its pressure rises by approx. 
0.1 bar. in other words, the correct pressure at any given moment is ahvays higher than the nominal 
tire pressure once the tire has become hot, and for this reason should never be reduced. 

Dar 

44 - 26b Tire pressures on cars with ADK 
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B: Accurate adjustment of tire pressures with the 9288 system tester 

In view of tire pressure gauges’ display tolerances and the difficulty of measuring the temperature of 
the air in the tire accurately, cars with what appear to be correctly adjusted tire pressures are very 
often only just above the switching threshold of the diaphragm-pattern pressure sensing switches. 
When a slight centrifugal force acts on the diaphragm at high speed, an entirely justifiable tire pres- 
sure warning is displayed. 

To avoid this problem, tire pressures in the workshop should always be adjusted as follows with the 
Porsche 9288 system tester, and not with a conventional tire pressure gauge: 

1. Connect the Porsche 9298 system tester and select the RDK control unit. 

2. Call up the “Switch inputs” menu with the “Pressure Switch” display. 

Pressure Switch 
FL: closed FR: open 
RL: open RR: closed 
Coniune: N 

3. By pushing the car or, if it is on a hoist, by turning one wheel (for instance a rear wheel), position 
one of the pressure sensing switches precisely opposite its high-frequency transmitter. This adjust- 
ment can be carried out with the aid of the tester: at the correct wheel position the display for the RL 
or RR pressure sensing switch changes from “Open” nach “Closed” (assuming that the tire pressure 
is correct; in case of doubt, slightly increase the tire pressure temporarily). 

Next, reduce the tire pressure until the display changes from “Closed” to “Open” (switching point of 
pressure-sensing switch). 

Now increase tire pressure again slowly until the switching point is just reached (display changes 
from “Open” to “Closed”). Take an accurate reading of the pressure then shown on the gauge. and 
add 0.3 bar to it. Adjust the tire pressure at the other wheel on the same axle to the same value. 

if the wheels register different temperatures, for example because of exposure to the sun on 
one side of the car only, the switching point must be determined for ail wheels and the tire pres- 
sure adjusted as already described. 

4. Adjust front wheel tire pressures in the same manner as described in Item 3. 

This method of adjustment ensures that tire pressures are 0.3 bar higher than the switching point of 
the pressure sensing switches, regardless of tire temperature and measuring equipment tolerances. 
Unless there are air leaks at the tire or the wheel rim, it also ensures that no tire pressure warnings 
will occur for a lengthy period. 

Tire pressures on cars with RDK 
Printed in Garmany XX?&1590 
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Quick test of RDK 

Whenever a wheel or tire is changed, it is essential lo perform a quick test of the tire pressure con- 
trol system. 

If only one wheel was removed, the quick RDK test need only be performed at this wheel. 

A short test drive for a distance of at least 20 meters, at a road speed of 5 and 4Uph and 
at the following tire pressures is sufficient: 

1. Tire pressure 0.5 bar below nominal value:’ front 2.0 bar 
rear 2.5 bar (2.0 bar for 17” summer tires) 

The on the instrument cluster display panel. 

If an arrow is continuously illuminated instead of flashing, m pressure sensing switch for the wheel 
convemed is faulty and must be replaced. (Check pressure sensing switch by using the 9288 sys- 
tem tester, see Page 44 - 311). 

Do not drive the car at wthan Above this sp&ed, the display always begins to flash. 

2. Tire pressure 0.5 bar above nominal value:* front: 3.0 bar 
rear: 3.5 bar (3.0 bar for 17” summer tires) 

No fault display should occur. If it does, this indicates a system fault or a faulty pressure sensing 
switch (diagnosis from Page 44 301 on). 

3. After the quick test, restore tire pressures to the nominal value*, or preferably 0.3 bar 
above the pressure sensing switches’ switching points (Page 44-27). 

* Nominal tire pressures: front 2.5 bar / rear 3.0 bar (17” summer tires = 2.5 bar) at 20’ C tire air 
temperature 

44 - 28 
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a 

Removing and installing pressure-operated switches (tire pressure warning 
system) 

Special tools 

No. i 

1 

4 

Removing and installing pressure-operated switches (tire pressure warning system) 
Printed in Germany - XXII,1989 
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Removing and installing pressure-operated switch (tire pressure warning 
system) 

Important note/preparation 

The tire must be removed from the rim before removing or installing a pressure-operated switch. The 
following points must be observed under all circumstances when dismounting or mounting the tire: 

- Clean dirty wheels before removing the tire. Mark the position of the tire on the rim for reassembly. 

- Apply the forcing blade of rhe tire momring unif at the central point belween both pressure-opera- 
red swirches. The deflector (arrow) must remain fitted while removing and fining the tire to protect 
the pressure-operated switch. 

- The diaphragm of the pressure-operated switch must not come into contact with grease, tire as- 
sembly paste or similar under any circumstances. a 

- Always replace the fastening nuts and torroidal sealing rings for the pressure-operated switches. 

- The fire inflation pressure must not exceed 6 bar in order lo present damage lo the pressure- 
operated switch. 

a 
44-30 Removing and installing pressure-operated switch (fire pressure warning system) 
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a 

Removing and installing pressure-operated switches 

a 

tire pressure warning system) 

1. Turn the rim and clamp onto mounting unit. 
Remove the deflector from the pressure- 
operated switch. 

2. Remove pressure-operated switch with 
Special Tool 9274/9273. Hold the pressure- 
operated switch with Special Tool 9273 
while undoing fastening nut. 

3. Fit the correct 
(marked with specified pressure (2.5 or 
3.0 bar) as follows: 

Apply pressure-operated switch with&~ 
seal. Apply a film of Vaseline to the seal 
before fitting. Center pressure-operated 
switch and tighten new fasten nut by hand. 

Call on the services of a second mechanic 
to counter the pressure-operated switch 
while you tighten the fastening nut. Tighten- 
ing torque for the fastening nut 20 Nm 
(15 ftlb.) 

Note 

The pressure-operated switch must not turn 
while tightening the fastening nut. (Damage to 
the seal/leak). 

1 Tool to counter (9273) 
2 Pressure-operated switch with seal. Speci 

fied pressure 
front 2.5 bar / rear 3.0 bar or 2.5 bar 
(P. 44 - 01) 

3 Fastening nut 
4 Tool to tighten (9274) 

4. Remove protective foil from the diaphragm 
side if necessary. Press deflector onto the 
fastening nut and adjust. Check for secure 
fitting. 

5. Mount tire (max. 6 bar tire pressure) and 
balance wheel. 

6. Mount wheel onto hub and 
carry out short test for tire pressure warning 
system (page 44 - 28) 

a Removing and installing pressure-operated switches 44 - 31 
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Removing and installing high-frequency sensor (tire pressure warning system) 

Notes 

The front and rear high-frequency sensors (HF sensors) (2) have different cable lengths. The rear 
sensors have shorter cables. 

The distance between HF sensor (2) and the pressure-operated switch (3) is approx. 6 2 2 mm 
This distance is maintained as long as the HF sensor holder is not out of shape. 

1. Remove the HF sensor fastening screws 
from the holder. 

4. Carry out HF sensor test after installation 
(tire pressure warning system diagnosis, 
menu 2. refer to Page 44-310) 

2. Slide the HF sensor (2) out of the holder. 

3. Undo and separate the HF sensor connec- 
tors at steering knuckle or wheel mount (1). 

44 - 32 Removing and installing high-frequency sensor (tire pressure warning system) 
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Removing and installing RDK control unit 

Notes 

The RDK control unit is in the footwell on the driver’s side, above the base of the storage compart- 
ment. On right-hand drive cars, the RDK control unit is attached to the right side panel in the driver’s 
footwell. 

When the RDK control unit is removed or installed, the ignition must be switched off. 

Remove the storage compartment (4 retaining nuts). 

From software status R 02 on, the RDK control unit has an event memory for tire pressure losses. 
This was introduced during the 1991 model year/amended part number index for control unit. Any 
tire pressure losses on the last 8 occasions that the car was driven can be read out with the 9288 sys- 
tem tester (Page 44 - 302). 

Removing 

Unscrew and remove the screws holding the 
RDK control unit. Remove control unit with 
plug from holder, release the plug by applying 
pressure to the retaining clip and pull it off the 
control unit. 

* : ‘._ 

Installing 

Proceed in the opposite order of work. 
Make sure that the plug locates correctly in 
the control unit. After installing, perform the 
quick RDK test (page 44 - 28). 
After this, read out the fault memory with the 
9228 system tester (menu 1). Erase any faults 
stored in the memory. 

Note 

When attaching the control unit, first push it 
into the clips at the rear. Make sure that no 
wiring is trapped between the control unit and 
the holder. 

0 Removing and indalling RDK control unit 44 - 33 
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0 
Connections at RDK control unit plug 

1 Data line to 
instrument cluster 
Plug 2 PIN 10 

2 Data line to 
instrument cluster 
Plug 2 PIN 11 

3 RDK warning light 

4 not in use 

5 not in use 

6 not in use 

7 not in use 

8 Speed sensor HR 

9 not in use 

10 not in use 

11 not in use 

12 not in use 

13 Ground 

14 not in use 

15 not in use 

16 not in use 

17 HF transmttter, FR 

16 HF transmitter, RL 

19 Data line to diagnosis (L) 

20 Data line to diagnosis (K) 

21 not in use 

22 to alternator, terminal 61 

23 not in use 

24 not in use 

25 not in use 

26 Speed sensor, RL 

27 not in use 

28 Speed sensor, FR 

29 Speed sensor, FL 

30 not in use 

31 not in use 

32 not in use 

33 Power supply, terminal 15 

34 HF transmitter, FL 

35 HF transmitter, RR 

44 - 34 Connections at RDK control unit plug 
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Notes on trouble-shooting - Tire pressure warning system 

Aids 

Use 1 or 2 auxiliary cables (own construction) 
for measurements on the control unit connec- 
tors and plug connections with the same con- 
tacts (flat contacts). This will prevent the con- 
tacts becoming deformed. 

1 - Highly flexible line 

2 - Crocodile clips (standard) 

3 - Flat connector 2.8 (N 17.457.2) 

Combined plug connections - distin- 
guishing line features 

There are several combined plug connections 
of the same type in the lines for brake-pad 
wear, speed sensors and HF sensors. The 
lines in this area can be distinguished from 
one another as follows: 

Sheathed lines for 
HF sensors and speed sensors. 
For brake-pad wear: 2 lines protected by 
tubing. 

The HF sensor connectors have 1 pin and 
1 socket. The connectors for the speed 
sensors have 2 pins with 2 sockets on the 
other side. 

There are 2 combined connectors on top 
of one another in the area of the spare 
wheel. The lines here are marked with RL - 
rear left and HR - rear right. 

Notes on trouble-shooting - Tire pressure warning system 
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Important notes when working on 
vehicles with the tire pressure 
warning system 

Always carry out a tire pressure warning 
system short test on the respective wheel 
every time a wheel or tire is changed. 

After the wheels have been finally balan- 
ced or after running on the test bench, 
erase the fault memory In the tire pressure 
warning system control unit. 

If Club-sport vehicles are fitted with winter 
tires, remove the spacer on the rear axle if 
necessary. This is only necessary if the 
vehicle is filed with permitted rims having 
a different offset. If the spacers are not 
removed, the pressure-operated switch 
will be offset in relation to the HF sensor 
which will activate the pressure loss 
display on the instrument cluster. 

Rims without pressure-operated switches 
must not be fitted to vehicles with the tire 
pressure warning system. 

44 - 36 
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Tire pressure warning system (RDK) diagnosis 

General 

The system tester 9288 will be usad for PORSCHE DIAGNOSIS from Mod. 89 onwards. 
PORSCHE DIAGNOSIS can be used for all systems capable of self diagnosis. 
Capable of self diagnosis means: the control unit can detect. store and output system errors 

- Read out tire pressure loss event memory (from control unit version R02 on (introducing during 
1991 model year). 

- As the number of systems capable of self diagnosis will be increasing in the forseeable future, di- 
agnosis of the relevant system will be filed at the end of the respective repair group as of now. 
The pages in repair group 03 continue to be applicable. Apart from the diagnosis procedure filed 
there to date (flashing code diagnosis with tester 9268) this will also contain a description of how 
to operate system tester 9288 (OFF-board diagnosis with plain text output). 

- Tire pressure warning system diagnosis is nof possible using tester 9268 (flashing code 
diagnosis). 

9268 

Tire pressure warning system (RDK) diagnosis 
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Areas of application for the 9298 system 
tester on the RDK tire pressure control sys- 
tem 

- Reading out the fault memory 

- Reading out the tire pressure loss event 
memory, from control unit version R 02 on 
(introduced during 1991 model year) 

- Checking the correct functioning of 
various components with the tester 

- Switch inputs can be checked 

Connecting the 9288 system tester, testing 
procedure 

Notes 

- RDK diagnosis with the 9288 system 
tester must be carried out with the ignition 
switched on and the car standing still. 

1. Connect the 9288 tester to the diagnosis 
socket under the booster cover next to the 
passenger’s seat, using connecting lead 
9288/l (adapter lead). 

88,223 

2. Switch on the ignition and the tester. The 
tester can be switched on by pressing any 
button. For 9288 tester operating instruc- 
tions, refer to Repair Group 03. 
Important: Never select any speed range at 
the automatic transmission while testing, be- 
cause engine speed may be raised by the 
tester when the engine is running. 

l 
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3. Select vehicle type and system (RDK) 

Note: 

If the display shows: 

- No Data Exchange Possible 
Restart: > 
Terminate: N 

- the > (Restart) button should be pressed. 

If the RDK is not mentioned in the “ln- 
stalled Systems” display, the reason may 
be one of the following: 

- Power supply to control unit interrupted 

- No ground connection 

- Leads K or L from diagnosis are not intact 

- Control unit is faulty 

4. Selection from menu 

Possible RDK menus / Explanation 

1 = Fault me- 
Read out fault memory / 
eliminate fault 
Erase fault memory 

2=- 
Check HF sensor / speed sensor 

3=&&t&2& 

Pressure sensing switch test 

1* =bem 
Read out tire pressure loss 
event memory 

5. m on desired menu 
Menu 1 = Fault memory: 
From Page 44 305 on 
Menu 2 = Sensors 
Checking HF sensor and speed sensor: 
Page 44 310 
Menu 3 = Switch inputs: 
Pressure switch test Page 44 .311 
Menu l* = Events 
Read out event memory for any tire pres- 
sure losses during the past 8 journeys from 
Page 44 - 312 on. 

* Addltional RDK menu from control unit version R 02 on (introduced during 1991 model year), 
This menu should normally have the serial number 4. However, since the tester only has selec- 
tion buttons marked 1, 2 and 3, the menu at the top of the display,in this case the Events menu, 
starts again with the number 1, 
To change from the one to the other Menu 1 display (either Events or Fault Memory), use the > 
or < keys (page forward, page backward). 

l RDK diagnosis 44 - 303 
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Important notes on the diagnosis and assessment of RDK faults 

- When the RDK control unit plug is disconnected, the display panel shows “RDK SHUT DOWN” 

after the engine has been started. This display is supplied from the instrument panel. 

- If a wheel without a pressure sensing switch is fifed to the car, “TIRE PRESSURE LOSS” ap- 

pears on the display panel after a short time, and the affected wheel is indicated by an arrow. 

The system fault display takes precedence over the pressure loss display (in the event of pres- 
sure loss and an RDK fault, the RDK system is shut down). 

If tire pressure loss is indicated continuously, inspect the tire for external damag.e or penetra- 
tion by foreign bodies, and check the wheel for leaks. Perform the quick RDK test (Page 44-28). 

in order to determine whether a pressure sensing switch is faulty. If necessary, localize the faulty 

pressure sensing switch (there are 2 pressure sensing switches for each wheel) with the 9288 sys- 

tem tester, menu 3 = Switch Inputs (pressure sensing swtch test). 
1991 model cars (with RDK control unit software status from 02 on) have an event memory inte- 

grated into the RDK control unit. This enables conclusions to be reached concerning possible 

leaks at one or more wheels. 

The event memory stores data from the last 8 times the car was driven. The event memory is 
read out with the 9288 system tester; there is no provision for erasing it (Page 44 312). 

- Not all system faults are identified by the RDK control unit as faults (in this connection, refer to 
Page 44 305). a 

44 - 304 RDK diagnosis 0 
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Menu 1 = Fault memory 
Reading out fault memory / eliminating faults 

Important notes 

Faults which were not present during the last journey and the test conditions applying them cam 

nnt be measured (with one exception). The relevant fault should therefore be &pe&&y& 
ally, since with this type of fault the cause is either poor electrical contact, contact resistance 

or corrosion at the plug connections. 

Exception: 
I, 
p (fault code l-4). This fault is always output by the system tester 

as “Not. However, it is possible that the fault is present and can be measured by way of 
the sensor test (menu 2). 

- A displayed fault, for example “HF sensor around short”, refers not only to the HF sensor but to 

the complete circuit path as far as the control unit input. 

After eliminating the fault, erase the fault memory. After a short test drive (approx. 500 meters), 

read out the fault memory again. 

The fault code for the fault output is displayed as additional information if button 1 is pressed. 

In addition, from control unit software status R 02 on (introduced during 1991 model year), the 
road speed when the fault first occurred is memorized. 

If the 9288 system tester is connected, make quite sure that no speed range is selected at 

the automatic transmission, since when the engine is running the tester could increase its 

running speed. 

Not all svstem faults are identified bv the RDK control unit as faults. This applies to the RDK con- 

trol unit itself. If the fault display “RDK SHUT DOWN” appears and no fault is stored in the control 

unit, the following points must be checked or confirmed before the RDK control unit is replaced: 

a. Is the control unit plug attached correctly and are the connection contacts between the plug 

and the control unit in good condition? 

b. When the ignition is swftched on, a voltage higher than 9 Volt must be present at PIN 13 

(ground) and PIN 33 of the disconnected control unit plug (refer to Page 44 - 34). 

c. There must be no break in the data line from RDK control unit PIN 2 to instrument cluster plug 
2, PIN 11. 

The following display may appear as a fault output although no fault is present: 

Rata line rnteri-uptiou - not present _’ (fault code 18). 

RDK-Diagnose 
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(Menu 1 = fault memory) 

Fault/Fault code Possible causes 

Remedy/Remarks 

HF sender 
rear left 

Fault code - 1 - 

Short to ground . may also be checked via menu 2 = sensors. In this case, HF 

sensor defective appears regardless of the wheel position if 

there is a ground fault. 

- Disconnect the control unit plug and measure from PIN 18 to 
ground (t. 5 kOhm would be displayed ff there is no ground 

fault ), Check the entire line path between control unft plug and 

HF sensor according to the circuit diagram. 

- Open circuit - may also be checked via menu 2 = sensors. In this case, HF 

sensor defective appears regardless of wheel position if there 

is discontinuity. 

. Open HF sensor connector on the wheel carrier. Check cable 

path for discontinuity from the socket of the combined connec- 
tor to PIN 18 of the contrd unit plug. If it is not possible to deter- 

mine any discontinuity, check whether ground is present at the 

pin of tlie combined connector. If both are OK, replace HF sen- 

sor. 

- Signal improbable - Continue HF sensor test via menu 2 = sensors. If HF sender 

rear left O.K.* (meaning HF sensor attenuated) appears during 
this test regardless of the wheel position, replace the HF sensor. 

44 - 308 Tire pressure warning system (RDK) diagnosis a 
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Fault/Fault code Possible causes 

Remedy/Remarks 

HF sender 

rear right 

Fault code - 2 - 

Proceed as for fault code - 1 - for all faults, but use PIN 35 of 

the control unit plug. 

HF sender 
front len 

Fault code - 3 _ 

- proceed as for fault code 1 for all faults, but use PIN 34 of 
the contrd unit plug. 

l 
HF sender 
front right 

Fault code - 4 - 

- proceed as for fault code 1 - for all faults, but use PIN 17 of 
the control unit plug. 

ABS speed sensor 
rear len 

Fault code - 5 - 

- Open circuit/ 

short to ground 
- Check speed signal via menu 2 = sensors. 

If no bar diagram appears when the wheel Is turned, but ABS 

serviceable. the fault lies in the line path between ABS control 
unit and tire pressure warning system control unft. 

Connector assignment: 

ABS control unit 55.pole PIN 12 

ABS control unit 35-pole PIN 30 

Tire pressure warning system control unit PIN 26 

l 
Tire pressure warning system (RDK) diagnosis 
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Fault/Fault code Possible causes 
Remedy/Remarks 

- Signal improbable 

- If the ABS is also deactivated, look for the fault in the area of 

the speed sensor or in the fault path between ABS control unit 
and speed sensor. 

- If no fault found, repeat. If the fault is still apparent, try replacing 

the ABS contrd unk. 

- Fault not present: This could have occurred under certain envi- 

ronmental conditions, e.g. driving in the vlclnity of powerful 
transmitters. There Is no fault in the vehicle. 

- Fault present: First try replacing the ABS control unit then the 

tire pressure warning system control unk. 

ABS speed sensor 
rear right 

Fault cc-de - 6 - 

- proceed as for fault code - 5 - for all faults. 

Connector assignment: 

ABS control unit 55-pole PIN 10 
ABS control unit 35.pole PIN 31 

Tire pressure warning system control unit PIN 8 

HF sender 
front left 

Fault code - 7 - 

- proceed as for fault code - 5 - for all faults. 

Connector assignment: 

ABS control unit 55-pole PIN 16 
ABS control unit 35. pole PIN 17 
Tire pressure warning system control unit PIN 29 

44 - 308 Tire pressure warning system (RDK) diagnosis 
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Fault!Fault code Possible causes 

Remedy/Remarks 

ABS speed sensor 
front right 

Fault code - 8 - 

- proceed as for fault code - 5 - for all faults. 

Connector assignment: 

ABS control unit 55-pole PIN 53 

ABS control unk 35- pole PIN 23 

Tire pressure warning system contrd unit PIN 28 

RDK control light 

Combi instrument 

Fault code - 9 - 

- Open circuit 1 

Short to ground 
- In the case of discontinuity, ground fault or short circuit, check 

the line from PIN 3 of the tire pressure warning system control 
unit connector to PIN 6 of instrument cluster connector 1 

Short to B + 

Data lead 

RDK combi instrument 
Fault code - 18 - 

- Open circuit - Check the data line from PIN 1 of the tire pressure warning sys- 

tem control unit connector to PIN 10 of instrument cluster con- 

nector 2 

a Tire pressure warning system (RDK) diagnosis 44 - 309 
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Menu 2 = Sensors 

Check HF sender and ABS speed 
sensor 

Component to be tested/ 

Remarks 

1 = HF sender 

Preconditions 

Fault I Remedy 

Each test with attenuated 

and unattenuated HF sensor 

- Required display: 

OK* for attenuated HF sensor 

OK for unattenuated HF sensor 

- If display shows: defective, there is a fault in the HF sensor or 

Closed pressure-operated switch in the line to the control unit. 

(Tire pressure greater than 
switching pressure) above the Refer to menu 1 (fault memory) to remedy faults for fault 

HF sensor code1 -4 

a) Open pressure-operated switch 

(Tire pressure less than 
switching pressure) above the 

HF sensor 

or 

b) neither of the pressure-operated switches 

above the 
HF sensor 

2 = ABS speed sensor - When the wheel is turned, a bar diagram appears, dependent 
a 

on speed. 

If no signal appears, remedy fault according to information from 
menu 1 (fault memory) fault code 5 - a. 

44-310 Tire pressure warning system (RDK) diagnosis a 
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Menu 3 = Input signals 
Pressure switch 

Important notes 

- A defectiie pressure-operated switch adopts a condition which is defined by the HF sensor as 

being a standard operational condition. Example: if the pressure-operated switch diaphragm Is 

deformed, the switch assumes the dosed state, therefore OK state, even k the tire pressure is too 
low. 

- The HF sensor must be tested and OK before the pressure-operated switch can be diagnosed cor- 
rectly. 

Component to be tested/Remarks 
Fault, Remedies 

Preconditions 

Pressure switch 

2 pressureoperated switches 
(offset by 180”) must be 
checked per wheel 

Align pressure-operated switch with HF sensor. Then 

a) tire pressure* greater than switching pressure 

Required display: CLOSED 

If the “OPEN” display appears, 

- the distance or offset between switch and 

HF sensor is too great or 

- the pressureoperated switch is defective 

b) Tyre pressure* less than switching pressure 

Required display: OPEN 

If the “CLOSED” display appears. the pressure-operated switch 

is defective. 

l For practical purposes, the test pressures as used in the short 

test (Page 44-28) are used as tire pressures. 

Tire pressure warning system (RDK) diagnosis 
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Menu l* = Events 

Read out the tire pressure loss event memory 

Important notes 

From control unit version 02 on, the RDK control unit contains an event memory which stores data 

on any pressure losses at one or more tires during the last 6 journeys made by the vehicle. It also in- 

dicates the road speed at which the event occurred, and whether either one or two pressure-sensing 

switches were open. 
This event memory permits conclusions to be reached regarding unnatural pressure losses at one 

or more wheels. Eliminate the cause of any unnatural pressure loss immediately. 

Possible causes are stated on Page 44-26. 

Of the 8 recorded journeys, journey 8 is the most recent. 

When the event memory is read out the most recent journey, that is to say journey 8, is shown 

on the system tester’s display. The event memory cannot be erased. 

If the > button is pressed, the next wheel for which a tire pressure loss event was recorded will be 
displayed, or if no other wheel was affected during this journey, the previous journey appears on the 

tester’s display panel. 

Event storage: when a new journey is started (after the ignition has been switched off), journey 
No. 1 is erased from the event memory and the previous journey Nos. 8 to 2 moved up to be- 

come journey Nos. 7 to 1. 

* Additional RDK menu from control unit version R 02 on (introduced during the 1991 model year). 
This would normally have the serial number Menu 4, but since the tester only has selector but- 

tons 1, 2 and 3. the menu at the top of the display, in this case the event menu, starts again at 

No. 1. 

To change from one Menu 1 to the other (Event or Fault memory), page forward or back with the 

Z- or -c keys. 
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a 
Procedure: call up the event menu. Press the > key repeatedly until the event memory is read out in 
full. The tester indicates this (test end). 

Example 

Event 

Journey - 8 - of 8 (last journey made) 
Left rear wheel (RL) 

Pressure loss detected by 2 switches 
at 270 kph 

Right rear wheel (RR) 

No pressure loss 

Left front wheel (FL) 

Pressure loss detected by 1 switch 

at 100 kph 

l Right front wheel (FR) 

Pressure loss detected by 2 switches 
at 270 kph 

Journey - 7 - of 8 
At all wheels 

No pressure loss 

Displayed data 

Drive - 8 - of 8 RL 
pressure loss 
2 switches open 
v: 270 km/h 168 mph > 

< Drive - 8 - of 8 RR 
no pressure loss 

< Drive - 8 - of 8 FL 
pressure loss 

1 switch open 
v: 100 km/h 62 mph > 

> 

Drive - 7 - of 8 
no pressure loss 

RDK-Diagnose 
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Event 

Journey - 6 - of 8 
At all wheels 
No pressure loss 

Journey - 5 - to journey - 1 - of 8 
No pressure loss at any wheel 

Display after Journey 1: 

Displayed data 

Drive - 6 - of 8 
no pressure loss 

as for journeys 7 and 6 

No pressure loss 
but with the appropriate 

journey number 

(Journey - 5 - of 8 

Journey 4 of 8 etc.) 

Results 
testing completed a 

return N 
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General 

As of MY ‘84, the Porsche 928 S is optionally available with anti-lock system (Af3S) (option M593). 
As of model year 1986, the 928 S is fitted with ASS as standard equipment worldwide 

The anti-lock braking system represents an important contribution lo the enchancement of active 

safety in the vehicle. 

The system prevents the wheels from locking when the brakes are applied, thus assuring full steera- 

bifiiy and directional stability. Furthermore, the braking distance Is optimized under all road cot-+ 
ditlons. 

However, it is still the responsibility of the driver to adapt his driving to road and weather conditions 

and to the prevailing traffic situation, 

The decisive advantage offered by ABS lies in the stability and maneuverability of the vehicle in mo- 
ments of danger -when the brakes are fully applied, even in a curve. 

It is not possible to retrofit ABS in cars built before model year 84, as the body has undergone a 
number of changes since then, 

Modifications, 86 models onward 

As of model year 1986, the 928 S is fitted with ABS as standard equipment worldwide. At the same 

time, the following modifications were incorporated. 

Optimization of plug-in connectors of speed sensors to cable. The cable routing has also been modi- 

fied. 

Number of teeth on impulse ring reduced from 90 to 45 (improved signal registration) 

ABS control unit changed (adaption to impulse ring with 45 teeth). When replacing, ensure that 
the correct control unit Is used. The only outward differences of the control units are the Part 
No. and Bosch part no., respectively. Observe correct usage references act. to the spare 
parts catalog. 

Modlflcatlons as of MY ‘90 

Starting with MY ‘90, the 928 is fitted with a PSD (electronically controlled Porsche limited slip dif- 

ferential). For details, refer to page 45 - 08. 

l General 45 - 01 
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DIRECTIONAL CONTROL AND STEERABILITY WHILE BRAKING 

Acceleration and braking forces have to be transmitted to the road surface by the tires. 
When a free-rolling wheel is slowed down by applying the brakes, there is slip, i. e. the 
difference between wheel circumferential speed and vehicle soeed. The wheel circumferential 
speed will be slower than the vehicle speed. 
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ABS - Operating Range 

Brake Force 

Free Rolling Wheel Slip - Locked Wheel 

The diagram shows the interrelations of braking force, cornering force and slip. An increase 
in braking force causes a very fast reduction in cornering force and consequently in directional 
control and steerability of wheels. 

It is well known that absolutely no steering correction is possible when wheels have locked 
(100 % slip) -the car slides straight ahead in spite of turned front wheels. The operating 
range of ABS is designed to always provide sufficient cornering force with simultaneous 
introduction of maximum possible braking force. 

A8S regulates the braking pressure in a range of 4 to 20 % slip (car moving straight ahead) 

45 - 02 General Information - ABS Printed in Germany 
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DESIGN 

The major components of ABS are: hydraulic unit, 
electronic control unit, 
four speed sensors l and 
wire harness with relays and 
overvoltage tripout 
(on central electric board). 

These components are integrated in the conventional braking system of cars beginning with 
1984 models. The conventional braking system of cars beginning with 1984 models has 
been changed as compared to that of older models in brake circuit division (now by axles), 
stepped brake master cylinder (piston diameter of both pistons formerly the same) and brake 
force regulator (see page 47 - la a). 

1 - Brake booster with tandem master cylinder 
2 - Front speed sensors * 
3 - Hydraulic unit (with screwed in brake force regulator, pump motor and valve relay) 
4 - Electronic control unit 
5 - ABS indicator lamp 
6 - Rear speed sensors * 

* A pulse gear belongs to each speed sensor. Pulse gears are pressed on front wheel hubs 
of front axle and machined on axle shafts of rear axle. 
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A B S COMPONENTS 

ABS Control Unit 

The electronic control unit is located above 
the hood release handle on driver’s side of 
car (above central electric board in R H D 
cars). 
The control unit uses the speed sensor 
signals to calculate the necessary control 
and regulation commands for the hydraulic 
unit. 

Hydraulic Unit 

The hydraulic unit is located on the left 
front wheel house wall. It processes the 
electric signals coming from the electronic 
control unit. 
The hydraulic unit can change the hydraulic 
pressure to the wheel brake cylinders 
independently of pressure in the brake 
master cylinder. However, a higher 
pressure than that of the brake master 
cylinder is not possible. 

Depending on the amperage, with which the 
electric solenoid valves are activated, the 
hydraulic pressure in wheel brake cylinders 
can be 

increased - pressure building-up 
phase, 

maintained - pressure holding phase, 
Or 

reduced - pressure dropping phase. 

a 
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Speed Sensors 

Speed sensors are arranged on all four wheels. These inductive sensors are held in area of 
pulse gear rings of front wheel hubs or wheel end shafts on rear axle and produce an 
alternating voltage for each pulse tooth. This alternating voltage changes its frequency to 
indicate speed, acceleration and deceleration of wheels, and is processed in the control 
unit. 

1 - Speed 
sensor 

2 -Wire holder 
3 - Speed 

sensor wire 
4 - Pulse gear 

ring 
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Important information on troubleshooting and ABS test program 

General 

- After certain repairs to the ABS system 

(refer to functional check on page 
45 - 07) a test program using an ABS 

tester must be run. The ABS test plan, 
Print No. WKD 493 720, is required for 

this test operation and for troubleshooting. 

SERVICE 

$//+@&!$J =--r 92-s 

FomFFanc3 
ALI8 1 ; 

- This ABS test plan describes trouble- 

shooting and ABS testing, respectively, 

with both testers, i.e. Bosch K 7 
(VAG 1516) and Bosch ABS 2.LED. 

- Vehicles with PSD may only be tested 
with the ABS 2.LED tester in conjunction 
with the 55.pin adapter lead (refer to 

drawing 499-45). 

ABS testing on vehicles with PSD 

- Following repairs affecting the ABS 

system (cf. page 45 - 07) a functional 
test using the ABS 2-LED tester must 
be run. 

1 = ABS 2-LED tester 

2 = 55-pin ABS 2-LED adapter lead. 

Same lead as for ABS testing on 
the 911 Carrera 4. Manufacturer 

and supplier = Bosch. 
For address and order no., refer to 

the Repair Manual 911 Carrera 4, 
Repair Group 45. 

45 - 08 Important information on troubleshooting and ABS test program a 
Printed in Germany - XXIX, 1992 



928 Antiblock System 45 

Important information for repairs of vehicles fitted with ABS 

When working on vehicles equipped with 
ABS, observe the following items: 

Welding 

When welding with arc welding equipment, 

disconnect the connector of the electronic 
control unit. 

Painting 

During paint refinishing, the electronic control 

unit may be exposed to a temperature of 
max. 95 deg. C for brief intervals and to max. 
65 deg. C for longer periods (max. 2 hours). 

Charging the battery 

When quick charging the battery, disconnect 
it from the vehicle wiring. 

Jump starting 

Do not use a quick charger for starting the 
engine. 

Multiplug for electronic control unit 

Never disconnect or reconnect the multiplug 
to the electronic control unit while the ignition 
is on. 

Checking the ABS operation 

If service operations not directly related to 

parts of the ABS have been carried out on 
the brake system, a simple functional check 
is sufficient. I.e. after starting the engine, the 

warning lamp in the instrument cluster must 
go off lf the ABS system is o.k. Operations of 

this type include replacement of brake pads, 

brake hoses, brake discs, brake booster, tan- 

dem master cylinder, brake cables and com- 
ponents of the parking brake as well as brake 
pipes that are not screwed into the hydraulic 

unft. 

When performing service operations on the 
hydraulic unit*, electronic control unit*, on rpm 

sensors and/or the wiring harness or when 

replacing units, e.g. during accident repairs, 

the operation of the ABS system must be 
checked with the ABS tester. 

* Hydraulic unit and electronic control unit must nefther be repaired nor dismantled. 
The dectronic control unit checks itself via a self-diagnosis routine. For this reason, checking the 

control unit is only possible or required, respectively, if an ABS test is performed and only if tester 
version Bosch K 7 (VAG 1516) is used. 

a Important information for repairs of vehicles fitted with ABS 48 - 07 

Printed in Germany -XXIX, ,992 



45 Antiblock System 928 

Vehicles with PSD 

The lock control assembly is located on 
an additional PCB in the ABS contrd unit. 

This PSD/ABS control unit has 55 pins, 

Previous ABS control unit versions had 
35 pins. When repairs are required, make 

sure the PSD/ABS control unit is not con- 
fused with the PDAS/ABS control unit fifed 

to the 911 Carrera 4. 

To tell the two versions apart, refer to the 
Part Nos. 

Control unit for 928 with PSD = 928 618... ., 
Control unit for 911 Carrera 4 = 964 618... ,, 

a 

4.5 - 08 Vehicles with PSD a 
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928 Antilock brake system 45 

Notes on ABS troubleshooting for vehicles with PSD 

General 

PSD = Electronically controlled Porsche limited-slip differential. 

One control unit controls both the PSD and ABS. The PSD is accommodated on an additional prin- 

ted-circuit board in the ABS control unit. 

Not only PSD system faults are stored in the ABS / PSD control unit, but also some ABS system 
faults. 

Fault displays via the instrument cluster 

On vehicles with PSD, an ABS fault is indicated not only by the ABS warning lamp, but also by a 

plain-text display in the instrument cluster (ABS off). 

ABS faults automatically lead to deactivation of the PSD. 

In this case, the display in the instrument cluster changes between: 

ABS 

and 

Off 

PSD Off 

Vehicles with PSD 
Printed in Germany XXXV. 1995 

45 - 09 
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Possible fault displays via system tester 9288 

DTCs of the PSD and ABS 

DTC Fault type 

11 
12 

13 

14 

15 

Transvene lock valve 
Lateral acceleration sensor - 

short circuit/discontinuity 

Lateral acceleration sensor - 
signal implausible 

Transvene lock - deviation 

Control unit - defective 

21 Wheel speed sensor, front left ABSIPSD 

22 Wheel speed sensor, front right ABSIPSD 

23 Wheel speed sensor, rear right ABSIPSD 

24 Wheel speed sensor, rear left ASSIPSD 

31 ABS valve, front left ABS 

32 ABS valve, front right ABS 

33 ABS valve, rear axle ABS 

34 Valve relay (hydraulic unit) ABSIPSD 

35 Return pump (hydraulic unit) ABS 

System allocation 

PSD 

PSD 

PSD 

PSD 

ABSIPSD 

Notes on troubleshooting 

Troubleshooting I fauit descnption for the above faults are explained under PSD diagnosismmuble- 

shooting in Repair Manual Vol. 3 (Transmission) (Page D39-223). 
a 

Faults occurring in the high-pressure hydraulics of the PSD (lock operation) are not stored in the 

DTC memory of the ABS I PSD control unit. Troubleshooting I fault description is also included in 
Repair Manual Vol. 3 (Page D39-247). 

45-010 Vehicles with PSD a 

Printed in Germany Xxxv, 1995 



928 Antiblock System 45 

REMOVING AND INSTALLING HYDRAULIC UNIT 

Removing 

1. Turn off ignition and disconnect battery 
ground wire on body. 

2. Remove left intake hose on air cleaner, 
loosen power steering supply tank on 
bracket (hoses remain connected), pull off 
ignition leads on ignition coil and take off 
left front wheel. 

3. Disconnect brake lines as well as brake 
pressure regulator (no. 4 - 9) on hydraulic 
unit. 
This is done by uncliping brake lines in 
holders on wheel housing (locks are 
opened from above). 
Insert plugs in open brake lines and 
connections immediately (danger of dirt 
entering system). 
If plugs are not available for brake lines, 
first drain tank and cover lines. 

4 - From brake master cylinder, 
front wheel circuit (code V) 

5 - Brake line front left (code I) 
6 - Brake line front right (code r) 
7 - From brake master cylinder, 

rear wheel circuit (code H) 
8 - Brake pressure regulator 
9 - Brake line rear (code h) 

10 - Hydraulic unit console with spot- 
welded bracket for power steering 
supply tank 

4. Remove wheel house cover. 

5. Remove cover. 

Printed in Germany - VI I I, 1984 Removing and Installing Hydraulic Unit 45 - 1 



45 Antiblock System 928 

6. Unscrew cable release and take off 12.pin 
plug (no. 3). 

Note: 

Both relays for pump motor (2) or solenoid 
valves (1) can be replaced (see page 45 - 6). 

\:. 
I- 

I < 

w sres 
Note: 

Never loosen or tighten bolts marked with 
arrows. 

7. Disconnect ground wire on pump motor and 
loosen two mounting bolts. 

8. Loosen mounting bolt as well as bracket 
for hydraulic unit. 
Run out hydraulic unit (see installation 
points 1 + 2). 

45 - 2 Removing and Installing Hydraulic Unit 
0 
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928 Antiblock System 45 

Installing 

1. Tilt down hydraulic unit bracket on 
wheel side. 

2. Move hydraulic unit into bracket from 
wheel side and install two mounting 
bolts (position of console as described in 
point 1). 

3. Mount hydraulic unit bracket on wheel 
housing wall (three self-locking nuts). 

4. Finish installation of hydraulic unit on 
bracket. Tighten three mounting bolts. 

5. Mount brake pressure regulator and brake 
lines on hydraulic unit in correct position. 
If applicable, hold brake lines in brackets 
on wheel housing wall with clips and 
engage locks. 

Note: 

Make sure brake lines are routed correctly. 

6. Connect 12.pin plug and secure cable 
release. 
Mount cover on hydraulic unit. 

7. Mount wire harness on hydraulic unit 
bracket (loosen right bolt again). 
Connect ground wire on pump motor. 

8. Bleed brakes in order of stepped brake 
master cylinder, push rod brake circuit 
(front wheels) and intermediate piston 
circuit (rear wheels) and check for leaks. 
Bleeding procedures are same as for cars 
without ABS. 

9. Mount wheel house cover, front wheel, 
power steering supply tank, ignition leads 
on ignition coil and intake hose. 
Connect battery ground wire. 

10. Check operation with an A8S tester. 

Printed in Germany - VI f I, 1984 Removing and Installing Hydraulic Unit 45 - 3 
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REMOVING AND INSTALLING ELECTRONIC CONTROL UNIT 

Removing 

Note: 

In left-hand drive cars, the elec- 
tronic control unit is mounted on 
the driver's side above the hood- 
release handle on the side panel. 
In right-hand drive cars, the 
control unit is located above the 
central electrics unit. 
Always switch the ignition off 
before disconnecting the multi-pin 
plug from the control unit or 
removing the control unit. 

l.Move seat to rearmost position 
and raise steering wheel (to 
facilitate work). 

2.Dpen retaining spring (clamp) and 
disconnect plug from electronic 
control unit. 

3.Unscrew mounting nuts and remove 
electronic control unit from 
holder. 

Installing* 

l.Mount electronic control unit on 
holder. 

2.Connect ABS tester with plug of 
electronic control unit connected 
to plug of tester. Push plug of _. . ._ 
tester onto electronic control 
unit, the retaining spring must 
engage with an audible click. 

* Control unit modified as of model year 86. Ensure correct unit is 
installed when replacing (see page 54 - 01). 

a 
45 - 4 Removing and Installing XIII, 1986 - Printed in Germany 
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928 Antiblock system 45 

Removing and installing electronic control unit 

When disconnecting the multiplug from the 
control unit or when removing the control unit, 

the ignition must be switched off. 

1. Actuate retainer spring (clamp) and pull 
connector off the electronic control unit. 

Installation 

Note 

Be sure to use correct control unit when 
replacing the units as it may be confused 

with other ABS control units. 
The only outward differences of the control 

units are the Bosch and Porsche part nos., 
respectively. 

2. Take electronic control unit off the bracket 

after having undone the fastening nuts. 

1. Pii electronic control unit bracket. 

2. Attach-multip!ug safely-toe!ectrcnlc control- 
unit. 

The retainer spring must engage into the 
plug with an audible click. 

Removing and installing electronic control unit 
Printed In Germany-XXIX, 1992 
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Removing and installing relay 

General 

The anti-lock system is fitted with three relays. 

The ABS relay (power supply for electronic 
control unft and scavenge pump motor relay) 

is located on the Central Electrical System. 

The relay for the solenoids and the relay for 

the pump motor are located below the cover 
of the hydraulic unit. 

ABS relay 

Removing and installing 

1. Flip up cover of Central Electrical System in 

the passenger’s footwell. 

2. With the ignition off, pull out and insert 

ABS relay, respectively (electronic relay 

with overvoltage protection). 

Note 

The relay is located in the lower row of the 

Central Electrical-System. 

f&i&-versiort (up to endo+~MY-‘S+---- ~~ 

Relay No. Xl (arrow). 

The top of the relay is fitted with a 10 amps 

fuse insert (little fuse) that protects the ABS 

circuit. 

Modified version 
(MY ‘85 to MY ‘89) Relay No. XVII 

Starting with MY ‘85, the fuse is no longer 
located inside the relay but rather in the 

Central Electrical System. This fuse carries 
the reference no. 16. It also is a 10 A fuse 

insert (little fuse). 

Current version as of MY ‘90 
Relay No. XV 

This fuse carries the reference no. 28 

a 

45 - 6 Removing and installing relay a 
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928 Antilock brake system 45 

Pump motor relay I valve relay 

Removal 

1. Remove the wheel housing cover. 

2. Remove the cover hood. 

,- 

,a 

3. Pull out fuse for solenoid valves No. 7 or 
for the pump motor No. 8 with the ignition 

switched off. 

Installation 

Proceed in reverse order. 

a Removing and installing the relay 45 - 7 
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REMOVING AND INSTALLING SPEED SENSORS ON FRONT 
AND REAR AXLES 

Removing and Installing 

Front Axle 

Removing 

1. Take off front wheel. Remove intake hose 
on air cleaner. 

2. Turn off ignition, take wire plug out of 
holder in engine compartment and 
disconnect. 

4. Unclip wire on side member and in holders 
on steering knuckle. 
Loosen socket head screw and pull speed 
sensor out of steering knuckle. 

3. Remove front exhaust shield (to make 
procedures easier). 
Unclip wires on wheel housings and pull 
out with rubber grommet in direction of 
wheel. 
Also pull out rubber grommet for brake 
line. 

Installing 

Note: 
- Rubber mounts and grommets on speed 

sensors are connected with wire covers in 
precise position. 

- Take speed sensors out of protective 
packaging only briefly before installation 
(loss of permanent magnetism). 

- Make sure that there are no foreign metal 
particles (burrs) on magnetic edge of 
speed sensor before installing. 

a 
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1. Coat speed sensor and bore in steering 
knuckle with Molykote Longterm 2. 
Replace O-ring of speed sensor. 

2. Insert speed sensor in steering knuckle 
without application of force and tighten 
socket head screw to 10 Nm/7 ftlb. 

Note: 

The distance between speed sensor and pulse 
gear is given by design and cannot be 
adjusted. 

3. Route wires correctly (insert rubber 
grommets and clip rubber mount in 
holder). 
Install exhaust shield. 
Connect wire plug and press into holder. 
Install front wheel and intake hose. 

4. Check operation wrth ABS tester. 

Rear Axle 

Removing 

1. Take off wheel. 

2. Turn off ignition, take wire plug out of 
holder and unclip wire on rear axle carrier. 

3. Disconnect wire plug. 

Printed in Germany - V l I I, 1984 Removing and Installing Speed Sensors 45 - 9 
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4. Unclip wire in holders on wheel carrier. 
Loosen socket head screw and pull speed 
sensor out of wheel carrier. 

Installing 

Note: 

- 

- 

Rubber mounts on speed sensors are 
connected with wire covers in precise 
position. 
Take speed sensors out of protective 
packaging only briefly before installation 
(loss of permanent magnetism). 
Make sure that there are no foreign 
metal particles (burrs) on magnetic edge 
of speed sensor before installing. 

1. Coat speed sensor and bore in wheel 
carrier with Molykote Longterm 2. 
Replace O-ring of speed sensor. 

2. Insert speed sensor in wheel carrier 
without application of force and tighten 
socket head screw to 10 Nm/7 ftlb. 

Note 

The distance between speed sensor and pulse 
gear is given by design and cannot be 
adjusted. 

3. Clip wire in holders on wheel carrier and 
rear axle cross member. 

4. Connect wire plug and insert in nolder. 
Install wheel. 

5. Check ooeration with ABS tester. 

a 

l 

a 
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928 Anti-lock Braking System 45 

REMOVING AND INSTALLING SPEED SENSORS ON FRONT AND REAR AXLES, 86 MODELS 
ONWARD 

Front Axle l.Coat speed sensor and hole in 
steering knuckle with Molykote 

Removing 
Longterm 2. Renew speed sensor 
ring. 

l.With ignition switched off, open 
ABS cable plug-in connector on 
the steering knuckle and - 
disconnect. 

o- 

493 

Z.Unscrew mounting bolt (Allen 
bolt) of speed sensor and with- 
draw sensor from steering 
knuckle. 

Installing 

Note: 

- Do not remove speed sensor from 
its protective package until 
shortly before installation (loss 
of permanent magnetism) 

- Before installation, check that 
no forei n bodies (metal 
shavings 7 have been caught on the 
magnetic edge of the speed 
sensor. 

Z.Without using force, insert 
sensor in steering knuckle and 
tighten Allen bolt to secure. 
(Torque 10 Nm (7ftlb)). 

Note: 

The distance between speed sensor 
and impulse ring is a design 
feature and cannot be adjusted. 

J.Reconnect cable and place in 
holder on steering knuckle. 

4.Check operation with A8S tester. 

Printed in Germany - XIII, 1986 Removing and Installing Speed 45 - 11 
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Rear Axle 

Removing 

1. Remove wheel. 

2.With ignition switched off, open 
ABS cable plug-in connector on 
wheel carrier and disconnect 
cable. Open clip for speed sensor 
cable. 

Unscrew speed sensor mounting 
bolt. Make space by withdrawing 
cable from holder above the 
mounting bolt. 

3.Withdraw speed sensor from wheel 
carrier. 

l.Coat speed sensor and hole in 
wheel carrier with Molykote Long- 
term 2. Renew speed sensor 
O-ring. 

Z.Without using force, insert speed 
sensor in wheel carrier and 
tighten Allen bolt to secure. 
Torque: 10 Nm (7 ftlb). 

Note: 

The distance between speed sensor 
and impulse ring is a design 
feature and cannot be adjusted. 

3.Place cable in clip on wheel 
carrier. Close clip. Insert cable 
in holder above sensor mounting 
bolt. 

Installing 

Note: 
4.Insert plug-in connector and 

place in holder. Mount wheel. 

- Do not remove speed sensor from 
protective packing until shortly 5.Check operation with ABS tester. 
before installation (loss of per- 
manent magnetism). 

- Before installing, check that the 
magnetic edge of the speed sensor 
is free of foreign particles 
(metallic shavings). 

0 
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928 Brakes/Mechanical Parts 

GENERAL 

Braking System Until 
End of Model Year 1985 

Until end of model year 1985 and depending on type and model year, the 
front-axle disk brakes use either sliding or floating calipers. All brake 
disks are ventilated. The brakes of the 928 S (with floating calipers) have 
auxiliary ventilation via air guide ducts. In all cars, sliding brake 
calipers are mounted on the rear axle. Brake pads with differing friction 
values are used. It is essential to ensure that the appropriate parts are 
installed (page 46 - 3). 

Sliding brake caliper Floating caliper 

Braking System, 86 Models Onward 

- 

Four-piston fixed-caliper brakes 
are fitted on front and rear axles 
instead of the sliding-caliper 
(floating or sliding caliper) 
systems installed in earlier 
models. 

Four-piston fixed caliper 

Printed in Germany - XIII, 1986 General 46 - 01 
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TECHNICAL DATA 

Description 

Foot brakes 

Brake booster dia. 
Up to 08.01.1979 
Since 09.01 .I 979 

Remarks 
Specifications 

Hydraulic, dual circuit braking system 
with disc brakes and diagonal division up to 
end of 1983 models: axle circuit division 
since 1984 models, brake booster, floating 
frame caliper disc brakes on front axle and 
floating frame or fist caliper disc brakes on 
front axle. 
Since 07.12.1977 to end of 1983 models 
(diagonal division) one brake pressure 
regulator for each rear axle circuit. 
Since 1984 models one screw-in brake 
pressure regulator on brake master 
cylinder or on hydraulic unit (cars with 
ABS) for rear axle brake circuit. 
Since 1984 models optionally extra with 
ABS, which is integrated in the con- 
ventional brake system. 

9 inches 
10 inches, internal ratio 3.0 for 

floating frame caliper disc 
brakes 

10 inches, internal ratio 3.8 for fist 
caliper disc brakes 

Brake master cvl. dia. 
Up to 1983 models 23.81 mm 
Since 1984 models 23.81 /lg.05 mm 

Brake pressure regulator 3 versions 

Switching pressure for brake 
pressure regulator 

Version I 
(9” brake booster) 55 bar 
Version I I 
(I 0” brake booster) 33 bar 
Version I I I 
(10” brake booster and 
screw-in regulator) 33 bar 

Caliper piston dia. Front 54 mm 
Rear 36 mm 

Brake disc dia. Front 282 mm 
Rear 289 mm 

Eff. brake disc dia. 
Front -floating frame caliper 220 mm 

fist caliper 228 mm 
Rear I 235 mm I 

0 
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928 Brakes/Mechanical 46 

Description 

Pad thickness 
Front, floating frame 

floating caliper 
Rear 

New brake disc thickness 
Front, floating frame 

grooved disc 
floating caliper 

Rear 

Min. thickness after machining * 
Front, floating frame 

floating caliper 
Rear 

Thickness tolerance for brake discs 

Lateral runout for brake discs 

Lateral runout for wheel hubs 

Lateral runout for installed brake discs 

Max. surface finish of brake discs after 
machining 

Play on brake pedal with brakes bled 
and engine stopped 

H a n d b r a k es (parking) Mechanical action on both rear wheels 

Brake drum dia 

Brake shoe width 

Brake surface per wheel 

Brake liner thickness 

“Brake discs must be machined symmetrically, 
i. e. evenly on both sides. 

*‘Seepage46-16 

Remarks 
Specification 

Wear Limit 

13 mm 
13 mm 
13 mm 

2mm 
2mm 
2mm 

20 mm 
20.5 mm 
32 mm 
20 mm 

19.2 mm 18.6 mm 
31.2 mm 30.6 mm 
19.2 mm 18.6 mm 

max. 0.02 mm 

max. 0.05 mm 

max. 0.05 mm 

max. 0.1 mm -= 

max. 0.006 mm 

10mm 

(drum brakes) 

180 mm 

25 mm 

85 cm’ 

4.5 mm 

181 mm 

2mm 
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TECHNICAL DATA 86 MODELS ONWARD 

Description 

Foot brake 

Brake booster 
i 
v 

Brake master cylinder 

Braking force 
regulator (screw-in 
regulator) 
Switchover pressure 
Reduction factor 

! 

Remarks 
Specifications 

Wear Limits 

Hydraulic, dual-circuit braking system with 
separate front/rear axle braking circuits 
(black/white), brake booster, ventilated brake 
disks with four-piston fixed calipers front and 
rear. Push-rod braking circuit for front 
wheels. 

A braking-force regulator is bolted on the main 
brake cylinder or on the hydraulic unit (with 
ABS system) for the rear-axle braking circuit. 

Anti-lock braking system (ABS), 01 1t.i onal on 86 
models, standard on 87 models onwz It-d . The ABS 
is integrated in the standard fool :br ake. 

10" dia. 
4.5 
(internal boost ratio) 

87 models onward, pedal free 
travel is shorter 

Tandem cylinder with 2 central 
valves 
23.8U20.64 mm dia. 

18 bar 
0.46 
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Description 

Brake disk dia. front 
rear 

Effective brake disk 
dia. front 

rear 

Piston dia. in caliper 
front 

front 

rear 

Pad surface per front 
wheel 
Pad surface per rear 
wheel 
Total pad surface 

Pad thickness front 
rear 

Brake disk thickness new 
front 
rear 

Remarks 
Specifications 

304 mm 
299 m 

250.8 mm 
246 mm 

86 models, each fixed caliper 
2x42+2x36mm 

87* models onward 
each fixed caliper 
2x44+2x36mm 

each fixed caliper 
2 x 30 + 2 x 28 mm 

126 cm2 

86 cm2 
424 cm2 

13 mm 
13 mm 

32 mm 
24 mn 

a 
Wear Limits 

2 mm 
2 mm 

* Fixed calipers with pistons of dia. 42/36 mm were installed in some cars 
(USA, Canada, Australia and Arabian countries) in the 1987 model year. 

The front-axle brake calipers with 44/36 mm dia. pistons can be retro- 
fitted in 86 models only in pairs. 

0 
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Description 

Min. brake disk thickness* 
after machining front 

rear 

Max. brake disk thickness 
tolerance 

Max. brake disk lateral 
runout 

Max. lateral runout of 
installed brake disk 

Max. surface roughness after 
machining 

Play at brake pedal, brakes 
bled and engine stopped 
(footbrake arm without stop) 

Parking b r a k e*** 
(handbrake) 

Parking brake drum dia. 

Brake shoe width 

Brake liner surface area 
per wheel 

Brake liner thickness 

Remarks 
Specifications 

30.6 mm 
22.6 mm 

0.02 mm 

0.05 mm 

0.1 mm** 

0.006 mm 

approx. 10 mm 
usually (i.e. without any 
means of support for foot- 
brake arm), determined by 
permanently set clearance 
at points inside braking 
unit 

Drum brakes applied mechan- 
ically on both rear wheels 

180 mm 

25 mm 

85 cm2 

4.5 mm 

Wear Limits 

30 mm 
22 mm 

181 mm 

2lMl 

* Brake disks may only be machined symmetrically, i.e. evenly on both 
sides. 

** See page 46 - 16 

*** 87 models onward, parking brake liners made of asbestos-free material 
(Energit 559). The liners can be retrofitted to vehicles earlier than 
model year 87 (right-hand and left-hand sides). 
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TORQUE SPECIFICATIONS FOR MECHANICAL PARTS OF BRAKING SYSTEM 

Location 

Panhead screw of 
clamping nut 

Brake caliper to 
steering knuckle 

Brake caliper to 
wheel carrier 

Floating caliper to 
bracket 

Brake disk to wheel 
hub 

Guard to steering 
knuckle 

Locking paw1 for 
handbrake to 
bearing bracket 

Propshaft or rear 
axle to wheel hub 

Wheel to wheel hub 

Description 

Allen-head screw 

Hex screw/cap 
screw 

Hex screw/cap 
screw 

Guide pin 

Hex screw 

Hex screw 

Hex screw 

Locknut 

Wheel nut 

Thread 

M7 

M 12x1.5 

M 12x1.5 

M9 

M6 

M7 

M8 

VHM 
22x1.5 

M 14x1.5 

Material 

10.9 

8.8 

8.8 

8.8 

8.8 

8.8 

8 

Al 

Torque 
Nm (ftlb) 

15 (11) 

85 (62) 

85 (62) 

0 
15 - 20 
(11 - 15) 

10 (7) 

15 (11) 

25 (18) 

460 (336) a 

130 (95) 

a 
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Location 

Locking paw1 to 
handbrake lever 

Guard to wheel 
carrier 

Speed sensor to wheel 
carrier and steering 
knuckle 

Description 

Locknut 

Locknut, 
Hex bolt 

Socket-head 
screw 

Thread 

M8 

VFM 8 
M6 

M6 

Material 

8 

i.8 

8.8 

Torque 
Nm (ftlb) 

23 (17) 

:i I:;’ 

10 (7) 
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Technical data as of MY ‘92 

Designation 

Operating brake 
(foot brake) 

Brake booster 

Boost ratio 

Brake master cylinder 

Brake booster 

Vacuum reduction factor 

Brake disc 0 

Effective brake disc 0 

Piston 0 in fixed caliper 

Brake pad area 

Total brake pad area 

Pad thickness 

0 inch 10 

4.5 

0 front 23.61 mm 

0 rear 20.64 mm 

16 bar - 0.46 

front 

rear 

front 

rear 

322 mm 

299 mm 

259.6 mm 
246 mm 

front 2x44 + 2x36mm 

rear 2x30 + 2x26mm 

front 302 cm* 

mar 172 cm2 

474 cm* 

front 

rear 

approx. 12 mm 

approx. 12 mm 

Remarks, dimenslon 

926 GTS 

Wear limit 
926 GTS 

Hydraulic twin-circuit brake system with front axte/ 

rear axle circuit division. Vacuum booster, internally 
vented brake discs with four-piston fixed caliper on 

front and rear axles. 
The pushrod circuit is assigned to the front wheels. 

ABS standard. 

2mm 

2mm 

Technical data as of MY ‘92 
Printed In Germany - XXIX, 1992 
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Designation 

Brake disc thickness new 

Min. brake disc thickness * 

after machining 

Thickness tolerance of 
brake disc max. 

Runout of 

brake disc max. 

Runout of wheel hub max. 

Runout of brake disc 

when filed max. 

front 

rear 

front 
rear 

Surface roughness of brake disc 
after machining max. 

Pushrod clearance 
(measured at brake pedal plate) 

Parking brake (handbrake) 

Parking brake drum 0 

Brake shoe width 

Brake lining thickness 

Remarks, dimensions 

926 GTS 
L 

32 mm 

24 mm 

30.6 mm 
22.6 mm 

0.02 mm 

0.05 mm 

0.05 mm 

0.1 mm 

0.006 mm 

approx. 10 mm** 

Wear limtt 

926 GTS 

30.0 mm 
22.0 mm 

Drum brake, acting mechanically on both rear wheels 

180 mm 

25 mm 

4.5 mm 

181 mm 

2 mm 

*The brake disc must only be machined symmetrically, i.e. by a uniform amount on both sides 

**provided normally by preset air gap in brake booster if no support is provided for operating 

brake lever. 

46 - 012 Technical data ae of MY ‘92 a 
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a 
CHECKING THICKNESS OF BRAKE PADS 

All brake pads on one axle must be replaced when 
“brake pad” indicator comes on. however at latest 
when oad thickness is worn to 2 mm. 

If the indicator lamp reports the brake pad wear, the 
warning contact (sensor plus wire and plug) must 
also be replaced. 

The complicated and expensive replacement of the 
warning contact can be avoided by replacing the 
brake pads at the latest when thickness is 4 mm 
(or 2.5 mm for version described below). 
This will depend on the location of the warning 
contact in the brake pad. The pad end take-up bore 
has been moved 1.5 mm in direction of the pad back- 
plate as from April of 1982. Tolerances on the warning 
contact have also been limited. The warning contacts 
must be replaced when the core of the wire has been 
ground. Replacement is not necessary when only the 
plastic part of the warning contact has been ground. 

1. Remove wheels to check the brake pads. Floating Frame Caliper Disc Brake 

2. Visually inspect brake pads for wear. 3. Visually inspect pads of floating frame disc 
brakes through opening of housing (frame). 

Printed in Germany - VI, 1982 Checking Thickness of Brake Pads 46 - 1 
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REMOVING AND INSTALLING BRAKE PADS 
(Floating Frame Caliper Disc 
Brakes) 

Removing 

Note 

If brake pads can be reused, mark them for 
reassembly when removing. Pads must not be moved 
from outside to inside and vice versa or from right to 
left wheels. This would cause uneven braking effect. 

1. Pull warning contact out of pad plate 

Note 

Replace warning contacts when core of wire has been 
ground through or down. The warning contact can 
still be used when plastic part of warning contact has 
traces of wear. 

2. Remove spring lock or lock wire with wire guide 
plate from retaining pins. 

Spring Lock 

Lock Wire with Wire Guide Plate 

3. Remove retaining pins 

46 - 2 Removing and Installing Brake Pads 
(Floating Frame Caliper Disc Brakes) 

Printed in Germany 
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4. Remove inner brake pad with a pulling hook or 
impact puller. 

5. Pull out outer brake pad. This requires pressing 
out floating caliper frame until brake pad 
protrudes out of pin on floating caliper frame. 

Front Brake Caliper 

II” 
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Rear Brake Caliper 

Installing 

Replace brake pads, which show deep cracks, 
have become loose from backplate or are 
covered with oil. Also in this case replace all 
four pads of one axle. 

Brake pads with different friction values are 
installed depending on version. Make sure that 
all four wheels have brake pads of same type to 
correspond with brake caliper combination. 

Floating frame caliper, front axle 
Floating frame caliper, rear axle 

Energit 394 GG1380 

Floating caliper, front axle 
Floating frame caliper, rear axle 

Jurid 226 FF/23B 

Press back piston to initial position with a 
special tool. 

Note 

To prevent brake fluid tank from overflowing, 
draw off small amount of brake fluid before 
pressing back piston. Use syringe reserved 
exclusively for brake fluids. Brake fluids are 
poisonous and must not be syphoned off through 
a hose. 

Printed inGermany VI, 1982 Removing and Installing Brake Pads 
(Floating Frame Caliper Disc Brakes) 
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3. Clean bearing and guiding surfacesof brake pads in 
brake calipers with gasoline or a cylindrical brush. 
Never use solutions containing mineral oil or 
sharp edged metal tools. 

4. Check 20” piston position and if necessary adjust 
with piston turning pliers. 

Hold piston gauge at bottom guide surface on 
front brake caliper. 

Hold piston gauge at top guide surface on rear 
brake caliper. 

5. Insert outer brake pad and press floating caliper 
frame in direction of brake disc so far. that pin 
engages in groove of pad backplate. 

Note 

To prevent seizure of brake pads in brake calipers 
due to corrosion, apply a thin coat of grease on 
bearing and guiding surfaces. 
Use Optimoly HT (copper paste) or Plastilube. 

6. Insert inner brake pad. 

7. Install cross spring, retaining pins and spring 
lock or lock wire with wire guide plate. 

8. Press warning contact into pad in correct 

9. 

position. 

Depress brake pedal of stationary car hard 
reveral times to move brake pads to their 
normal operating position. Now check level of 
brake fluid in tank, adding more if necessary. 

Bedding-In Brake Pads 

Brand-new brake pads have a once only loss of 
braking effect (thermal fading), which disappears 
after a breaking-in time of about 200 km (125 mi.). 
During this period full stops from top speeds 
should be limited to emergency situations. New 
pads must be bedded in by applying medium 
forces to brake pedal and at larger intervals. Brake 
pads will first provide maximum braking effect 
after being bedded in. 

46.4 Removing and Installing Brake Pads 
(Floating Frame Caliper Disc Brakes) 

Printed in Germany 
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a 
REMOVING AND INSTALLING BRAKE PADS 
(Floating Caliper Disc Brakes) 

Removing 

When brake pads can be used again, they must be 
installed on same wheel (otherwise non-uniform 
braking effect). 

1. Pull warning contact (wear sensor) out of inner 
pad plate. 

Note 

Replace warning contacts with ground through or 
down wire cores. Warning contacts can still be used 
when only plastic parts of warning contact have 
traces of wear. 

2. Remove housing retaining spring. This requires 
applying pressure in center (large arrow) of 
spring until it disengages in the housing borer. 
Then remove spring toward outside et same time 
without applying force. 
Never bend spring by applying force. 

3. Remove any dirt on guide pins between 
holder end housing. 

4. Pull plugs out of guide sleeves. Unscrew guide pins 
with a 7 mm socket wrench end pull out of guide 
Sl=%WZS. 

5. Pull housing toward outside of car by hand to 
push beck the piston slightly. Then remove the 
housing. Pull piston end brake pad out of piston. 

6. Lay housing (fist) aside end suspend from 
suitable point on car with a piece of wire. 
Remove outer brake pad from holder. 

/ 
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Installing 

1. Push beck piston completely with special tool. 3 

Note 

To prevent brake fluid from being forced out of tank, 
it might be necessary to drain some of the brake fluid 
prior to pushing beck the piston. Use a syringe for 
this work, which is reserved exclusively for brake 
fluid. Brake fluid is poisonous end must never be 
sucked wt through a hose. 

2. Clean pad guiding surfaces in housing end holder. 
Never use sharp-edged tools or cleaning solutions 
with mineral oil content. Check seals, caps. guide 
pins, guide sleeves es well es housing retaining 
springs end brake pads for damage. replacing if 
necessary. 
Watch pairing of brake pads for front/rear axles. 

Two types of brake pads are used on the rear axle. 

Rear axle pads for pairing 
floating frame caliper disc brakes on all wheels 
Rear axle pads for pairing 
floating caliper disc brakes on front axle end 
floating frame caliper disc brakes on rear axle 
(see page 46 - 3). 

Check 20” piston position end adjust with 
special piston pliers, if necessary. Stepped 
surface of piston feces down toward brake disc 
inlet side. Edge on bottom of housing (see 
arrow) can be used es a reference point. 

- 
) i.4 

; 

Arrow a = brake disc inlet side 

4. Push brake pad with riveted retaining clip into 
piston and place second pad on outside of 
holder’sguiding surface on brake disc. 

Place housing wer brake disc and brake pad. 
screw in guide pins with a 7 mm socket wrench 
end tighten to specified torque. 

Note 

To prevent seizure of brake pads in brake calipers 
due to corrosion, apply a thin coat of grease on pad 
guiding surfaces. 
Use Optimoly HT (copper paste) or Plastilube. 

46.6 Removing end Installing Brake Pads 
(Floating Caliper Disc Brakes) 

Printed in Germany 
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5.Insert plugs in guide sleeves. 

6.Engage housing retaining spring. 
Check that spring locates 
prdperly in hole. Do not use 
force to bend spring. 

7.Insert warning contact: renew if 
necessary. 

8.Press brake pedal several times 
so that piston and housing align 
brake pads with brake disk, or 
until clearance adjusts itself 
correctly. 

9.Check level of brake fluid in 
reservoir, top up to MAX mark 
with fresh brake fluid if 
necessary. 

lO.Check operation and efficiency 
of brakes, check system for 
leaks. 

Running in the 
Brake Pads 

New brake pads must be run in over 
the first 200 km. Only then are the 
friction and wear characteristics 
optimized. During the running-in 
period, severe braking from high 
speeds should be limited to 
emergency situations. 

Printed in Germany - XIII, 1986 Removing and Installing Brake 46 - 6a 
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Removing and installing brake pads (four-piston fixed caliper disk brakes) 

Removing 

Note 

If the brake pads are to be installed again, 
they must be marked with their positions 

when removed. It is forbidden to interchange 

the inside and outside brake pads or those 
from the left and right wheels, and this can re- 
sult in uneven braking. 

1 Press the spreader spring together in the 

center and disengage it from its holder. 
At the same time, or before pressing the 

spreader spring together, press it towards 

the brake disk in the retaining plate area, 

to relieve the load. This will avoid dam- 
age to the retaining plate. 

2. Run the warning contact lead out at the 
brake caliper and pull the warning contact 

out of the brake pad plate. 

CL 

Note 

Renew warning contacts if the core wire has 

been abraded away or ground through. If 
there are rubbing marks on the plastic part of 

the warning contact, it can be reused. 

3. Pull the brake pads out with the brake pad 
extractor tool. On brake calipers with 

damper plates, always note the following: 

Run the brake pads out together with the 
damper plates. If this is not possible (it de- 

pends on the degree of brake pad wear), sepa- 

rate the damper plates from the brake back- 

plate with a suitable spatula before removing 
the pads. In either case, first move the brake 

pads back as far as possible with the piston re- 

setting tool. If necessary, draw off a small 
amount of brake fluid from the reservoir first. 

Important: the spatula must be inserted accu- 

rately between the brake pad and the damper 
plate, in order to avoid damaging the brake 

piston seals. 

46 - 6b Removing and installing brake pads (four-piston fixed caliper disk brakes) a 
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Installing 

Notes 

On four-piston fixed caliper brakes, 

damper plates must be installed when 
asbestos-free brake pads are used. For 
details of the correct damper plates for the 

various brake calipers, refer to Group 4 

Technical Information. 

Renew the damper plates each time the 

brake pads are renewed. 

It is forbidden to mix asbestos-free brake 

pads and brake pads containing asbestos 

on the same car. 

Asbestos-free brake pads are also availa- 
ble for cars with fist-type and floating cal- 

iper disk brakes. 

If necessary, move the pistons back to their 

initial positions with the resetting tool. 

Clean the seat and guide faces for the brake 

pads in the brake caliper with spirit and a 
special cylinder brush or similar, to ensure 

that the pads move freely In their bores. 

Make quite sure that the brake piston seals 

are not damaged. 

Check that the brake calipers are installed in 

the correct positions. The small pistons 

must be at the side where the brake disk ent- 

ers. This can also be checked at the arrow 
above the PORSCHE logo; this arrow shows 
the direction of brake disk rotation. 

Note 

From 1967 models on*, the front brake cal- 

iper piston diameters were changed to 44/36 

mm (previously 42/36 mm). 
During the 1969 model year, a further modifi- 

cation was introduced. The piston seal was 

changed from the scraper ring type to the pro- 

tective cap type. (Technical Information Gr. 4 

No. l/69) Notes on replacement: refer to 
Pages 47-04 I 4705. 

l On some cars (those for the USA, Canada, Australia and Arab countries), fixed calipers with piston 
diameters of 42/36 mm were still used in the 1987 model year. For notes on replacement, refer to 

Page 47-04. 

Removing and installing brake pads (four-piston fixed caliper disk brakes) 

Printed in Germany - Xxv. 1990 
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4. Installing new damper plates in the pistons. 

When installing, make sure that the internal 
diameters of the spring and piston are cor- 

rectly matched together (Technical Informa- 

tion Gr. 4 and Part List). 

The damper plates should engage in the pis- 
tons when light pressure is applied, but must 

not be too loose (no radial play is permissible). 

The damper plates are provided with an adhe- 
sive and protective foil. 

The protective foil must be pulled off before in- 

stallation. 

5. Insert the brake pads. Make sure that the 

correct grade of brake pad is used. 

Note 

When damper plates are installed, the 
brake carrier plates (back of brake pads) 

must not be greased. 

However, to prevent the brake pads from cor- 
roding and seizing in the brake caliper, the 

seat and guide faces (arrows A) are given a 
thin film of grease. 

Use Optimoly HT (Cu paste) or Plastilube 

(Schillings Co., P.O. Box 1703, 7080 Aalen, 
Federal Republic of Germany) for this purpose 

1 Piston 
2 Noise rupprerror 
3 Brake ,,ad 

46 - 6d Removing and installing brake pads (four-piston fixed caliper disk brakes) l 
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6. Grease the spreader spring retaining lugs 

with Optimoly TA or Plastilube. If new 

spreader springs are installed, the flat side 

should face the brake disk. If wrongly in- 

stalled; correct brake pad seating cannot be 
guaranteed and the raised section in the 
center of the cross will rub against the brake 

disk. 

Press the spreader spring together in the 
center and insert it. Make sure that 

spreader springs engage correctly 

(arrow). Do not force the spreader spring 

into position or the retaining plate may be 

damaged. 

0 
Brake disk 
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7. Press the warning contact(s) Into the pad 

plate in the correct positions. Secure the 

warning contact lead to the brake caliper 
and, if two warning contact leads are pre- 

sent (from 1989 models on), to the cross 
spring as well. 

Note 

If tolerances are unfavorable, the spreader 

spring may have to be disengaged again to 
do this. 

8. With the car standing still, depress the brake 

pedal firmly several times, so that the brake 
pads adopt a position ready for later opera- 
tion. After this, check brake fluid level in the 

reservoir and add more fluid if necessary. 

Running in the brake pads 

New brake pads need to be used for about 

200 kilometers before they develop their op- 

timum friction and wear characteristics. During 

this time, avoid full brake applications from 

high speeds unless an emergency arises. 

a Removing and installing brake pads (four-piston fixed caliper disk brakes) 46 - 7 
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REMOVING AND INSTALLING BRAKE PEDAL 

Removing 

1. Move back seat and steering wheel up to make job 

easier. 

If applicable, remove shelf. 

2. Disconnect return spring on brake pedal. Remove 

shaft for brake and clutch push rod. 

-7L J,, ,. 4pq J?y 
1 

3. The guide rod for clutch power spring has an 

assembly bore. Press down on clutch pedal until 

bore has cleared the bearing. Insert a piece of 

3 mm dia. wire into bore in this position to 

remove force on pedal. 

4. Remove circlip and move bearing shaft toward 

outride until brake pedal has been run out. 

1 1 
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Installing 

1. Check all bushings and stops for clutch and brake 

pedals, replace if necessary. Lubricate all bearing 

and sliding surfaces wth a multi.purpose grease. 

2. Install brake pedal with bushings. Slide in bearing 

shaft and install circlip. 

Note: 

Bearing shaft can only be pushed in fully, if bearing 

shaft and console surfaces are aligned. 

3. Remove wire in guide rod for clutch power 

spring. 

4. Install clutch and brake push rod. 

Attach return spring. Check push rod play. 

correcting if necessary. 

Clutch play. see page 30. 1 (approx. 3 mm on 

pedal equals approx. 0.5 mm between push rod 

and master cylinder pistonl. 

If there is a mechanical stop light switch. check 

the adjustment. 

46 B Removing and Installing Brake Pedal 
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ADJUSTING BRAKE PRESSURE ROD 

Until End of Model 
Year 85 
(Stop on brake-pedal arm) 

Note: 

With the pedal released, the 
pressure rod must exert no pressure 
on the brake unit. 

With brakes bled and engine 
switched off, move pressure rod at 
brake pedal by hand to check play 

a 
and assure adequate clearance at 
the brake unit. 

The minimum play is 10 ana. 3.Tighten pressure rod locknut. If 
a mechanical stoplamp switch is 
fitted, check switch setting 
(page 46 - 10a). 

Adjusting 

l.Pull brake-pedal arm back to 
stop. 

2.Slacken pressure rod locknut and 
adjust pressure rod until pivot 

0 

pin of adapter at brake-pedal arm 
is slack, or until the specified 
play is attained (at least 10 mm 
at the pedal). 

Printed in Germany - XIII, 1986 Adjusting Brake Pressure Rod 46 - 9 
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ADJUSTING BRAKE PRESSURE ROD 

86 Models Onward 
(without stop on brake-pedal arm) 

Note: 

It is only necessary to adjust the 
brake pressure rod if: 

- the brake booster is replaced 

- brake pressure rod adapter has 
been removed. 

- the pressure rod or the adapter 
has been turned away from its 
original position. 

The brake-pedal arm does not have a 
stop. The arm is in its initial 
position when brake unit (brake 
booster + brake master cylinder) is 
in its released position. Since the 
brake pedal is unsupported in its 
initial position when the brake 
pressure rod is correctly adjusted, 
the permanently set clearances in 
the brake booster are assured. When 
the brakes have been bled and with 
the engine switched off, a 
pressure-rod play of approx. 10 mm 
can be felt at the brake-pedal 
plate when the pedal is depressed 
by hand. 

Adjusting 

l.Adjust length of brake pressure 
rod by turning adapter or 
pressure rod. Length a must be 
158 + 2 mm measured from the 
bearing face of the brake booster 
on the body to the center of the 
adapter pivot pin. 

Note: 

If the car has manual transmission 
and the brake pedal is more than 
8 mm lower than the clutch pedal, 
correct position of brake pedal by 
turning pressure rod. 

2.Tighten locknut. 

3.Check setting of stoplamp switch 
(page 46 - lOa). 

46 - 10 Adjusting Brake Pressure Rod 
(86 Models Onward) 
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CHECKING SETTING OF STOPLAMP SWITCH 

In 1984 models onward, a 
mechanically operated switch 
mounted on a bracket above the 
brake-pedal arm is installed as 
stoplamp switch. 

With the pedal arm against its stop 
(initial position), there must be a 
5 mm gap between stoplamp switch 
and brake-pedal arm. If necessary, 
adjust position of stoplamp switch 
by turning mounting nut until the 
gap is as specified. Turn nuts in 
opposite directions (counter). 

Printed in Germany - XIII, 1986 Checking Stoplamp Switch 46 - 10a 
Setting 
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DISASSEMBLING AND ASSEMBLING FRONT WHEEL BRAKE 

Disassembling 

l.Remove brake caliper (do not 
disconnect brake hose) and place 
on upper control arm or attach 
to suitable support with a piece 
of wire. 

Mounting, until end of model year 
85 

2.Take off brake disk after 
removing countersunk bolt (s). If 
a brake disk is so tightly seated 
that light blows with a nylon- 
headed hammer do not move it, 
screw hex bolts uniformly into 
the two 8 mm threads of the disk 
and press disk off. It is 
possible that the bolts do not 
sit squarely on the lugs. A 
modification has been incor- 
porated. 

Mounting, 86 models onward 
(fixed-caliper brake) 

Assembling 

l.Inspect all parts and replace if 
there is any sign of damage. 

2.Clean centering face for brake 
disk on wheel hub and apply a 
thin coat of Optimoly TA. 

Printed in Germany - XIII, 1986 Disassembling and Assembling 46 - 11 
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3. Install brake disk and brake 
caliper. Tighten caliper retai- 
ning bolts, torque: 85 Nm (62 
ftlb). Ventilation ducts of brake 
disks used with floating-caliper 
and fixed-caliper brakes are 
involute: do not mix up right- 
hand and left-hand disks. 

Distinguishing feature: 
involute shape and 

spare part number 

The spare part number is in- 
scribed on the brake disk. 

Spare part, left-hand side 
- 3rd group number is odd 

Spare part, right-hand side 
- 3rd group number is even 

Example: 

Spare part No. 
disk: 
928.351.043.03 
Spare part No. 
disk: 
928.351.p44.03 

4 

Forward direction of travel 
left-hand brake 

left 
right-hand brake 

right 

l 
46 - 12 Disassembling and Assembling Front Wheel Printed in Germany 
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Note When: Special 

NO. Description QfV. Removing Installing Instructions 

1 Bolt 2 Tighten to 

specified torque 

2 Washer 2 Replace, if necewxy 

3 Floating frame caliper 1 Suspend from 

suitable point on 

car that brake hose 

is without tension 

4 Bolt 2 

5 Brake disc 1 Set back brake Check for wear and 

damage 

6 Spring 2 Position correctly 

7 Support bushing 1 

8 Adjusting nut 1 

9 Adjusting screw 1 

10 Return spring 1 

11 Brake shoe 2 Replace, if necessary. 

Wear limit 2 mm 

12 Return spring 1 Check for correct 

fit 

13 Pressure bar 1 

14 Joint pin 1 Lubricate lightly 

15 Pin 1 Lubricate lightly 

16 Operating lever 1 

17 Wheel carrier 1 

18 Wheel hub 1 

19 Brake backplate 1 

46.14 Disassembling and Assembling Rear Wheel Brake Printed in Germany 
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DISASSEMBLING AND ASSEMBLING REAR WHEEL BRAKE 

Disassembling 

1. Disconnect floating frame caliper. 

2. Turn parking brake slack control toward loosening 

direction. Remove brake disc after unscrewing two 

countersunk bolts. If a seized brake disc can’t be 

removed even with light knocks from a plastic 

hammer, screw two bolts in the 8 mm tapped 

borer of the brake disc to wess off the disc. 

Assembling 

1. Lubricate slack control and sliding surfaces of 

brake shoes lightly. 

2. Install spreaders, brake shoes. return springs, 

springs and slack control. 

Note: 

Install springs in correct position 
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3. Clean centering surface on wheel hub for the 

brake disc and coat with Optimoly TA grease. 

4. Adjust parking brake 

0 
Printed in Germany VIII, 1984 Disassembling and Assembling Rear Wheel Brake 46.15 
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Checking brake disc lateral runout 

1. Measuring requirements: No tilt play 

present at wheel. If required, adjust 
wheel bearing clearance of front wheels. 

2. Fit adapter plate (Special Toot 9510/l) to 
wheel hub. Tightening torque of wheel 

nuts (mounting nuts): 130 Nm. 

1035-46 

3. Engage dial gauge holder, e.g. Ate Part 
No. 03.9314.5500.3101, into brake caliper, 
determine center position and fit by turning 

the wing screw. 

Notes 

If required, fit dial gauge holder with Ate 

conversion kit, Part No. 03.9314-5510.3/01 

(longer wing screw and bracket for dial gauge 
if required). 

Four-piston fixed caliper brake: Make 

sure the spreader spring locating lug at 
the mounting plate of the fixed caliper is 

not damaged when the dial gauge holder 
is fitted in place. 
Floating caliper and sliding caliper disc 

brake: 
To fit the dial gauge holder, the brake pads 

must be removed. 

4. Fit dial gauge with a slight preload. Place 

measuring pointer on maximum diameter of 
braking surface. 

/ 

5. Rotate brake disc and read off runout on 
dial gauge. 
Max. permissible runout of fittecl brake disc 

max. 0.1 mm. 

Runout of removed 
brake disc : max. 0.05 mm. 
Runout of wheel hub : max. 0.05 mm. 

6. If the brake disc runout exceeds 0.1 mm, 
remove the brake disc and check runout of 

the wheel hub. Mark position of disc with 

regard to wheel hub. 

46 - 16 Checking brake disc lateral runout 0 
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a 
7. Check wheel hub runout as follows: 

Measure once outside (arrow) and once 
inside wheel stud area of hub face. 

Lfft off dial gauge carefully in cutout area 

of wheel hub. 

To fii the dial gauge, use either a magnetic 
universal dial gauge holder, e.g. as supplied 
by SNAP-ON (Order No. PMF 137) or a 

modified (lengthened) dial gauge holder 

(VW 367). 

Notes 

Make sure the brake hoses and brake lines 

are not damaged when the brake caliper is 
removed and installed. 

The above SNAP - ON order no. PMF 137 is 

valid for a complete dial gauge kit since the 
individual dial gauge holder is not available 

separately. 

The dial gauge kit may also be used to check 

the brake disc lateral runout. 

1038-48 

VW 387 

Km 48 

6. Excessive wheel hub runout: 

Replace wheel hub. 
Wheel hub runout o.k.: 

Cleaning level and centering surfaces of 

brake disc and wheel hub. Then coat center- 

ing surface of wheel hub wtth a thin coat of 
Optimoly TA. 

Fit brake disc to wheel hub in another posi- 
tion, offset radially with regard to wheel hub. 

Repeat measurements with fitted adapter 
plate - Special Tool 9510/l. 
If the lateral runout is still in excess of 0.1 
mm, the brake disc must be replaced. 

If the brake disc runout has been reduced 

by offsetting the brake disc with regard to 

the wheel hub, one 6 mm countersunk 
screw may be omitted if two 6 mm counter- 

sunk screws had been fitted. 

a Checking brake disc lateral runout 46 - 17 
PrInted in oorm.¶ny - XXIX, ,892 
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a 
Checking brake disc thickness 

Measure brake disc thickness in approx. 

6 places within the braking surface using 
a micrometer. 

46 - 16 Checking brake disc thickness Printed in Germany -XXIX, ,os* 
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DISASSEMBLING AND ASSEMBLING PARKING BRAKE LEVER 

a 
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Printed in Germany . VII, 1963 Disassembling and Assembling Parking Brake Lever 46-19 
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: 

Note When: Special 

NO. Description my. Removing Installing Instructions 

1 Bolt 2 Torque: 

25 Nm 118 ftlbl 

2 Lock washer 2 Replace if 

“eCSS%y 

2a Washer 1 Only used in some Sometimes a 

cases washer is used 

to align parking 

brake lever 

3 Bracket for 1 Switch must 

parking brake switch respond before 

first catch; 

align bracket if 

necessary 

4 Parking brake 1 

IeVer 

5 Sleeve 1 Paste on sides 

6 Lock nut 1 Replace if 

necessary. 

Torque: 

23 Nm (17 ftlb) 

7 Bearing shaft 1 

8 Toothed element 1 

9 Push button 1 Lock with 

Loctite 221 

IO Plastic washer 1 

I1 Spring 1 

12 Push rod 1 

13 Guide sleeve 1 

I4 Rivet 1 Rivet that pawl 

still moves 

easily 

I5 Paw1 1 

I6 stop 1 

46 20 Disassembling and Assembling Parking Brake Lever Printed in Germany 
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DISASSEMBLING AND ASSEMBLING PARKING BRAKE LEVER 

Disassembling 

1. Remove parking brake lever/parking brake cable 

trim. Unscrew mounting bolts and take out 

complete parking brake lever. 

2. Pull off sleeve forward from parking brake lever 

(pasted on sides of lever - loosen first). 

3. Remove bearing shaft and move out locking 

element. 

4. Unscrew push button (locked with Loctite). Take 

off washer, spring and guide sleeve toward front 

and push rod toward rear. 

Assembling 

1. Lubricate all sliding and bearing surfaces with 

multi-purpose grease. 

2. Paw1 must move easily even after riveting. Lock 

push button with Loctite No. 221. 

3. Install parking brake lever and check function of 

contact switch. It should respind before the first 

catch. If necersary, adjust switch holding 

bracket. 

Checking and Adjusting Parking 

Brake 

The parking brake has to be adjusted. if with 

medium force the parking brake lever can be pulled 

up more than 2 teeth without any braking effect. 

1. Jack up car and remove rear wheels. 

2. Release parking brake and push back rear wheel 

disc brake pads until the discs can be turned 

easily. 

3. Loosen adjusting nut on spreader lock until 

cable is without tension. 

4. Insert a screwdriver through the hole in the brake disk 

and turn the adjusting device until it is no longer possl- 
ble to turn the wheel. Then turn back the adjusting 

device until it is possible to turn the wheel freely, then 
turn back a further 2 notches (undo). 

Printed in Germany ‘- ml, 1989 Disassembling and Assembling Parking Brake Lever 46 -21 

Checking and Adjusting Parking Brake 
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5. Pull up parking brake lever 2 teeth and turn 

adjusting nut that the wheels can just be turned by 

hand (with 4 teeth the wheels must be stopped). 

: ,#$.,.‘2~ 

F- :- 

,B~< f;*.,~ ‘.’ rr- 
%/.,&$$g~ ““I ; 

6. Release parking brake lever and check, whether 

wheels turn easily. 

7. Lock adjusting nuts 

46-22 Checking and Adjusting Parking Brake Printed in Germany 
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TIGHTENING TORQUES FOR BRAKES, HYDRAULIC PARTS 

Location 

Brake unit to bulkhead 

Brake line to master 
cylinder, brake hoses, 
brake booster, T-dis- 
tributor and hydraulic 
unit. Connecting line 
to four-piston fixed 
caliper 

Brake hoses to sliding 
caliper 

Brake hose to floating 
caliper 

Brake hose to floating 
and four-piston fixed 
calipers 

Brake hose, rear, to 
four-piston fixed 
caliper 

Locknut to pressure 
rod (brake unit) 

Bleeder screws in 
sliding and floating 
calipers 

Bleeder screw in four- 
piston fixed caliper 

Description 

Hex nut 

Union nut 

Brake hose 

Brake hose 

Hollow screw 

Brake hose 

Hex nut 

Bleeder screw 

Bleeder screw 

Thread 

M8 
DIN 934 

M 10 x 1 

MlOx 1 

MlOxl 

M 10 x 

MlOxl 

M 10 
DIN 934 

M7 

M 10 

Torque Nm 
(ftlb) 

23 (17) 

12 (9) 

14 (10) 

14 (10) 

16.5 (13) 

14 (10) 

35 (26) 

3.5 to 5.0 
(2.5 to 3.6) 

8 - 12 
(6 - 9) 

Printed in Germany - XIII, 1986 Tightening Torques 47 - 01 
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Location 

Master cylinder to 
vacuum booster 

Stoplamp switch to 
master cylinder 

Regulator to wheel 
arch 

Screw-in regulator to 
master cylinder or 
hydraulic unit 

Hydraulic unit bracket 
to wheel arch 

Hydraulic unit to 
hydraulic unit bracket 

T-distributor to bracke 

Housing (caliper) to 
bracket 

Description 

Hex nut 

Hex bolt 

Screw-in 
regulator 

Hex nut 

Hex bolt 

Hex bolt 

Guide pin 

Thread 

Ma 
DIN 934 

MlOxl 
tapered 

Ma 

MlOxl 

Ma 

M6 

M6 

M9 

Torque Nm 
(ftlb) 

23 (17) 

15 + 4 
(11 + 3) 

23 (17) 

14 (10) 

a 

23 (17) 

10 (7) 

10 (7) 

15 - 20 
(11 - 15) 

a 

47 - 02 Tightening Torques Printed in Germany 
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Notes on brake system from 1986 models on 

Assembly instructions 

The two halves of the brake caliper must 
not be separated. 

The piston sealing rings, dirt scraper rings and 

spring plates can be changed while the fixed 
caliper is assembled. 

To remove the spring plates, heat the retain- 
ing screws with a hot-air blower to approx. 

150°C; this is because the screws are inserted 

with a locking agent. Do not reuse the 

screws. Coat the threads of the new screws 
lightly with Loctite 270. When installing the 

brake pistons, use Unisilikon TK 44 N 2 brake 

cylinder paste (this also applies to earlier 

types of brake caliper if repairs become nec- 
essary). Unisilikon paste is available as a 

spare part. available as a spare part 

(part number 000.043.117.00). 

X = Never unscrew and retighten these 

screws 

So that correct brake caliper position can be 
checked with the brake pads installed, the 

fixed calipers have an arrow mark above the 

Porsche logo to indicate the correct direction 

of brake disk rotation. 

For modifications to front-wheel fixed brake 

calipers and notes on replacement, refer to 
Pages 47-04 / 47-05. 

l Notes on brake system from 1988 models on 47 - 03 

Printed in Germany - XXV, 1590 
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Modifications to four-piston fixed 
calipers 

Modification I 

From 1987 models* on, the pistons in the 

front wheel fixed brake calipers were revised 

in design to minimize wear and optimize effi- 

ciency. The rear-wheel fixed calipers remained 

unchanged (0 30/28 mm). 

Modification 

Piston diameter increased from 42/36 mm to 
44136 mm. 

Note 

Pistons for the four-piston fixed calipers on 

the 928 S have no chamfered areas 
(recesses). This also applies to the 42 mm 

diameter front pistons on 1986 model cars, 

despite some information published to the con- 

trary. 

Replacement 

The front wheel brake calipers with 44/36 mm 

diameter pistons can be retrofitted as a pair 
only to 1986 model cars. It is forbidden to mix 

the 36/42 mm diameter and 36/44 mm diame- 

ter brake calipers on the same car. 

Modification II 

During the 1989 model year, the front and rear 

wheel brake piston seals were modificed. A 

change was made from a scraper ring to a 
protective cap version. 

Modified version. 

1 Dust protection cap 
2 Damper plate 

3 Rubber seal (rectangular-section ring) 
4 Piston 
5 Brake caliper housing 

* Some cars in the 1987 model year (for the USA, Canada, Australia und Arab countries) continued 

to be fitted with brake calipers with 42/36 mm diameter pistons. 

47 - 04 Notes on brake system from 1986 models on a 
Printed in Germany - Xxv. 1990 
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a 
Previous version 

The scraper ring made a sliding-contact seal 
with the piston surface. 

a 

Replacement 

Make sure that the two brake calipers on an 

axle are both of the same pattern. 

l Notes on brake system from 1966 models on 47 - 05 

Printed in Germany - XXV, 1eec 
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Printed inGermany - IV. 1980 Disassembling and Assembling 
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NO 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

Description 

Lock 

Retaining pin 

Cross spring 

Inner brake pad 

Warning contact 

Outer brake pad 

Mounting frame 

Brake cvlinder 

Floating frame 

Guide spring 

Clamp 

Dust cap 

Piston 

By. 

1 

2 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

Note When: 

Removing Installing 

Replace if 
necessary 

Replace if 
necessary 

Replace if 

“eCeSSWy 

Check, replacing if 
necessary. Wear 
limit: 2 mm. It is 

better to mount 
pad after installatior 
of brake caliper 

Replace if wire 
core is ground 
through 

Check, replacing if 

necessary. Wear 
limit: 2 mm. It is 
better to mount 
pad after installaim 

of brake caliper 

Position slides 

correctly 

Drive off of 
floating frame with 

plastic hammer. 
Place piece of wood 
in caliper frame 

Press out of cylinder 
with compressed 
air. Support piston 
on piece of wood. 
Danger! 

Don’t mix up left 
and right springs 

Position correctly 

Replace 

Use brake cylinder 

paste. Adjust 
piston position 
with 20’ gauge 

Special 

InstruCfions 

New models have 

lock wire with 
wire guide 

47-Z Disassembling and Assembling Floating Frame Caliper VI I I, 1984 Printed in Germany 
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NO. Descriptior 01)‘. 
Note When Special 

Removing Installing Instructions 

1‘1 SCil 1 Remove with a Replace. install with 

plastic rod brake cylinder paste 

15 iJust cap 1 

16 illeeder screw 1 

1: Slide 2 Replace. if necessary 

Printed inGermany - IV, 1980 Uisassembling and Assembling Floating 4’- 3 
Frame Caliper 
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DISASSEMBLING AND ASSEMBLING FLOATING FRAME CALIPER 

Disassembling 

1. Press caliper frame off of mounting frame. 

1, ‘i 
! 

a -6 a 

I, 
<. 'a?. j .~~,; I* .'j 

A 
,) .. ' :j 

2. Drive brake cylinder off of caliper frame with 
a plastic hammer applied at different points 
all around. Place a piece of wood in caliper 
frame to prevent damage. 

3. Press piston out of cylinder with compressed 
air. 

Warning 

Support piston on piece of wood. 

4. Remove seal with a plastic rod. 

41-4 Disassembling and Assembling Floaring Printed in Germany 
Frame Caliper 
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Assembling 

1. Apply a very thin coat of brake cylinder paste 
to cylinder bore, piston and seal. Press piston 
into cylgder in approximately correct posi- 
tion (20 chamfer). 

3. Install mounting frame. Be careful not to da- 
mage slides. 

/i. * T . 

j ,= 
;ri j 

1 
-2 ;P in .y-A,,.i , 
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I \ 
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2. Drive brake cylinder with guide spring on to 
caliper frame with a soft mandrel applied at 
points all around. 

4. Make final 20’ adjustment of piston with piston 
turning pliers (see page 46 - 4). 

Printed inGermany - Iv, 1980 Disassembling and Assembling Floating 
Frame Caliper 

41 - 5 
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8 9 10 411 12 14 13 3 2 

t 
16 5 7 14 1 2 

Brake hose installation changed during 1983 model year. Brake hose mounted on modified 
fist caliper connection with a hollow union bolt from this time on to guarantee correct 
installed position. 

Printed in Germany - VIII, 1984 Disassembling and Assembling Fist Caliper 47 7 
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I 

Note When: Special 

vo. Description Qty. Removing Installing Instructions 

1 Housing retaining spring 1 Replace, if 

necessary. Make 

sure of correct fit 

2 Plug 2 Replace, 

if necessary 

3 Guide pin 2 Replace, 

if necessary. 

Tighten to specified 

torque 

(15-~20 Nml 

11 - 14 ftlb) 

4 Housing (caliper) 1 Note 20” piston 

position. If 

necessary. COrreCt 

with piston pliers. 

Set back (milled) 

surfacefacesdown 

to brake disc inlet 

side. Reference 

point is edge on 

bottom of housing 

(page47.11) 

5 Brake pad, inner 1 Pull out of piston Check, replacing 

(with riveted retaining if necessary. Wear 

clip) limit 2 mm 

6 Brake pad, outer 1 Check, replacing 

if necessary. Wear 

limit 2 mm 

7 Holder 1 

8 Piston 1 Press out of housing Use brake cyl. paste. 

with compressed air. Watch 20’ piston 

Use piece of wood. position 

danger! 

9 Dust cover 1 Replace; make Sure 

sealing lips fit 

correctly in housing 

and piston groove. 

See instructions 

47-a Disassembling and Assembling Floating Caliper Printed in Germany 
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Note When: Special 

NO. Description Qty. Removing Installing Instructions 

10 SeaI 1 Remove with a Replace, install with 

plastic rod brake cylinder paste 

11 Dust cap 1 

12 Bleeder valve 1 

13 Damper sleeve 2 Replace when torn, Page47.12 

brittle or swollen 

rubber 

14 Slide 2 Replace if necessary Page 47 - 12 

Printed in Germany VI, 1982 Disassembling and Assembling Floating Caliper 47.9 
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DISASSEMBLING AND ASSEMBLING FLOATING CALIPER 

Disassembling 

Remove housing retaining spring. Pull plugs out 

of guides. Remove guide pins. 

Remove housing. Take outer brake pad off of 

holder. Pull inner brake pad out of piston. 

Support piston firmly on a piece of wood and 

press out of housing with compressed air. 

Press out piston only halfway at first and take 

sealing lip of dust cover out of piston groove. 

4. Remove seal with a plastic needle, 

Assembling 

1. Apply a very thin coat of brake cylinder paste on 

cylinder bore, piston and seal. 

2. Push dust cover on inside of piston so far that 

large diameter sealing lip (arrow) extends over 

the piston. 

3. Press sealing lip of dust cover into housing 

groove with piston in approximately correct 

position (20” set back surfacel. 

Make sure that seal fits properly around its 

entire periphery. 

47-10 Disassembling and Assembling Floating Caliper Printed in Germany 
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4. Press piston into housing slowly. Small diameter 

sealing lip should settle in groove of piston. 

t .P---- -- ---+’ -, f&-” 
:/: +2-j 

7 

5. Adjust 20’ piston position precisely with the 

piston pliers. Set back surface of piston faces down 

to brake disc inlet side. 

A reference point is the edge on bottom of 

housing (see arrow). 

Arrow a = brake disc inlet side. 

6. Replace damaged dampers and guides. 

7. Bolt holder to housing. Tighten guide pins to 

specified torque. Insert brake pads and housing 

retaining springs. 

Printed in Germany - VI, 1982 Disassembling and Assembling Floating Caliper 47.11 
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REPLACING DAMPERS AND SLIDES 

Removing 

1. Separate housing from holder. Pull piston end 

brake pad out of piston. 

2. Press out damper in direction of brake hose 

connection. Make sure that bearing surface in 

housing is not damaged. 

Installing 

1. Coat damper with brake cylinder paste. 

2. Insert damper in housing from the brake hose 

connection side. Then guide slide from piston side 

into damper so far, that it is positioned between 

the lips provided for this purpose (arrow = visible 

lip). 

F&F yI&,- 
4, il / /&.A 

C 
A 

928 

a 

47.12 Replacing Dampers and Slides Printed in Germany 
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0 

REMOVING AND INSTALLING BRAKE MASTER CYLINDER 

Removing 

a 

1. Remove intake hoses and air cleaner upper 
section. 

2. Drain both chambers of brake fluid reser- 
voir by pumping out brake fluid via 
pertinent bleeder screws depending on brake 
circuit division. 
Diagonal brake circuit division up to 1983 
models. Axla brake circuit division since 
1984 models. 
Identification: stepped master cylinder and 
screw-in brake pressure regulator (see 
point 5). 

3. Detach vacuum hose with check valve at 
brake booster. 
Pull off vacuum line on branch, plug for 
warning device and hose for clutch control. 

mm:< .; ..- k[ &:,,--.;I’e ‘* ‘,, 

4. Pull brake fluid reservoir out of master 
cylinder from above. If applicable, pull off 
plugs on hydraulic stop light switches. 

5. Detach brake lines. 
Up to 1983 models. 

Since 1984 models 

Note: 

Counterhold on hexagon of regulator when 
unscrewing rear axle brake line on screw-in 
brake pressure regulator. Screw-in regulator 
of cars with ABS is installed on hydraulic 
unit. 

Printed in Germany - VIII, 1984 Removing and Installing Brake Master Cylinder 47-13 
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6. Remove the master brake cylinder at its 
flange with a l/4-inch ratchet, a 13 mm 

socket wrench insert and a suitable exten 

sion. Take out the master brake cylinder. 

I 

I 

On right-hand drive cars, the windshield 
washer filler pipe must also be removed. Take 

it out at the same time as the master brake cyl- 

inder. 

Installing 

1. Renew the O-ring between the master brake 

cylinder and the brake booster, or else a 

loss of vacuum may occur. 

2. Install the master brake cylinder and con- 

nect up the brake pipes. 

3. Press the fluid reservoir into the sealing 

plugs in the master brake cylinder. Use new 

sealing plugs each time the fluid reservoir is 

removed. When pressing in, the reservoir 

must pass 2 detents before firm seating can 

be guaranteed. 

Note 

Use only brake fluid or brake cylinder paste as 
an aid to installation. Substances containing 

mineral oil will destroy the rubber elements in 
the brake system and cause brake failure. 

In the case of stepped brake master cylinders, 
there is a washer under the front sealing plug 

(intemediate piston brake circuit). 

4. Bleed the brake/clutch with the filling and 

bleeding device. Check for leaks and for cor- 

rect operation. 

47- 14 Removing and installing the master brake cylinder l 
Printed in Germany - Xxv. 1990 
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REMOVING AND INSTALLING BRAKE BOOSTER 

Removing 

l.Remove master cylinder (see page 
47 - 13) 

2.Remove brake pressure regulator 
from wheel arch (only cars 
earlier than model year 84). 

3.Oepress brake pedal fully and 
using a hose clamp, fix pressure 
rod for master cylinder in this 
position. Place a strip of 2 mm 
sheet beneath clamp. 

4.So that brake pressure rod 
(piston rod) protrudes as little 
as possible toward the footwell 
from the booster, adjust adapter, 
depress brake pedal again and 
correct position of hose clamp. 
Remove adapter. 

5.Remove cover and unscrew mounting 
nuts of brake booster. 

a 

Printed in Germany - XIII, 1986 Removing and Installing Brake 47 - 15 
Booster 
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6.If necessary, unclip brake line 
from right-hand front wheel from 
its holder on bulkhead and 
carefully push toward engine. 
Position hose for clutch release 
cylinder and electric cables so 
that they do not obstruct during 
removal. 

P :. - _. __ 
--.--- -i 

7.Remove brake booster. It may be 
necessary to make space by 
removing the lower section of the 
air filter to allow passage of a 
10" brake booster. 

Installing 

l.Renew seal ring between bulkhead 
and brake booster if damaged. The 
10" boosters are fitted with 2 mm 
seals, or 1 mm seals as of model 
year 85. Use a 4 mm seal or two 
2 mm seals for 9" boosters. 

2.Install brake booster and tighten 
securing nuts. Check that the 
cover over the control housing is 
correctly seated. 

3.Install brake pressure regulator 
and master cylinder. Always renew 
seal ring between brake booster 
and master cylinder. Mount brake 
pressure rod with adapter on 
brake pedal. Adjust pressure rod 
play and check setting of 
mechanical stoplamp switch, if 
fitted (page 46 - 10a). 

4.Bleed brakes/clutch with charging 
and bleeding equipment. Check for 
leaks and correct operation. 

47 - 16 Removing and Installing Brake XIII, 1986 - Printed in Germany 
Booster 
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REMOVING AND INSTALLING BRAKE PRESSURE REGULATOR 

Regulator on Wheel House 

a 

l 

Removing 

1. Remove intake hoses and air cleaner upper 

section. 

2. Drain both chambers of brake fluid tank by 

pumping out brake fluid through bleeder valves of 

front and rear wheel brake calipers (diagonal brake 

circuit division). 

3. Detach brake lines. Remove brake pressure 

regulator after unscrewing mounting bolt(s). 

I Regulator for right rear wheel 

II Regulator for left rear wheel 

1 - Inlet of intermediate piston brake circuit 

2 -Outlet to right rear wheel 

3 - Inlet of push rod brake circuit 

4 - Outlet to left rear wheel 

Installing 

1. Check brake pressure regulator/car application 

on page 47 18. 

2. Install brake pressure regulators. The mounting 

plate has a retaining tab for each brake pressure 

regulator to guarantee correct installed position 

and prevention of turning when tightening bolts. 

3. Connect brake lines. Bleed brakes. 

Note 

If applicable, cancel the brake circuit failure 

indicator lamp by disconnecting the battery 

(ground wire on body). 

Screw-in Regulator 

(since 1984 models) 

Arrangement 

Cars with ABS: connect h screwed in hydraulic 

unit. 

Cars without ABS: screwed in master cylinder 

(intermediate piston circuit). 

Removing 

1. Remove left intake hose. 

Printed inGermany - VIII, 1984 Removing and Installing Brake Pressure Regulator 47-17 
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2. Unscrew brake line on brake pressure 
regulator, counterholding on hexagon of 
regulator. 

Note: 

Place cloths underneath to avoid damage from 
escaping brake fluid. 

3. Disconnect brake pressure regulator on 
brake master cylinder or hydraulic unit, 
never turning on the hexagon. 
Plug open connection with a plug. 

a 
47-18 Removing and Installing Brake Pressure Regulator Printed in Germany 
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Installing 

1. Screw in brake pressure regulator. Mount 
brake line on brake pressure regulator 
while counterholding on the hexagon. 

2. Bleed brakes (begin at bleeder valve of 
master cyl.). 
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BRAKING-FORCE REGULATORS - INSTALLATION OVERVIEW 

Braking-Force Regulators Until End of 
Model Year 83 
(Diagonal braking circuits/2 regulators per vehicle) 

Switchover 
pressure 
in bar 

a 
Part No. 

Identifi- 
cation 
(color + 
switchover 
pressure) 

Switchover 
pressure & 
reduction 
factor 
(stamped 
on cap) 

Remarks 

Switchover 
factors st 

I 

bl 
am1 

3" Brake Boos 

x-eviously 
installed 

55 

i;;,,,tT,;:d 

'ainted 
Ilack 

5515 

ter ‘S 

r ,eplace by 

33 

128.355.083.02 

'ainted black 
ireen dot in 
:enter of cap 

3315 

lhen repla- 
:ing only use 
328.355.083.02 
1s a pair. 
Jnder no circumstances may 
33 and 55 bar regulators 
le used together in a car. 

I 
?essure and reduction 
led on cap. 

55 or 33 = switchover pressure 
(bar) 

5 = reduction factor 0.46 

* For a brief period, brake 
pressure regulators painted black 
and marked only with a blue dot 
were installed. Note switchover 
pressure on cap. 

10" Brake Boosters 

previously 
installed 

33 

(928.355.083.01) 
discontinued 

Painted blue* 

3315 

When repla- 
cing only use 
928.355.083.02 
as a pair. 
Under no circums tal rices may 928. 

replace by 

33 

328.355.083.02 

Painted black, 
green dot in 
center of cap 

3315 

355.083.01 and 928.355.083.02 
regulators be used together in 
a car. I 

a 
Printed in Germany - XIII, 1986 Braking-Force Regulators - 47 - 18a 

Installation Overview 
(until End of Model Year 83) 
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Braking-Force Regulators, 84 Models 
Onward 
(stage-type tandem master cylinder, separate brake circuits for each axle, 
1 screw-in regulator per car) 

Installed in Part No. Switchover pressure 

84 models 928.355.305.00 33 bar 

85 models 928.355.305.01 33 bar 

86 models onward (with 951.355.305.00 18 bar 
four-piston fixed- 
caliper brakes) 

Installation: 

Cars with ABS: Screwed into port h of hydraulic unit. 

Cars without ABS: Screwed into master cylinder (inter-piston circuit). 

Identification/Remarks 

Switchover pressure and reduction factor stamped on regulator. 

33 or 18 = switchover pressure (bar) 5 = reduction factor 0.46 

It is essential to ensure that the appropriate parts are installed. Under 
no circumstances may braking-force regulators with different reduction 
factors (e.g. 3 = 0.3) be installed. 

a 

47 - 18b Braking-Force Regulator - Installation Printed in Germany 
Overview (84 Models Onward) 
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INSPECTING BRAKING-FORCE REGULATOR 

General 

A braking-force regulator is inte- 
grated in the brake lines to the 
left-hand and right-hand rear 
wheels (diagonal braking circuits). 
This version was retained until the 
end of model year 1983. From model 
year 1984 onward, only one braking- 
force regulator is installed for 
both rear wheels (separate braking 
circuits for each axle). This regu- 
lator is smaller and lighter. It is 
screwed directly into the modified 
master cylinder or into the 
hydraulic unit of vehicles with ABS 
(screw-in regulator). 

The braking-force regulators have a 
permanently set switchover pressure 
of 18, 33 or 55 bar (see overview, 
page 47 - 18a/18b). Until pressure 
rises to the switchover point, the 
same overpressure is applied to the 
input and output sides of the 
braking-force regulator. As the 
pressure on the input side rises 
further, the output overpressure 
(rear-axle overpressure) is 
reduced. 

To check the braking-force regu- 
lators of diagonally-split braking 
circuits, the pressure which is not 
reduced (front axle) and the re- 
duced pressure (rear axle) must be 
read simultaneously on manometers 
installed independently in the 
separate circuits. 

To check the braking-force regu- 
lator (screw-in regulator) of 
brakes with separate circuits for 
each axle, the pressure which is 
not reduced (front axle) and the 
reduced pressure (rear axle) must 
be read simultaneously on indepen- 
dent manometers in the separate 
circuits. 

Preparation 

l.Connect brake calipers concerned 
and pressure tester by screwing 
test adapters into holes for 
bleeder valves in brake calipers. 

Diagonally-split 
Brake Circuits 

Test connections for braking-force 
regulator of left-hand rear wheel: 
on the left behind and on the right 
in front of the right-hand rear 
wheel: 
rear right and front left 

Separate Braking 
Circuits for Each 
A x 1 e (84 models onward) 

Test connections for the screw-in 
regulator: 
front axle left or right and 
rear axle left or right. 

a 
Printed in Germany - XIII, 1986 Testing Braking-Force Regulator 47 - 19 
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2.Connect line from tester (mini- 
ature coupling) to test adapter. 

Test I 

Build up input overpressure (shown 
on manometer) of front brake 
caliper (unregulated wheel) in 
accordance with table. Read output 
overpressure on manometer of rear 
brake caliper (regulated wheel) 
(specified reading, see table 
below). 

Note: 

If the input overpressure (unregu- 
lated wheel) is inadvertantly 
exceeded, do not reduce pressure to 
adjust. Pressure must be built up 
again from 0 bar (also applies for 
test II). 

3.Bleed test lines and manometers 
of pressure tester. 

Test II 

Increase input overpressure (shown 
on manometer) of front brake 
caliper (unregulated wheel) to 100 
bar. Read output overpressure on 
manometer of rear brake caliper 
(regulated wheel). 

4.Check switchover pressure of 
braking-force regulator installed 
in car (18, 33 or 55 bar). Before 
testing, check against table 
(page 47 - 18a/18b) to ensure 
that correct regulator is 
installed. 

Tesl 

- 

I 

II 

I 

II 

Regulator ” i 

arch 
55 bar 
33 bar 1 

55 bar 
33 bar 

Screw-in rl 
lator 
33 bar 
18 bar 

33 bar 
18 bar 

3t wheel 

70 bar 
18 bar 

100 bar 
100 bar 

egu- 

48 bar 
33 bar 

100 bar 
100 bar 

a 

Output 
over- 
pressure 
( rear 
axle) 

a 
62 +3 bar 
40 T3 bar - 

75 +5 bar 
64 T5 bar - 

40 +2 bar 
25 T2 bar 

64 +3 bar 
55 73 bar 

a 
47 - 20 Testing Braking-Force Regulator Printed in Germany 
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a 

Adjustment 

l.If the measured values do not 
correspond to those stated in the 
table or if the pressure in the 
regulated circuit increases while 
the force exerted on the brake 
pedal remains constant, renew the 
braking-force regulator. When 
replacing, see note on page 
47 - 18al18b. 

2.After testing and removal of the 
equipment, bleed the brake 
system. 

3.Reset the brake circuit failure 
warning by disconnecting the 
battery (ground lead to body). 

a 
Printed in Germany - XIII, 1986 Testing Braking-Force Regulator 47 - 21 
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a 
Changing the brake fluid I bleeding the brakes 

General 

To ensure fast and efficient servicing, is is 

recommended to use a filling and bleeding 

device. The procedures described below were 
carried out with a Teves unit. For a detailed 
description of the unt, refer to the operating 

manual of the unit. 

Important notes 

Bleed both bleeder valves of each wheel of 

the four-piston fixed caliper brake. 

When changing the brake fluid, also drain 
some brake fluid from the bleeder valve of 

the clutch slave cylinder. 

Use only fresh DOT 4 brake fluid. 
Observe change intervals and brake fluid 

grade. 
Total brake fluid change quantity: 1 liter. 

Change quantity per wheel: approx. 250 C.C. 

On vehicles up to end of MY ‘92, the brake 

fluid must be replaced every 2 years as a 
minimum. 

As of MY ‘93, the brake fluid change interval 
has been increased to 3 years - along with 
the use of special DOT 4 brake fluid. 

The 3-year change interval is valid as of 

MY ‘93, but only in conjunction with the 

use of the special Porsche brake fluid. 

The brake fluid is available under Part 

No. 000.043.202.04. 

Container contents: 5 liters (as of May, 1992). 

This special brake fluid may also be used on 

pre-MY ‘93 vehicles. However, the two-year 
fluid change interval will remain valid for 

those vehicles. 

Brake fluid 

The new brake fluid - Part No. 

000.043.202.04 - offers superior properties. 
Compared to the brake fluid specified pre- 
viously, its main features are further reduc- 
tion of water absorption and increased 

wet and dry boiling points. 
Note on water absorption: Water contents 

of only 2% in the brake fluid will cause the 
boiling point to drop by approx. 50 deg.C. 

As of MY ‘93, only the new brake fluid may 

be used when topping up the reservoir. 
Any mixture of former brake fluid with new 
brake fluid causes the safety margin of the 

fluid to be narrowed down unnecessarily. 
Both the former and the new brake fluid are 

of amber color. 

Procedure for bleeding and changing the 
fluid 

1. Top up reservoir with fresh brake fluid up 

to upper edge. Take out strainer insert. 

2. Connect bleeder flange to reservoir and flit 
quick coupling of filler hose to the nipple on 

the bleeder flange. 

47-22 Changing the brake fluid I bleeding the brakes a 
Printed in Germany-XXIX, 1992 
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3. Switch on bleeder. Move selection control 
lever to filling and bleeding position. 

4. Open each bleeder valve until escaping 
brake fluid is without air bubbles. 

Note 

First bleed the clutch, if the brake master 
cylinder or brake fluid tank had been 
removed. 
The stepped brake master cylinder (since 
1984 models) has a bleeder valve for the 
intermediate piston brake circuit (rear axle 
brake circuit), see point 6. 

6. Operate the brake pedal firmly several 
times during bleeding procedures and with 
the bleeder valves open, in order to remove 
all air bubbles in the brake master 
cylinder. 
If there is a bleeder valve on the master 
cylinder, begin bleeding of brakes on this 
valve. 

Note 

There is no difference in bleeding procedures 
for cars with ABS. 

7. It is recommended to perform a low 
Pressure leak test after finishing the bleed- 
ing/brake fluid change procedures. This, of 
course, requires that the bleeding adapters 
and filling hose are connected 100 % tight. 
All bleeder valves of the system must be 
closed. Keep the selection control lever at 
“filling and bleeding”and read pressure on 
the operating pressure gauge. 

5. Use a bottle to catch the escaping brake 
fluid for accurate inspection regarding 
cleanliness, air bubbles and determination 
of brake fluid consumption. 

Printed in Germany - VI I I, 1984 Bleeding Brakes/Replacing Brake Fluid 47 - 23 
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8. Now set lever to leak test. The pressure value dis- 

played on the operating pressure gauge must not 

drop during the next 5 minutes. 

There is a leak in the brake or clutch system, if 

pressure does drop during the test time. 

9. Install dust caps on bleeder valves. Draw off brake 

fluid in tank. which is higher than the MAX mark. 

Install strainer and screw on brake fluid tank cap. 

a 
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TECHNICAL DATA 

Steering Rack-and-pinion type with tie rods 
and hydraulic assistance (power steering) 

Steering wheel dia. 

Steering wheel ratio at center 

Turning circle dia. (wall-to-wall) 

Turning circle dia. (curb-to-curb) 

Steering wheel turn from lock 
to lark 

380 mm/15 in. 

11.15 : 1 

11.5 mm. I ft 

9.fi m/31,5 ft 

3.13 

Printed in Germany Technical Data 48 - 01 
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STEERING TORQUE SPECIFICATIONS 

Location Description Threads Material Torque 

Nm (ftlb) 

Steering gear to engine carrier Self-locking nut VM 10 5 46 (33) 

Tie rod to steering arm Self-locking nut VM 12x1.5 8 65 (47) 

Universal joint to steering gear Self-locking nut VM 8 8 28 (20) 

Tie rod to ball joint Nut M 14x 1.5 04 45 (33) 

Steering tie rod to rack Tie rod M 16x 1.5 16MnCr5 150 (1081 

Universal joints to steering Self-locking nut VM8 8 28 (20) 
and intermediate shafts 

Pressure and return lines 

to steering gear 

Hollow bolt M 14x 1.5 30 (22) 

Steering wheel to steering 

shaft 

Nut M 18x 1.5 8 50 (36) 

Stabilizer clamp to side 

member 

Bolt M 10 8.8 46 (33) 

Pulley to power steering 

pump 

Self-locking nut M 14x 1.5 8 50 (36) 

Steering protective tube 

to body 

Bolt M 6 with 

4 mm socket 

M 6 with 

5 mm socket 

9.7 (7) 

12 (9) 

Suction hose nipple to power 

pump 

Hollow bolt M 18 x 1.5 c35 60 (431 

48.02 Torque Specifications VII. 1983. Printed in Germany 
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a 

Replacing the steering in case of accident damage 

A. General 

Accidents or driving conditions similar to accidents may cause various types of damage to steer- 
ing gears. if the outside of the steering gear is undamaged, tracing of damage is sometimes 
difficult and requires considerable effort. This, however, constitutes an incalculable risk for the safety 
of the vehicle as it may lead to steering failure. 

Due to the fact that a comprehensive check of all steering gear components requires considerable 
effort and is therefore not normally justifiable or even impossible to be carried out with standard 
shop equipment, the condition of other components that are easier to be checked must be con- 
sidered as a replacement solution. 

The following guidelines (item B) should be observed to decide if the steering gear of an accident ve- 
hicle requires replacement or may be used as t is. 

8. Assessing the Condition of the Steering System of an Accident Vehicle 

The steering gear may remain on the car if all the followlng conditions are met: 

- No visible damage to front-axle components such as wheels, king pins, control arms, steering 
arms, tie rods, to frontaxle crossmember, steering shaft, as well as to the suspension mountings 
at the body. 

- No inadmissible increase of torque and no binding or stiffness when the steering gear is turned 
from lock lo lock. When moving the steering form lock to lock, the front wheels must be off the 
ground (front axle raised) and the engine must be stopped (no drive to power steering pump). 

- Admissible suspension alignment tolerances must not be exceeded. 

The steering box muat be replaced or exchanged if any of the following points apply: 

. Damage to steering gear Is visible or can be felt 

. Burning damage (e.g. bellows of steering burnt) 

a Replacing the steering in case of accident damage 48-03 
Printed in Germany - XXXI. 1993 
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a . Permanent deformation or cracking of: 

Steering gear mounts 

Tie rods 

Steering arms 

King pins 

Control arms 

If the above criteria are not sufficient for a decision, if is recommended to exchange or replace the 
steering gear. 

a 

C. Exceptional regulations I order processing 

If the steering gear replacement proposed by the shop is refused by the customer or insurance 
company for financial reasons, an expert or, a this is not possible in foreign contries, the importer 
should be consulted (to be charged to the refusing party). If a decision is made against the above 
guidelines, it is recommended to file a note to this effect and have it signed by the expert. 

Power steering gears with no visible outside damage that require replacement can be supplied 
on an exchange basis. 

48 - 04 Replacing the steering In case of accident damage 
Printed in Germany -xXx& 1993 



928 Sreering 48 
a TOOLS 

NO. Description Special Too! Remarks 

1 Torque wrench (Srahlwille 730 R/20 
or Hazet 6292-1 CT) 

2 Wrench socket 9183 

3 Tie rod puller e.g. Nexur; 168-l 

Primed in Germany - 111. ~!“EI Removing and InsraIling Srcering Gear IH- 1 
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928 Steering 48 

Note When: Special 

NO. Dexription my. Removing Installing Instructions 

1 Self-locking nut 2 Replace. Tighten to 

specified torque 

2 Self-locking nut 1 Replace. Watch position 

Torque: of universal 

28 Nm/20 ftlb joint 

Page 48 .6 

3 Washer 1 Replace necessary if 

4 SetSCrWd 1 

5 Hollow bolt 2 Tighten specified to 

torque 

6 Seal 4 Replace 

7 Tie rod assembly 1 Torque: 

150 Nm/lOB ftlb. 

Tighten while 

holding rack and 

use torque wrench 

with special tool 

9163 

8 stop 2 

8a Spacer 2 

9 Tie rod 1 

Note arrangement 

Note arrangement 

Torque: 

150 Nmll08ftlb. 

Tighten while 

holding rack and 

use torque wrench 

with special tool 

9183 

IO Dust boot 2 Check, replacing 

if necessary 

II Bolt 1 

12 Washer 1 Replace if necessary 

I3 Washer 1 

14 Bolt 4 

I5 Washer 4 Replace if necessary 

Printed in Germany VI, 1982 Removing and Installing Stsering Gear 48-3 
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Note When: Special 

NO. Description oty. Removing Installing Instructions 

16 Self-locking nut 4 Replace. Tighten to 

specified torque 

17 Reinforcement plate 1 

18 Steering gear 1 Run o”t rack ends Note position 

completely and coat of universal 

with VW steering joint 

gear lube AOF Page 48 .6 

086 000 

19 O-ring 4 Replace if necessary. Not for new 

Position correctly steering gears 

with bushings 

in mounting 

bosses 

20 Washer 4 Not for new 

steering gears 

with bushings 

in mounting 

bosses 

21 Tie rod end 1 Screw into tie 

rod 18 to 19 twns 

22 Nut 1 

I I 

a-4 Removing and Installing Steering Gear Printed in Germany 
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a 

REMOVING AND INSTALLING STEERING GEAR 

Removing 

1. Draw hydraulic fluid out of tank. 

2. Press out tie rods with a standard extractor. 

3. Pull back hose strap with harness after removal 
of screw on side. 

4. Remove bolts from stabilizer mounts. Let stabi- 
lizer hang down. 

5. Unscrew pressure line and return line at steer- 
ing gear. 

1 - Pressure line 

2 - Return line 

a 
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6. Remove five bolts from reinforcement plate on 

engine carrier. 

7. Loosen four self-locking nuts of steering gear. 

but do not remove them. 

8. Remove bolts on universal joint. Push universal 

joint in direction of steering intermediate shaft. 

9. Now remove the four mounting nuts and take 

steering gear out of studs on engine carrier. 

Installing 

1 Slide universal joint on to steering gear in correct 

position (steering wheel and steering gear in cen- 

ter position). Nuts on steering should only be 

screwed on slightly (facilitates assembly). 

2. Mount steering gear. Produce 8 mm clearance be- 

tween steering gear and universal joint with gauge 

9208. Tighten mounting bolts for universal joint 

to 28 Nm. 

Note 

On cars with a longer universal joint the clerance 

will definitely be less than 8 mm after inserting 

clamping bolt on the steering gear. 

In this care it is important to make sure that there 

is only a small gap between the steering gear and 

universal joint. 

48.6 Removing and Installing Steering Gear VII, 1983 - Printed in Germany 
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a 

3. Fill system with hydraulic fluid, bleed and 
check for leaks as well as correct oper- 
ation (see page 48 - 9) 

4. If necessary (with new parts), adjust toe. In 
conjunction with this matter, remember 
taht there are different steering stop ver- 
sions (see text below). As of Model Year 
1986, the tie rod was changed as well. Be 

sure to ObSeNe this difference when re- 

placing parts (also refer to page 40 - 17). 

Steering stop versions 

The steering stop has also been changed be- 
cause of changes on the steering gear (rack 
deep-bore drilled and 15 mm longer, smaller 
diameter on ends of rack). 

Stop of Changed Version 

Part No. 928.347.329.03 or 
Present Version 

Part No. 928.347.329.04 

Stop 928.347.329.03 is no longer available for 
replacements. See cross reference survey 
on page 40 - 6 b. 

928.347.329.03 (rubber I metal) 

Stop of Old Version 
Part No. 928 347.329.00 
- opening on one side with two surfaces 
in conjunction with spacer, Part No. 
928.347.331 .oo 

1.m 
‘i-/i ! 

‘a. z ,.J ./’ Ash I .7. 

/ ’ - \, 

Q I 
0. 

928.347.329.04 (aluminium) 

Rem. and Inst. Steering Gear I Steering Stop Vers. 
Printed In Germany - XXXIV, 1994 

40 - 6a 
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Cross Reference Survey: 

Steering Gear Version 
Identification 

Steering Gear 
(LHD only) 

stop Spacer 
Part No. Part No. 

(left and right) 

1. Old version 928.347.010.22 928.347.329.00 926.347.331 .oo 
Rack 795 mm long 
Rack end dia. 
left 26 mm, 

right 25 mm 

2. Interim version 
Rack 795 mm long 
Rack end dia. 
left 26 mm 

right 23 mm 

928.347.010.22 928.347.329.00 928.347.331 .OO 

3. New/current version 
Rack length 810 mm 
Rack end 
dia. left and right 23 mm 

(928.347.010.24) 
(928.347.010.26) 
928.347.010.27’ 

928.347.329.03 
bzw. 
928.347.329.04 

see text below 

none 

The steering gears with Part No. 928.347.010.22 (former version and interim solution) 
are no longer available. They should be replaced with the new/current version. 

The steering gears of the new version 928.347.010.24 and 928.347.010.26 indicated in brackets 
have since been deleted as well (status as of December, 1994). 
All former steering gear versions are to be replaced with the current version, 926.347.010.27. 

The elastic steering stop, 928.347.329.03, for left and right sides is replaces by a solid 
steering stop, 928.347.329.04, for improvement in quality. At the same time it was necessary 
to replace the dust cover, 928.347.191.02, with a new version dust cover having a supporting lip, 
Part No. 928.347.191.03. 

48 - 6b Safety specifications for handling airbag vehicles 0 
Prlnled I” Germany - XXXIV, 1994 
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New 

lnstructlons for Repalr Sector: 

Only the new steering stop 928.347.329.04 and the new bellows 928.347.191.03 are supplied for 
steering gear 928.347.010.24. The bellows 928.347.191.03 and the steering stop 928.347.329.04 
are also applicable to steering gears 928.347.010.26 / 928.347.010.27 (as of MY ‘91 or 928 GTS). 

The new steering stop may only be installed together with the new dust cover, 

When installing a solid stop for the first time, stops and dust covers must be replaced on both sides. 

The new version dust cover can also be installed together with the old version elastic stop. 

See cross reference survey on page 48 - 6d 

a Steering stop versions 48 - 6c 
Printed in Germany - XXXI, 1993 
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NSTALLATION OVERVIEW 

,. Ai. 

928.347.329.03 et 
928.347.329.04 (paqe 48 - 6 C) 

48 - 6d Steering Stops, Installation XIII, 1986 - Printed in Germany 

. Overview 
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REMOVING AND INSTALLING POWER STEERING PUMP 

Removing 

I. Detach intake hose to air cleaner on left side. 
Draw hydraulic fluid out of reservoir. 

2. Remove splash shield. 

r-‘-“‘.” 

w.. 4 
) \ ..c; 

kc- 
,&g: ,~ .i , :>, 1 

I+ 1”” ,y..,,? 

R. Loosen front bolts on power steering pump a 

little. 

4. Remove rear bolt from power steering pump. 

5. Remove v-belt. 

6. Take off left upper section of drive belt cover 
to facilitate procedures. 

I. Detach pressure hose. 

a 
Printed in Germany Removing and Installing 48 - I 
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8. Remove suction hose after loosening clamp. 

/z;-: -. ; * - ,’ -_ 
9. Remove bolts on front holder of power steering 

pump. 

3. Install upper section of drive belt cover 

4. Install suction hose 

Install this pressure hose leaving not mope than 

25 mm between inner wheel well and hose. 

Note: 

If hose is routed too close to exhaust manifold, the 

hose could come loose from its holder and cause 

failure of the power steering. 

Asbestos protected hoses are no longer available 

for replacements. 

Installing 5. Install belt and adjust to remove tension. Also 

check tightness of alternator belt (slight correc 

tions could be made). 

1. Tighten two bolts on front holder: only insert rear 

one (belt tightnersl. 

6. Bolt on splash shield. Add hydraulic fluid. 

Bleed steering system. Check for leaks and 

operation. 

2. Install pressure hose so that in installed 

position the protective ring (arrow) rests on 
spring strut mount. IInstalled position: 

install drive belt, do not finish installation yet 

because of point 3.1 

Pressure hoses in initially manufactured cars had 

an asbestos sleeve. 

Note: 

Make sure that no hydraulic fluid is spilled on 

alternator belt while disassembling and assembling. 

48-8 Removing and Installing Power Steering Pump Vll. 1963 Printed in Germany 
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REPLACING SEALS FOR ALUMINUM POWER STEERING PUMP 

15 lb lb 

Note: 

: + 
1 t 

i i . . ,j. 

@& , r 

i 3 

Ii6 -’ ,/ 

2 i 

Body of power steering pump is made of aluminum af of 1981 models to reduce weight. Worn seals can 

be replaced on these aluminum power steering pumps, but pump has to be disassembled. 

Printed in Germany - VII, 1983 Replacing Seals for Aluminum Power Steering Pump 48.8a 
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NO. 
- 

Description 

1 Self-locking nut 

M 14 x 1.5 

2 

3 Woodruff key 

4 Hook snap ring 

5 CS3 

6 Spring 

7 Drive shaft 

with drive end 

face plate and 

rotor 

8 Cap end face 

plate 

9 

10 

11 

- 

Cam ring 

Pump impeller 

Dowel pin 

- 

by. 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

10 

2 

Note When: 

Removing Installing 

Hold on pulley 

with open-end 

wrench 

Replace if 

necessary. 

Torque: 

50 Nm (36 ftlbl 

Use standard puller, 

e.g. Kukko 20/l 

Replace if 

necessary 

Pull out of radial 

groove with pliers, 

while holding down 

cap no. 5 to 

prevent it from 

popping up and 

cawng injury 

Bevel faces inside 

Of pump. 

Only press on far 

enough that hook 

snap ring can be 

installed 

Position correctly; 

large diameter end 

faces cap 

Knock out with 

a plastic hammer 

Install face plate 

in correct 

position 

Position correctly 

Position correctly 

Position correctly. 

must move easily 

in rotor 

Insert in power 

steering pump 

body 

pecial 

wructions 

lon’t cant cap 

(hen removing 

nd installing 

see assembly 

instructions 

a 
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Note When: Special 

NO. Description oty. -Removing Installing Instructions 

12 Support ring, 1 Remove with Replace - p. 48-89, point 5 

large dia. plastic needle or watching out for 

air pressure different diameters 

13 O-ring, 1 and installed 

large dia. positions 

14 O-ring, 1 

small dia. 

15 Support ring. 1 

small dia. 

16 Shaft seal 1 Lift out being Pack space 

careful not to between both 

damage bearing sealing lips with 

surface multi-purpose 

grease. Don’t 

damage sealing 

lips on groove in 

drive shaft 

bver up) 

17 Aluminum body 1 See 

disassembling 

power steering 

pump, point 2 

p. 4889, point 5 

Printed in Germany VIII, 1984 Replacing Seals for Aluminum Power Steering Pump 48.8c 
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REPLACING SEALS FOR ALUMINUM POWER STEERING PUMP 

Disassembling Power Steering Pump 

1. Use a standard puller (e.g. Kukko 20/l) to take 

pulley and woodruff key off removed pump. 

2. Remove front bracket on power pump. 

Note: 

Pump may only be clamped in a vise on the marked 

surfaces (arrows1 when replacing seals. Always use 

soft jaws in vise and keep clamping force as low as 

possible. 
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3. Pull hook snap ring out of radial groove with 

pliers. Press down on cover during this step to 

prevent snap ring from popping up and causing 

injury. Do not cant cover while removing, to 

prevent damage to the sealing surface. 

Note: 

Loosen a canted cover by removing deposits in 

cylinder opening and tapp lightly with a plastic 

hammer. If necessary. remove cover together with 

rotor set and face plates (step 4). 

48.Bd Replacing Seals for Aluminum Power Steering Pump Printed in Germany 
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4. Drive out drive shaft with face plates and rotor Inspecting Components 

set by tapping with plastic hammer. 

Clean parts with a cleaning fluid and check 

visually. 

Checking Points: 

.Y. - Drive shaft: bearing surface of shaft seal and 

bearing sleeve (for wear). Threads, taper and 

groove for woodruff key. 

5. Lift out shaft seal. being careful not to damage 

bearing surface and bearing sleeve. 

Remove support ring and O-ring in radial grooves 

of body (use plastic needle or air pressure). 

y-* 
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Bores for dowel pins in body (for wear). 

Bearing sleeve. 

Bearing surfaces and radial grooves of seals. 

Bores in body. 

Sealing surface of cover. 

Connection threads for pressure line. 

Rotor set: 

Cam ring ‘cam surface -seizure marks, wear) 

and rotor (guide slots -wear). 

Pump impellers (seizure marks and wear 

especially on round bearing surface and guiding 

surfaces on sides). 

Face plates (seizure marks and wear on face 

surfaces). 

a 
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Assembling Power Steering Pump 

1. Insert dowel pins in body 

2. Install ten impellers in slots of rotor so that their 

polished and round outer surfaces face the cam 

ring. 

Make sure impellers move easily. 

Note: 

Lubricate all parts lightly with ATF before 

installing. 

3. Install drive shaft. face plate and rotor assembly 

in body. Slide face plate on dowel pins with wide 

element opposite valve bore. 

A = Valve bore 

B = Wide side of face plates opposite 

valve bore 

C = Slots in both face plates and cam 

ring aligned 

a 
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4. Install cam ring. Cast arrow in cam ring circum- 

ference indicates pump driving direction. Since the 

pump turns clockwise, arrow must be on cover 

end. 

There are elongated holes for the dowel pins in the 

cam ring and face plate. Elongated hole in cam 

ring must be aligned with elongated hole in face 

plate. 

5. Place support and O-rings with smell diameter in 

lower radial groove. 

Place support and O-rings with large diameter in 

center radial groove. 

Lubricate O-rings with ATF. 

Note: 

Check order of support and O-rings. 

A = Support ring 

B = O-ring 

Since March, 1983 or Pump Number 866201 the 

cover end support ring has been omitted 

‘modified radial sroove in case). 

6. Press face plate on to rotor set. Dowel pins must 

engage in bores provided for this purpose. Slot 

must be aligned with slots in cam ring and face 

plate (wide section opposite valve bore). 

7. Install spring with smell diameter end facing face 

plate. 

Press cover (with bevel facing inside of pump) 

into body without canting far enough, that hook 

snap ring can be installed (second mechanic 

required). 

a 
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8. Pack multi-purpose grease in shaft seal between 

both sealing lips and install seal on drive shaft. 

10. Install front bracket. Install woodruff key and 

pulley.Tighten self-locking hexagon nut to 

50 Nm (36 ftlb). 

Use a suitable sleeve or cover woodruff key groove 

with a narrow strip of tape to avoid damaging 

shaft seal on groove. 

11. Install power pump. Fill and bleed steering system. 
Check pump operation and for leaks 

?’ 
/ 
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9. Press on shaft seal against stop with a suitable 

mandrel. 

i 

I 
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a 

Checking and adjusting the rack-and-pinion power steering 

General 

Defects in the power steering arise as the re- 
sult of a lack of oil in the hydraulic system. Be- 
cause of the high oil pressure which builds up 
in the hydraulic circuit, even small leaks may 
lead to a loss of fluid, damaging the servo 

pump. 

Rumbling noises from the steering as ist is 
turned or foam in the fluid reservoir indicate 
low oil level and/or air in the system. Before 
refilling the reservoir, eliminate any leaks on 
the intake side or replace the defective compo- 
nent on the delivery side. 

Note: 

It Is not permlsslble to repair or dlsas- 

semble rack and plnion steerlng gear. Re- 

pairs to servo pumps are impermissible, al- 
tough the pumps can be resealed 
(page 48 -8a). 
Replacement steering gear and servo pumps 
are available on an exchange basis in a num 
ber of countries. In some cases, it may be 
possible to have the steering gear and the 
servo pump repaired by a main service agent 
in countries without exchange facilities. 

Checking drive belt tenslon 

Tension is correct when light thumb pressure 
applied at a point midway between the two 
pulleys deflects the belt by approx. 10 mm. 

Checking steerlng system for leaks 
(visual check) 

With the engine funning, turn steering wheel 
to full lock and keep it in this position. This 
causes the maximum possible line pressure to 
be built up. 

Check all line connections for leaks in this po 
sition and retighten if required. 

Run this check for max. IO seconds. If checks 
are made for a longer interval, allow for a 
short break approx. every 10 seconds. 

a Checking and adjusting the rack-and-plnlon power steerlng 48 - 81 
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Checking fluld level of power steering 

1. Pull off or unscrew cap of hydraulic fluid 
reservoir. 

Note 

Reservoir is mounted on wheel housing in En- 
gine compartment. The reservoir installed in 
cars earlier than model year 83 has a fluid- 
level mark (version A). 
As of model year 83, a modified reservoir is in- 
stalled with a dipstick mounted on the cap 
(version B). 

2. Start engine and allow to idle. With version 
A, the fluid level should be at the mark 
stamped on the reservoir. 
With version , wipe dipstick, screw cap 
down and remove. The fluid level must be 
between the two marks. 
If necessary, top up with ATF DEXRON II D. 

Version A 

Version B 

Bleeding steering system 

1. To refill the entire system after installing new 
steering equipment or lines or after a heavy 
loss of hydraulic fluid, start engine briefly 
and switch off again immediately after stan- 
ing. Repeat this process several times. This 
will cause the fluid level in the resewoir to 
drop quickly: keep the level up to the max. 
mark by continously adding fluid. Do not 
allow the reservoir to empty. 

2. Continue the process described in point 1 
until the fluid level in the reservoir stops 
dropping, then restart engine and allow to 
idle. 

48 - 8j Checking and adjustlng the rack-and-plnlon power steerlng a 
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3. Quickly turn steering wheel several times 
from lock to lock, to drive all air out of the 
cylinders (when end position of piston is 
reached, do not pull harder on steering 
wheel than required to turn steering; avoid 
building up unnecessary pressure at this 
stage). 

4. Observe fluid level during this process and, 
if level continues to drop, keep adding fluid 
unit1 the level in the resewoir remains con- 
stant and air bubbles cease to rise in the hy- 
draulic fluid when the steering wheel is 
turned. 

5. When the engine is stopped, the level of 
fluid in the reservoir should not rise by more 
than 10 mm. 

Note: 

If the difference between fluid levels with en- 
gine stopped and engine running is more than 
10 mm, there is too much air trapped in the 
hydraulic fluid. 

0 Checking and adjusting the rack-and-plnion power steerlng 48 - 8k 
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TOOLS 

Note: 

All parts (1 through 61 can be used for 928 and 944 cars. 

Pressure gauge is connected between pressure line and steering gear (944: between power pump and 

pressure line). 

If old pressure gauge no. 3 (see below1 is used, make sure high pressure hoses no. 2 and no. 5 are 

connected on pressure gauge in correct position (opposite sides as for 944). 

Connection of high pressure hoses on pressure gauge no. 3 a, on the other hand, can be made on any side 

928 Steering 48 

0 y.- 
3:2! aL- - 

TOOL TABLE - PAGE 48.10 

* Threads will be M 18 x 1.5 or M 16 x 1.5 depending on pressure gauge version (see Tool Table1 

Printed in Germany VII, 1983 Checking Hydraulic Function of Steering 

lPress”re Test1 
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TOOLS 

NO. Description Special Tool Remarks 

1 Adapter For pressure gauge 3: 

local manufacture (see sketch, 

page 48.9). 

For pressure gauge 3 a: 

local manufacture. deviates from 

sketch. 

Threads not M 18 x 1.5 

(for gauge no. 3) 

but M 16 x 1.5. 

2 High pressure hose up to Standard. 

200 bar, 1.5 meters long for gauge no. 3: 

M 18 x 1.5 and sealing head on one 

end and M 18 x 1.5 with flat seal 

on other end. 

for gauge no. 3 a: 

M 16 x 1.5 with sealing head on 

one end and M 16 x 1.5 with flat 

seal on other end. 

3 Pressure gauge 0 - 250 bar Old version, no longer available. 

3a Pressure gauge 0 - 160 bar V.A.G. 1402 Order No. Z 401 103 WE 

from: 

Volkswagenwerk AG 

KD -Geratevertrieb 

Wolfsburg 

Tel.: 05361/g-25431 

4 Adapter (not required for Standard, M 18 x 1.5 and 

press. gauge 3 aI M 16x 1.5 

5 High pressure hose up to Standard, M 16 x 1.5 and 

200 bar. 2.0 meters long sealing head on both ends 

6 Connector Standard, M 16 x 1.5 with 

sealing head on one end and 

M 14 x 1.5 with flat seal on other 

end 

a 

a 
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a 
CHECKING HYDRAULIC FUNCTION OF STEERING 

(PRESSURE TEST) 

General Information Installing Pressure Gauge 

Tester (pressure gauge) is installed between pressure 

line and steering gear (rotary piston valve). 

Make sure of correct installed position when using 

old pressure gauge. 

Connections and lever positions are marked with 

numbers for better understanding of the following 

instructions. 

Old Version 

V.A.G. 1402 

l 

,3nm z:)y$: \P 

r 

I - Shut-off valve open 

II - Shut-off valve closed 

II I - Damping orifice 

IV - From pressure line 

V - To steering gear 

I, Unscrew bolts from stabilizer bearings and pull 

down stabilizer far enough that pressure line 

hollow bolt is accessible. 

2. Detach pressure line at steering gear. Catch 

hydraulic fluid, but do not reuse. 

Printed in Germany - VII, 1983 Checking Hydraulic Function of Steering 49.11 
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quire loosening mounting clamp of lines. 
Connect 1.5 meter long high pressure hose 
no. 2 to pressure line using the hollow bolt 
and adapter no. 1 (seals required: 2 x 14 x 
18and1x18x22orlx16x20). 

pressre hoses and place on a base (e.g. 
toolbox) next to driver’s door. 

Note 

Use adapter no. 4 for old version pressure 
gauge and connect high pressure hose no. 5 
on connection V of pressure gauge. 

4. Screw connector with high pressure hose 
no. 5 on steering gear (seal required: 
14 x 18). 8. Open shut-off value of pressure gauge 

(lever position I), fill supply tank and bleed 
steering system (see page 48 - 8j). 

7. Check delivery pressure of power steering 
pump and system pressure (page 48 - 13). 

48-12 Checking Hydraulic Function of Steering (Pressure Test) 
mInted I” Germany - xxm”, 1994 
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Checking the delivery pressure of the 
power steering pump 

Checking Delivery Pressure of Power Pump 

1. With the engine running at idle, close shu- 
toff valve (lever position II) and read off 
pressure. Open shutoff valve again at once. 
Specification 66 to 82 bar for power steer- 
ing pump 928.347.431.04, 928.347.431.05 
and 928.347.089.00. 

1. Run engine at idle speed. Shut-off valve 
must be open (lever position I). 

2. Turn steering wheel to left and right full lock 
and read off fluid pressure at pressure 
gauge. 

Specification 110 to 110 bar for power Specification 68 to 82 bar for power steer- 

steering pump 928.347.089.01 (as of ing pump 928.347.431.04, 928.347.431.05 
MY ‘91) and 928.347.089.00. 

Identification: Nameplate on pump. Part 
No. and pressure specification are indicated 
on the nameolate. 

Specification 110 to 110 bar for power 
steering pump 928.347.089.01 (as of 
MY ‘91). 
Identification: Nameplate on pump. Pad 
No. and pressure specification are indicated 
on the nameplate. To limit wear, the suthoff valve should not be 

closed for more than 5 seconds. In the case 
of pressure gauge version 3a, select lever po- 
sition II right or II left according to the way 
that high-pressure hoses are connected to the 
pressure gauge. (No reading is possible if 
lever position II is incorrect). 

2. If specifications are not reached or ex- 
ceeded, replace pump. 

Note 

It is not sufficient to make sure that the steer- 
ing stop limiter becomes effective. The reset 
force of the rotary piston valve must also be 
overcome. Force required at steering wheel: 
approx. 100 N (10 kP). 

3. Replace steering gear assembly, if specified 
value is not reached at left/or right locks (ex- 
cessive leak oil flow). 

Checking Hydraulic Function of Steering (Pressure Test) 

Prlnlsd in Germany - XXXIV, 1994 
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REMOVING AND INSTALLING STEERING WHEEL 

Removing 

1. Pull impact pad off of steering wheel and 
take off horn wires. 

Installing 

1. Install steering wheel with road wheels poin- 
ting straight ahead or according to disassembly 
mark in such a manner. that steering wheel 
spokes are horizontal. 

2. Install hexagon nut with spring washer and 
tighten to specified torque. 

3. Mom1 horn wiiec on impact pad and pxss 
impact pad on to retaining pins. 

4. Check function of horns and direction indica- 
tor switch. 

2. Mark position of steering wheel to steering 
shaft for reinstalling. 

3. L~nscrew nut and remove sleering wheel and 

washer. 

48 - 14 Removing and Insralling Steering Wheel Primed in Germany 
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TOOLS 

a 

a 

NO. Description Special Tool Remarks 

1 Circlip pliers Standard tool 

2 Mandrel VW 295 

3 Mandrel VW 214 f/20 

4 Pressure pad VW 433 

5 SleWle 30-21 

6 Locally made tool Half of an approx. 4 mm thick 

washer welded on steering wheel 

mounting nut (M 18 x 1.5 hexagon 

nut) 

Printed in Germany - VI, 1982 Repairing Steering and Intermediate Shafts 
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a 

l 

Note When: Special 

NO. Description oty. Removing Installing Instructions 

1 Self-locking nut 2 Replace, torque: Watch installed 

28 Nm (20 ftlbl position of 

universal joint 

no. 4. see page 

48.23 

2 Washer 2 Replace if necessary 

3 Setscrew 2 

4 Universal joint 1 Produce 8 mm gap 

for short version 

with tool 9208 

(page 48 23). 

Check for damage 

5 Pad 1 

6 Nut M 18 x 1.5 1 Torque: 

50 Nm (36 ftlb) 

7 Washer 1 Replace if necessary 

a Steering wheel 1 Steering wheel Remove tool 
spokes horizontal 9132 immedi- 

with steering gear in ately after 

center position installing 

&w%?d with tool steering wheel 

9132) 

9 Steering column 1 Unscrew mounting Align with cover 

switch bolt 

IO Rubber cover 1 

I1 Spring 1 

I2 Circlip 1 

I3 support 1 

I4 SCWW 3 Different 

torque de- 

pending on 

type of screw 

(see point 6 

of installing) 

I5 Spacer 2 mm thick 1 

Printed in Germany VI. 1982 Repairing Steering and Intermediate Shafts 48-17 
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Note When: Special 

NO. Description my. Removing Installing Instructions 

16 Washer X 6 mm (one thick 
4 mm and one 
thin 2 mm1 for 
leather or 4 mm 
(one thick 4 mm) 
for leatherette 

17 Steering tube 1 
with steering lock 

ia Seal 1 Replace if necessary; 
position correctly 

19 Steering shaft 1 Adjust axial play 
to 0.5 1 .o mm 

20 Self-locking nut 1 Replace, torque: Axial play of 
28 Nm (20 ftlb) intermediate 

shaft will be 
21 Washer 1 Replace if necessary changed as soon 

as steering 

22 Setscrew 1 shaftlinter- 

mediate shaft 
corm. is 
disconnected 

23 Intermediate steering 1 Changed from 
shaft steel to forged 

aluminum to 

save weight 

Shim X Set: 

four 1.5 mm and 
one 0.5 mm thick 
shims 

See repair 
manual for 
adjusting 

steering shaft 
axial play 

Spring 1 

Steering shaft mount, 1 Install with sleeve 

lower, with support 30-21 

Sleeve 

Snap ring 

Steering shaft mount 
center 

Deleted in 1981 

models, 
no longer 
available as 
replacement, 
if necessary 

install old 
steering shaft 
without mount 

a 
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- 
Note When: Special 

NO. Description Qty. Removing Installing Instructions 

30 Steering shaft mount, 1 Drive out with Drive in with 

UPPer a suitable pipe VW 433 

31 aall 2 

32 Spring 1 

33 Self-locking nut 1 

34 Washer 1 

35 Adjusting lever 1 

36 Bracket 1 

37 Stud 1 

38 Screw M 3.5 x 10 3 Same part ar 

no. 40 

39 Contact ring 1 Position 

correctly 

10 Screw M 3.5 x 10 3 Same part as 

no.38 

41 Hub trim 1 

12 a0h 3 

13 Insulator 3 Replace if 

“eCeS.WX” 

a 
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REMOVING AND INSTALLING STEERING TUBE 

Removing 

1. Remove universal joint after unscrewing two 

hexagon head setscrews. 

2. If applicable, take off cover on steering 

intermediate shaft. 

3. Disconnect battery ground wire at body. If car 

has electric seats, move them completely back to 

make assemblv work easier. 

4. Pull off impact pad on steering wheel and 

remove horn wires. Mark position of steering 

wheel on steering shaft. Unscrew hexagon nut 

and take off steering wheel with washer. 

5. Unscrew cover underneath instrument cowl 

(not on older models) and cover underneath 

steering column switch. 

a 
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6. Unscrew mounting bolts for instrument cowl 

r ~.- 
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7. Unscrew mounting bolt for steering column 

switch. 
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8. Remove steering column switch after disconnecting 

plug connector and pulling off plug. Lift instru- 

ment cowl for this purpose. 

-..-- - - t 

9. Remove 5 switches in instrument cowl by 

pulling off switch knobs, compressing both 

spring clips of each switch, pulling out switches 

and pulling off plugs. Remove rubber cover 

(ignition lock cover). 

10. Pull plugs out of plug guides on back of 

instrument cowl (printed circuit) and lift off 

instrument cowl. Mark plugs for reinstallation. 

a 
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11. Pull off plugs on ignition switch. Disconnect 

spring for steering wheel height control with a 

piece of suitable wire. 

12. Remove circlip and support on steering shaft. 
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13. Unscrew mounting bolts on steering tube bracket, 
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14. Move up steering tube combined with steering 

and intermediate shafts. To prevent seizure of 

intermediate shaft on firewall while moving up. 

keep to the following procedures. Pull up 

steering tube slightly and then push down the 

now accessible steering and intermediate shafts 

in the steering tube against the stop on the 

steering shaft mount. Push down very carefully 

to prevent changing sit of mount. 

Installing 

1. Insert seal in firewall in correct position. Coat 

pertinent area and seal with tire assembly paste 

to make installation of steering tube easier. 

2. Install steering tube with steering and inter- 

mediate shafts in car. 

Preparations: 

Circlip and support of steering shaft removed, 

steering shaft pushed down in steering tube, 

intermediate shaft pushed through firewall. 

Slide up steering shaft again before moving 

steering tube into firewall. Install support and 

steering wheel mounting nut temporarily 

instead of the circlip. 

a 
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3. Mount steering tube with appropriate spacers, see 

pager 48 17 and 18. Only tighten the socket 

head bolts finger fight. 

4. Attach spring for steering wheel height control. 

Install circlip on steering shaft. Connect plugs on 

ignition switch. 

5. Install steering column switch and instrument 

cowl. Tighten mounting bolts of cowl. 

6. Align instrument cowl (horizontal position and 

equal distance to instrument panel on left and 

right sides). Then tighten 3 mounting bolts of 

steering tube to specified torque. 

M 6 x 25 socket head bolt 

with 4 mm socket: 9.7 Nm I7 ftlb) 

with 5 mm socket: 12.0 Nm (9 ftlb) 

7. Align steering column switch and tighten mounting 

bolt. Screw on cover(sl. Connect battery ground 

wire. 

8. If applicable, mount cover on intermediate 

shaft. 

Install universal joint between steering and 

intermediate shafts. First slide up universal joint 

on intermediate shaft fully (facilitates instal- 

lation). Produce 8 mm gap between steering 

gear and universal joint with Special Tool 9208. 

Tighten universal joint mounting bolts to 

28 Nm (20 ftlb). 

Note 

For cars with a longer universal joint the gap will 

definitely be less than 8 mm after installing 

clamping bolt on the steering gear. In this case only 

make sure that there is a small gap between the 

steering gear and universal joint. The steering gear 

might have to be lowered to install the long 

universal joint. 

Printed in Germany VI. 1982 Repairing Steering and Intermediate Shafts 
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9. Install steering wheel so that its spokes are 

horizontal when road wheels are pointing straight 

ahead or by mark made during removal operations. 

Install mounting nut with washer and torque to 

50 Nm (36 ftlbl. 

If necessary, correct position of steering wheel 

after test drive (not positioned horizontally before 

removal and slightly different universal joint 

position). 

10. Check function of electrical system and pertinent 

parts. 

48 24 Repairing Steering and Intermediate Shafts 
with Steering Tube 
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REMOVING AND INSTALLING STEERING SHAFT/STEERING SHAFT BEARINGS 

ADJUSTING AXIAL PLAY OF STEERING SHAFT 

Removing 

1. Pull intermediate and steering shafts down out of 

steering tube quickly l&clip and support 

removed, steering wheel lock unlocked). This will 

also remove the lower steering shaft bearing. 

2. Disconnect intermediate shaft on steering shaft 

after removing setscrew (arrowl. Be careful not to 

damage the aluminum universal joint (use plastic 

hammer). Remove lower steering shaft bearing, 

spring and shims (if applicable) in steering shaft. 

4. Drive upper steering shaft bearing out of outer 

tube with a suitable piece of pipe. 

A ‘ 
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3. If steering shaft has three bearings (also refer to 

page 48 - 18). only remove the center bearing 

when damaged (must run easily) since replacement 

parts are no longer available. 

If necessary, install a steering shaft designed for 

three bearings without the center bearing. 

if)- : , -. .; .-Da rre+/*, ‘\r‘ ’ 
.,./ 

Installing/Adjusting Axial Play 

1. Drive or press in upper steering shaft bearing 

flush with Special Tool VW 433. Surface on 

bearing collar faces opening for steering column 

switch (arrow). 

hinted in Germany - VI, 1982 Repairing Steering and Intermediate Shafts 
with Protective Tube 
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4. Move steering shaft down out of steering tube 

partially (at most up to stop of shaft on lower 

bearing). Install support, spring and shims (basic 

set: 4 x 1.5 mm and 1 x 0.5 mm) on steering 

shaft. Mount intermediate shaft on steering 

shaft. Before tightening the self-locking hexagon 

nut, push down (in direction of steering) inter- 

mediate shaft on steering shaft all the way 

against stop of setscrew on opening of steering 

shaft. 

2. Move steering shaft into outer tube from below. 

If steering shaft still has three bearings, coat 

inside of outer tube as well as sleeve of center 

bearing with a multi-purposegrearefor this 

operation. 

3. Drive lower steering shaft bearing into steering 

protective tube against stop with Special Tool 

30.21. 

q>y~~~,m~ *” +-$ .‘. l 

5. Clamp steering tube in a vise on the steering 

lock housing. Slide steering shaft into steering 

tube completely. Mount support and screw on 

locally made tool. 

6. Check steering shaft axial play. Pull up steering 

shaft far enough so that spring is definitely 

against block (force approx. 30 kp/66 lb). 

In this state press support firmly against inner 

race of upper steering shaft bearing (with help 

of a tool if necessary). If necessary, center 

steering shaft slightly while support is being 

pushed down. The distance between edge of 

groove and support should be 0.5 mm (equals 

axial play). Check with help of a second 

mechanic and a 0.5 mm thick shim or a feeler 

gauge blade. 

Adjusting value: 0.5 mm 

Nominal value: 0.5 - 1 mm 

48 - 26 Repairing Steering and Intermediate Shafts 
with Steering Tube 
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7. a) 

a 

Axial Play (Distance) Correct: 8. After finishing adjustments always make we 

Move intermediate and steering shafts out of that washer and nut still have a locking effect. 

steering tube far enough so that the setscrew Recheck axial play after tightening the self- 

is accessible. locking hexagon nut to 28 Nm (20 ftlb). 

Tighten self-locking hexagon nut to 

28 Nm (20 ftlb). 

9. Install support and circlip. Install steering wheel 

and check eary movement of steering shaft and 

locking effect of steering wheel lock. 

7. b) Axial Play (Distance) Excessive: 

Move intermediate shaft on steering shaft 

in direction of steering wheel until the axial 

play is correct. 

Torque hexagon nut to 28 Nm (20 ftlb). 

If the steering shaft opening is not sufficient 

for adjustment, use a larger shim set 

(6.5 mm basic set). 

7. c) Insufficient or No Axial Play (Insufficient 

Distance or Support Positioned Above Edge 

Use smaller shim set (6.5 mm basic set). 

Printed in Germany VI, 1982 Repairing Steering and Intermediate Shafts 
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a 

DISASSEMBLING AND ASSEMBLING STEERING WHEEL HEIGHT CONTROL 

Disassembling Assembling 

1. Move steering wheel height control lever to release 

position. 

Remove balls and spring. Make sure that a cloth is 

held above the area of the balls (to prevent injury) 

and catch the first ball after turning the bracket. 

2. Unscrew self-locking hexagon nut. Move out 

control lever with stud and take off bracket. 

‘. v yytiill~ T 
. 

1. Screw stud in control lever. Threaded part must 
protrude slightly (arrow). 

2. Mount bracket on steering tube. Give sliding 

surfaces a thin coat of Optimoly HT paste. Insert 

control lever with stud and screw in mounting nut 

Only screw in mounting nut finger tight. 

3. Install balls and springs. First install one ball with 

spring. Then apply second ball with spring, using a 

suitable piece of pipe or a socket wrench, until the 

bracket can be turned on the balls. Balls must 

engage in one of the 5 holes in the bracket. 

48 .28 Repairing Steering and Intermediate Shafts 

with Steering Tube 
Printed in Germany 
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a 

4. Tighten mounting nut of control lever so that the 

locking position is reached with a medium amount 

of force. When more force is applied, it should be 

possible to turn the control lever further in locking 

direction. 

a 
Printed inGermany - VI, 1982 Repairing Steering and Intermediate Shafts 
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REPLACING UPPER STEERING SHAFT BEARING 

1. Remove universal joint after unscrewing two 

hexagon head setwews. 

Disconnect battery ground wire at body. If car 

has electric seats, move them back completely to 

make work easier. 

Pull off impact pad on steering wheel and remove 

horn wires. Mark position of steering wheel on 

steering shaft. Unscrew hexagon nut and remove 

steering wheel with washer. 

4. Unscrew cover underneath instrument cowl (not 

on older models) and cover underneath steering 

column switch. 
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5. Unscrew mounting bolts for instrument cowl. 

a 

6. Unscrew mounting bolt for steering column 

switch. 

48-30 Replacing Upper Steering Shaft Bearing Printed in Germany 
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a 

7. Remove steering column switch after disconnecting 

plug connector and pulling off plugs, lifting instru- 

ment cowl for this. 

9. Unlock steering lock and push steering shaft 

into steering protective tuba far enough so that 

intermediate shaft in engine compartment rests 

on camshaft housing. 

10. Apply a standard internal-claw puller, e. g. 

puller 62 -020 from Schrem in Giengen, in 

upper steering shaft bearing. Spread puller 

enough so that bearing inner race is not pulled 

out of bearing outer race while driving out 

bearing (arrow), since otherwise the balls 

would fall down into the steering tube. 

8. Remove circlip and support on steering shaft. 

11. Connect Special Tool VW 771 with internal- 

claw puller and drive out upper steering shaft 

bearing. 

Printed in Germany VI. 1982 Replacing Upper Steering Shaft Bearing 48.31 
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Drive in new steering shaft bearing flush with 
Special Tool VW 433. Surface on bearing collar 
must face up because of steering column switch 
guide tab. 

13. Pull or push up steering shaft in steering tube. 
Check axial play of steering shaft, see page 
48 -25. 
If there is no axial play, it must be adjusted since 
otherwise the new bearing could be destroyed in 
a short time. Install support and circlip. 

14. Install steering column switch and covers 
Connect battery ground wire. 

15. Install universal joint between steering and 
intermediate shafts. If necessary, adjust 8 mm 
gap fsee page 48 - 23). 

16. Install steering wheel so that its spokes are 
horizontal when road wheels point straight 
ahead or according to mark made before 
removing. 
Install mounting nut with washer and torque 
to 50 Nm (36 ftlb). 
If necesrary (not positioned horizontally 
before removing and slightly different universal 
joint position), correct steering wheel position 
after test drive. 

48.32 Replacing Upper Steering Shaft Bearing Printed inGermany 
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Dismantling and assembling steering wheel height adjuster of airbag vehicles 

l Dismantling and assembling steering wheel height adjuster of airbag vehicles 48 - 33 
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Dismantling and assembling steering wheel height adjuster of airbag vehicles 

48 - 34 Dismantling and assembling steering wheel height adjuster of airbag vehicles 

Printed in Germany - XXVII, 1991 
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a 

No. 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

Designation 

Spring clip 

Spring washer 

Spring 

Adjuster lever 

Washer with small 
inside dia. 

Eccentric 

Needle-roller bearing 

Washer with large 

inside dia. 

Bushing 

Lock nut 

Washer 

Setting nut 

Through bolt 

Drag lever 

Ball 

16 Thrust spring 1 

17 Left-hand console 1 

18 Right-hand console 1 

Removal nstallation 
T 

if not present, retrofit to 

modified steering wheel 

height adjuster 

(p. 48 40 ). Affected 
pans: No. 1. 2, 4 and 6. 

always fit a new spring, 
making sure it is not 

bent when fitting 

fit modified version only 

(p. 48 40). 

fit modified version only 

replace if required 

replace if required. Coat 

inside with multi-purpose 

grease. 

replace if required. After 

adjustment, tighten set- 

ting nut (No. 12). 

Adjust (p. 48 39 ) 

a Dismantling and assembling steering wheel height adjuster of airbag vehicles 48- 35 
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Dismantling and assembling instructions 

Important notes 

If the scope of assembly deviates from the fol- 

lowing instructions, the safety requirements 

for the operation of vehicles with airbag equip- 

ment must be observed. 
Example: Removing the airbag steering 

wheel, working on the contact unit (steering 
column switch1 etc. 

Safety requirements 

Test and assembly operations must only be 

carried out by qualified personnel. 

Before working on the airbag system or on 
adjacent components that entail a risk of live 

components getting near the airbag system, 
the following safety requirements must be 

observed at all times: 
1. Switch off ignition. 

2. Disconnect and cover negative battery 
terminal. 

After the battery has been disconnected, 

assembly operations or other jobs that require 

the use of a hammer or similar tools must 

only be performed after a waiting time of 
20 minutes has elapsed. This is required to 

ensure that the power supply to the airbag 
system is interrupted and to make sure the 

airbag is not triggered inadvertently. 

For further safety requirements, refer to 
Repair Group 68. 

Adjuster lever positions 

Adjusting mechanism of steering wheel height 

adjuster closed. 

Adjusting mechanism of steering wheel height 

adjuster open. 

46 - 36 Dismantling and assembling instructions a 
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1. Remove knee protector strip. The fastening 
screws and nuts (arrows) are accessible 
after removal of the center console cover 

and of the air outlet nozzle. 

Note 

If the steering wheel height adjuster is 

modified to the new version, assembly may 

be started from item 2 immediately after 
removal of the knee protector strip (e.g. if the 

adjuster lever/through bolt union is discon- 

nected). This means that adjuster mechanism 
items No. 10 to 18 (page 48 34) do not 

have to be dismantled any further. 

2. Turn adjuster lever of height adjuster to the 

open position. For dismantling sequence, 
refer to explosion drawing on page 48 - 34. 

Assembly 

1. If required, fit parts No. 10 to No. 18 

(p. 48 34). 

2. For further assembly or fitting, use only the 
parts applicable as of MY ‘92 (modified ver- 
sion with spring clip). 

For identification of the relevant parts, refer 

to page 48 40. 

3. Undo lock nut (No. to). Open setting nut 

(No. 12) by a minimum amount. If parts 
- No. 10 to No. 18 had not been 

removed, mark previous position of the 
setting nut (No. 12). 

1 

a Dismantling and assembling instructions 48 - 37 
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4. Insert eccentric (No. 6) with small washer 
(No. 5) and large washer (No. 8) as well as 
needle-roller bearing (No. 7) into through 

bolt (No. 13). Use multi-purpose grease. 

5. Place pilot bushing (No. 9) into the column 

tube. 
Insert adjuster lever (No. 4) in open position 

(lever points straight down) into pilot bush- 

ing (Nr. 9) and into eccentric (No. 6). The 

wider side of the eccentric must face 
down. 

If required, turn eccentric accordingly. 
Place a new spring (No. 3) into the 

described position (holes in eccentric and 

adjuster lever mate up with each other). 

6. Install spring washers (2 PC.) and spring clip. 
a 

-i l 

48 - 38 Dismantling and assembling instructions 0 
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7. Adjust setting nut (No. 12) of the through 
bolt carefully. 
Proceed as follows: Tighten setting nut until 

both the steering wheel height adjuster 

operates perfectly in the open position and 

the clamping action at the adjuster 
mechanism is fully operative in the closed 
position. 

Following careful adjustment, tighten the 
lock nut (No. 10). This causes the setting 

nut (No. 12) to be locked. 

8. Check operation of the steering wheel 

height adjuster repeatedly and fit the cor- 

e 
responding parts (knee protector strip etc.). 

Dismantling and assembling instructions 

Printed in Germany - XXVII, 1991 
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Modifications to the steering wheel height adjuster 

As of MY ‘92, axial locking of the operating level (No. 4) was improved by a spring clip (No. 1) 
This has entailed modification of the operating lever (No. 4) and of the eccentric (No. 6). 

The spring clip (No. 1) and two spring washers (No. 2) were newly introduced. 

In case of repairs, the modified design should also be adopted for vehicles prior to MY ‘92 
equipped with airbag. 
Required parts: New lever, new eccentric, two spring washers and one spring clip. 

Parts identification 

No. Designation 

4 Adjuster lever 
dimension x = 

6 Eccentric 
Total length 

Dimension x = 

Original version 1 Modified version 

without hole at end 

106 mm 

36.0 + 1.0 mm 

14.5 + 0.2 mm 

with hole at end (arrow) 

111 mm 

34.5 in 1.0 mm 

13.0 + 0.2 mm 

t 
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l 

Adjustment specification for Keylock cable 

General Fit the Keylock cable on the steering lock 

Vehicles with automatic transmissions for the 

USA and Canada have been equipped with 
the Keylock safety system as of the 1993 

model year. 

Screw in the Keylock cable No. 37 (see Page 
48-42) only with the steering lock in position 

“2” (ignition on). Then move the selector le- 

ver to position “P” and subsequently turn 
the steering lock to position “‘0”. 

Keylock has been installed in vehicles wfth 
automatic transmission world-wide as of the 

1994 model year. Wkh this system, the igni- 
tion key can be pulled out only if the selector 

fever was moved to position P beforehand. 

This ensures that the vehicle does not move 

off unintentionally. 

Note 

The cable adjustment has to be corrected 

(see Page 48-42) if the ignition lock cannot 
be turned to position “0”. 

The selector lever remains locked until the 
ignition key is inserted again and the ignition 
lock is turned to position 1 (terminal X). 

The blocking function is activated and deacti- 

vated via a cable between the ignition lock 

and the selector lever lock. 

The vehicle cannot be moved without the igni- 

tion key, as the engaged parking lock pre- 
vents the drive wheels from turning. 

Adjustment specification for Keylock cable 

Prinkd in Germany -XXX& 1996 
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Adjustment and testing specification for Keylock cable 

Move the selector lever to position “P”. Turn the ignition key to position 2 (ignition on), 

Unscrew the adjusting screw (arrow) until the ignition key can no longer be turned to position 0 

(stop)” 

Carefully screw in the adjusting screw until the ignition lock can be locked again (using greater 
force). 

Then screw in the adjusting screw by an additional approx. l/2 turn = 0.5 mm. After this step, it 
must be possible to turn the ignition key to position 0 (stop) and pull it out only if the selector lever is 
in position “P” 

48-42 Adjustment specification for Keylock cable 

Printed in Gemny - XXXV. 1996 



928 Hearer 80 
Refer to Repair Group 8’7 for removal and installarion of hearer. blower and air distribution housing, as 
well as disassembly and assembly of healer. 

Several poinrs will not apply CO cm wirhouL an air conditioner. 

Printed inGermany - II, 1979 Hearer, Blower. Air Disrrihurion Housing 80 - 1 



928 Air Condiriuner 87 

a 
SPECIFICATIONS FOR AIR CONDITIONER 

Refrigeranr capacity 

Refrigeranr oil in compressor 

Power requiremenr of 
comprrsroi clutch 

Seal on receiver-drier 

Relief valve on compressor 

a 

950 gramS/33.5 ounces of R 12 

350 cm3/12 ounces of Suniso Nn. 5 GS 
or Texaco Cappela “E” 
or similar 

apprux. 50 watrs 

sea1 at ruprures 117 2 30 C/242 + 50 I; = 
a pressure of approx. 4S bar/G40 psi 

Valve opens at Pressure uf 31 IO 35 bar, 
440 co 500 psi = remperaiure al 95 IO 105” c/ 
203 to 2210 F 

l 
Printed inGermany - II, 1979 Speciiicarions 81 - 01 
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Air Conditioner 87 

REFRIGERANT SYSTEM LAYOU? 

1 - Compressor 
2 - Condenser 
3 - Far. 
4 - Receiver-drier 
5 - Expansion valve 
6 - Evaporator 

Printed in Germany - Ii. 1979 Refiigeranr System Layout 87 1 
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Safety regulations for handling the refrigerant R12 

The used refrigerante R12 is known as a 

safety refrigerant. In other words, this refriger- 

ant Is non-combustible, non-explosive, non- 

toxic, non-irritating, odorless and tasteless. 

Nevertheless, you should observe the follow- 
ing points: 

1. Any contact wlth fluid or gaseous refriger- 

ants must be avoided. Affected skin areas 

must be treated llke frost injuries; wash off 
immediately wlth cold water and then con- 

sult a physician. Protective goggles must be 

worn to protect the eyes. If refrigerant 

should nevertheless enter the eye, consult a 

physician immediately. Rubber gloves must 
be worn to protect hands. 

4. Refrigerant bottles must not be thrown and 
must not be exposed to the sun or other 
heat sources for a long period in filled condi- 

tion. The maximum permissible temperature 
of a filled refrigerant bottle must not exceed 

45 “c. 

2. When performing repairs on the air-condi- 

tioning system, the refrigerant must be syp 
honed off from the system and the refriger- 

ant cleaned. Refrigerant must not be al- 
lowed to enter the environment, because t 

attacks the earth’s ozone layer. 

3. Welding must not be performed on parts of 

the closed air-conditioning system or close 

to it under any circumstances. Irrespective 

of whether the system is filled with refriger- 

ant or not, a very high pressure is produced 

by heating which can lead to damage to the 

system or even to an explosion. R 12 is 

completely non-toxic at normal tempera- 

tures, but decomposes into hydrogen 

chloride and fluorocarbon. These decom- 

position products contain, among other 

things, chlorine and phosgene. Correspond- 

ing care must be taken because these pro- 
ducts are damaging to health. 

Safety regulations for handling the refrigerant RI2 

Printed in Germany - XW, 1990 
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Characteristics of the refrigerant R 12 

Trade designation: Frlgen R 12, Freon R 12 

Chemical designation: CCl2F2 (Dichloffluor- 

methane) or CF2Cl2 

(Diuordichlormethane) 

R 12 is colorless, odorless. non-toxic, non- 

4. Moisture in the refrigerant leads to decom- 
position of the refrigerant oil and to icing of 

the expansion valve. For this reason, dis- 

mantled lines and assemblies and test instru- 

ments must be sealed immediately after use 

In order to keep out air humidity and dirt par- 

tides. 
combustible and heavier than air. 

Boiling point: - 30” C at atmospheric pressure. 

At higher pressure, R 12 is also still fluid at 
higher temperatures (e.g. in the pressure 

bottle). 

Chemical behavior with respect to other 
substances 

1. R 12 does not attack most metals, particu- 
larly iron, copper, brass and aluminum, but 
lead may react with R 12 under certain cir- 

cumstances. For this reason, lead is not 
used in refrigeration engineering. 

2. Many plastics are decomposed by R12. 

Seals and closures etc. made of plastic 
must be used only if they have been 
specially recommended by the refrigerant 

companies. 

3. R 12 dissolves oil. The special refrigerating 

oil required for lubricating the compressor 

circulates in the refrigerant circuit. Additives 

or contaminations in the oil enter Into chemi- 

cal reactions with R 12: consequently, only 
oils suitable for the refrigerant R 12 must be 

used. 

87 - 4 Characteristics of the refrigerant R 12 
Printed in Germany - XXV. 1990 
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Flushing the air-conditioning system with refrigerant R 12 

If humidity has entered the system during as- 

sembly of the air-conditioning system or as re- 
sult of replacement of individual pans, the fol- 

lowing procedure must be followed when re- 
filling the system: 

5. Syphon off the refrigerant 

6. Fft new fluid reservoir. 

7. Evacuate. 

6. Fill 

1. Connect the service unit. 

2. Evacuate. 

3. Fill approx. 500 g refrigerant. 

4. Switch on the air-conditioning system and 

allow the compressor to run for approx. 1 
min. Ensure that valves 6 and 7 are closed 

on the service unit. 

a Characteristics of the refrigerant R 12 67 - 4e 
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Installation work on the air-conditioning system 

Service unit SECU 
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929 Air Conditioner 87 

1 - Pressure gauge, low-pressure 

2 - Pressure gauge, high-pressure 

3 - Torrmeter 

4 - Shut-off valve, low pressure (blue) 

5 - Shut-off valve, high-pressure (red) 

6 - Shut-off valve, torrmeter (black) 

7 - Shut-off valve, vacuum pump (yellow) 

8 - Connection piece, low-pressure 

9 Connection piece, high-pressure 

10 - Shut-off valve, refrigerant inlet 

11 - Shut-off valve; refrigerant outlet 

12 - Connectiong piece, refrigerant inlet (from 
refrigerant botttle) 

13 - Connection piece, refrigerant outlet (to 

refrigerant bottle) 

14 - Moisture indicator 

15 - Drain valve, refrigerating oil 

16 - Main switch 

17 - Operating hours counter 

18 - Pilot lamp, yellow 

19 - Pilot lamp, red 

20 Pilot lamp, green 

21 - Pressure gauge, filling cylinder 

22 - Shut-off valve, filling cylinder 

23 - Filling cylinder with weight scale 

0 Installation work on the air-conditioning system 87 - 4c 
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Installation work with intervention in the refrigerant system 

The contents of the air-conditioning system 

must be disposed of in accordance with the 

relevant regulations before all work on the air- 

conditioning system which necessitates open- 

ing of the refrigerant system. The safety reguia- 

tions must also be observed. 

Dirt and moisture must be kept out of the 
piping system of the air-condftioning system. 

Extreme cleanliness must therefore be ob- 
served for all work. No parts of the system 

must be cleaned inside with hot steam under 

any circumstances. Only nitrogen must be 

used for cleaning. 

When replacing a component, all openings 
must be sealed with a suitable stopper. 

General work sequence 

1. Syphon off refrigerant. 

2. Remove faulty parts. 

3. Evacuate. 

4. Check system for leaks. 

5. Flush with refrigerant. 

6. Syphon off system again. 

7. Evacuate. 

8. Fill. 

Note 

Pay attention to sealing rings when discon- 

necting or connecting the hose connections. 

67 - 4d Installation work on the air-conditioning system a 
Printed in Germany - XXV, IS% 
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Syphoning off refrigerant 

1. Connect the selvlce unit to the system. 

Note 

Check on the fluid reservoir whether the sight 

glass is still transparent. If the sight glass is 
discdored brown on the inside, the refrigerant 

should be pre-filtered by a cleaning drier in- 

stalled inbetween in the extraction hose. In 
this case, syphon off via the hlgh-pressure 
side only. 

2. Open the low-pressure shut-off valve (4) 
high pressure shut-off valve (5) and refriger- 

ant inlet shut-off valve (8). 

3. Turn the main swftch (16) fully to the right. 

The green pilot lamp lights up. 

Note 

The syphoning-off operation takes place auto- 

matically. The unit is switched off when ail re- 

frigerant has been syphoned out of the circuit. 
The red pilot lamp then lights up. 

4. Close shutoff valves 4,5 and 6 

5. Open the refrigerating oil drain cock (15) 

and drain off syphonad-off refrigerating oil. 

6. Determine the vdume of the refrigerating oil. 

Note 

Do not use syphoned-off refrigerating oil again. 

7. Fill in new refrigerating oil (syphoned-off 

volume + 10 cm3) 

Filling with refrigerating oil 

1. Unscrew the red hose on the service unit at 
connection piece 9 and hdd in the con- 
tainer with new refrigerating oil. 

2. Switch on the vacuum pump. 

3. Open the shut-off valves for low pressure (4) 
and vacuum pump (7). 

Note 

Refrigerating oil is now sucked into the sys- 

tem via the high-pressure side. 

4. After filling the system with the refrigerating 

oil, close the shut-off valves and switch off 
the vacuum pump. 

0 Installation work on the air-conditioning system 87 - 4e 
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Evacuating the air-conditioning sys- 
tem 

1. Syphon off any existing pressure. 

2. Switch on the vacuum pump (turn the main 
switch to the left). 

3. Open the shut-off valves for low pressure 

(4), high pressure (5), torrmeter (6) and 
vacuum pump (7). 

4. Leave the vacuum pump switched on for at 

least 15 min. 

5. Close shut-off valves 6 and 7 at a pressure 
of approx. 0.1 bar (absolute) 

6. Switch off the vacuum pump 

Note 

If the vacuum cannot be reached or can be 

reached only after a very long time or if the 

pressure increases to over 0.2 bar (absolute) 

approx. 10 minutes after switching off the 

pump, the circuit possesses a leak and must 

be sealed. 

Flushing the air-conditioning system 

Note 

Flushing the air-conditioning system serves 

the purpose of drying the circuit. 

1. Evacuate. 

2. Open the shut-off valves for high pressure 

(5) and the refrlgerant outlet (11). 

3. Allow refrigerant to flow in until a pressure of 
approx. 2 bar (absolute) is indicated. 

4. Close shut-off valves 5 and 11 

5. Shut-off refrigerant again. 

6. Evacuate. 

07 - 4f Installation work on the air-conditioning system 
Printed in Gsrmany - XXV, 1990 
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Filling the air-conditioning system 

Note 

The air-conditioning system must be 

evacuated and filled. There must be sufficient 
refrigerant in the Riilng cylinder. Top up lf nec- 

essary. 

1. All valves on the service unit must be 

closed. 

2. A pressure of approx. 7 bar is required to fill 

the system. If the pressure Is lower, the pres- 

sure can be increased by cleaning the re- 
frigerant (refer to 

Page 87 - 16g). if the pressure is higher 
than 10 bar (end of the weight scale), the 
pressure In the filling cylinder can be 
lowered by opening the shut-off valve 22. 

Note 

The pressure increases by approx. 1.5 bar in 

10 minutes. 

3. In accordance with the value read off on 
pressure gauge 21. adjust the rotary scale 

of the filling cylinder so that the value 

specffied on the top edge of the scale stops 

over the sight glass. 

Note 

It must be noted that the rotary scale is de- 

signed for use of different refrigerants. The re- 

frigerant designations are specified at the bot- 

tom scale edge. 
Only the scales for R12 are applicable for ve- 

hicle air-conditioning systems. 

4. Set the required refrigerant quantity on the 
filling cylinder with the rubber ring (differ- 

ence with respect to the refrigerant level in 

the filling cylinder). 

5. Open the shut-off valves for high pressure 
(5) and the refrigerant outlet (11). 

6. Observe the fluid level in the sight glass of 

the filling cylinder. Close shut-off valves 11 
and 5 when the fluid level has reached the 

setting ring. 

7. Check the refrigerating output (refer to Page 

87-116). 

8. Disconnect filling hoses at compressor. 

9. Screw protective caps onto the valves. 

Installation work on the air-conditioning system 
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Topping up the air-conditioning sys- 
tem 

Note 

There is not sufficient refrigerant in the system 

if gas bubbles are visible in the sight glass of 
the fluid reservoir when the air-conditioning 
system is switched on. 

1. Syphon off the fluid from the air-conditioning 

system. 

2. Determine the volume of the refrigerating oil 

which is syphonad off as well. 

3. Fill system with new refrigerating oil. 

4. Evacuate. 

5. Check system for leaks. 

6. Fill with prescribed filling quantity. 

Filling the service unit with refriger- 
ant 

1. Connect the refrigerant bottle with the re- 

frigerant inlet connection piece (12). 

2. Open the valve on the refrigerant bottle and 
shti-off valve 10. 

3. Switch on the service unit with the main 

switch (16). The green pilot lamp lights up. 

4. If there is sufficient refrigerant in the service 

unit, close the bottle valve. The system 

switches off automatically when the refriger- 

ant has been syphoned off up to the bottle 
valve. 

5. Close the refrigerant inlet shut-off valve (10). 

Empty the service unit 

Note 

If the filling cylinder is full of refrigerant and it 

is necessary to syphon off more refrigerant, 

the clean refrigerant can be filled into a re- 

frigemnt bottle. Pay attention to the maximum 
filling weight. The 

refrigerant bottle must not be overfilled. 

1. Connect the refrigerant bottle with the re- 

frigerant outlet connection piece (13). 

2. Increase the pressure in the filling cylinder 
to approx. 6 bar by cleaning the refrigerant. 

3. Open the bottle valve and refrigerant outlet 
shut-off valve (11). 

4. After completing emptying, close the bottle 
valve and shut-off valve. 

Note 

Do not empty the filling cylinder completely, 
otherwise moisture may enter the service unit. 

87 - 4h Installation work on the air-conditioning system 0 
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l 

Cleaning the refrigerant 

Note 

If the syphonecl-off refrigerant is heavily con- 

taminated, it must be pumped through the fll- 

ter systems several times. 

The cleaning condition can be seen at the 

moisture indicator (14). 

1. Open the filling cylinder shut-off valve (22). 

2. Switch on the service unit. The green pilot 

lame liahts LID. 

a .-. 3. After cleaning the refrigerant (condition 

shown by the moisture indicator), close the 
shut-off valve). 

The unk switches off automatically when all re- 

frigerant has been pumped into the filling cyi- 
lnder (red pilot lamp lights up). The pressure 

in the filling cylinder increases. 

Installation work on the air-conditioning system 
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Don L hrcak off 

Replace, if nccissaiy 

ilxrrumcnr panel/ride 
vent and hearer/air 

Replace. il r~cressary 

Replace, if necessary 

Deiroircr vent, righr 

Replace, if necessary 

Reinforcemenr 

Heater/air cond. 

Removing and Installing Iirarer~vaporaror Printed in Germany 
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I” addirion IO seal, 
also use non-hardening 

bluwei swilch shaft 

Adapter for air duct 

Side vent, left 

0 
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87 Air Conditioner !I 2 R 

REMOVING AND iNS1’ALLING HEATER/AIR CONDIIIONER 

1. Discharge air conditioner. 

2. D,sconnecr battery ground strap from body. II 
car has elecLric seats. IUII back seats all the 
way to lacilirate work. 

3. Pull oil impacT pad Irom srecring wheel and 
remove horn wires. Mark ponirion of sreeriug 
wheel IO steering shaft. Cnscrew tnut and rake 
off steering whrel wirh wasin. 

4. Remove ccwrr undcmealh inrrrurnenr cowl 
(only on new models) and cover undcmearh 
sreerinq column swlrch. 

-3: :- ,:h#$ 
-. a.,. . .a’* . . i , ,;: 

--“% __~ ..T 
,,,. .‘d28” ‘-$ 

.- 
2.. +L ‘- &.?.. .:a 

5. Loosen mounring *crew for steering column 
swirch. 

r- 
;-, 

*._’ 1 

L./,‘- . 
-a 

I :k 
q 
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6. Remove insrrumenr cowl mounring screws 

7. Lift insrriimenr cowl, pull off plugs and K- 
move steering column switch. 

k=p@?t=T -$im 

f-7 
4 .- -. i 

m- i 

8. 

c 

!/. 

10. 

Remove 5 swircher from illstrumrtll cowl hy 
pulling ulf swncl~ knobs. cr~mprcssm~ spring 
clips. pulling ou! swliches and pulling off 
PlUfiS. 

Pull OLli plugs frotn ruYptac,es 0” hack “l 
incrrumenr cowl (prinred circuit) and lifr oil 
insrrumenr cowl. Mark plugs for reinslallarion. 

Remove kick plaw ar acceleraror pedal Detach 
side lrim panels from center console. Remove 
carp?, secrions and insulation sheers. 

a 
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11. .l’akc oii tray and ~$ovc hox. Rewove shift 
,rver lk1113b mt, il,iSl CC’Y(‘I. 

12. Pull oii rotary knob for cen,er vei!,. Pul, oui 
cenie* YenI wiillou/: uwisring 01 liirnirlg 
(danger of breakins off mounting pins). 

9 m 
r- ““’ “r LX 

\ 
44, I .i 

: ./ -Tqy 

13. RC,,,oYe CVlllCi Ci~IIWlC IliOLlll1llli’ CC’rcw in 
recess of ccntcr nozzle and ri$l mom~in,~ 
screw ill CiOiW IbOY ilpcnin~2 

~.,.,:;zzzy-~:~- ‘- 

/ ,\ / 

I 

IF- . ..- ., 

---c-- 

,._-. .~ _,-:~..~ 
j- i. 

14. Remove remaining ccurer console mounting 
screws on frame tunnel al ICir anrl ri~!hi side< 
as well as vn insrrumcul panel. Rc~novc radio 
nlounring nut on holder (nor applicnblc to plq- 
in version). 
Disronnccr or pull oii followlnji plug connecLor~ 
“1 plugs. 
Emergency rlashcr 1jl11 switch, ashrray. radio. 
ciock. Ieai ihcli ligl,l (do~hlc il,dicaroi lamp), 
Ileater/irerb air c1u11rol swilrll. cenliai warnit~g 
panel (check lbut~o~s on I)~W Ivlodrli). Iblowt’r 
swiicll. power windows, elcclriv sun roof. 

p’ ? 
.,) . IQ -‘II 1 

1.5. Disconnec! vacuum Liner from cwtro~ switrii 
hy disc-nga$ng spring clips and pullq of1 
&ip1ei 

_ - a 
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16. Disconnect cable from heater flaps on heater/ 
air conditioner unit. 

?cpyT!p 
, 

h i 
&yiy~i. 

,,y *.:. 

1‘. y:’ j. : 

‘< ,T 
; t. 

,,4c; A. ., 

& 

17. Pull out cable for heater flaps, which is roured 
between instrument panel and heater/air 
conditioner. and lift off center console. 

18. Unscrew holder from control unit for temposrar 
cruise conrrol and receiver of radio, and lilt 
off IO the right side. 

19. Disconnect sreering prorecrion tube from 
insrrumenr panel (3 fillister head screws) 

20. Unscrew mounting screws of insrrument panel 
(2 each on left and right sides). Poll off hoses 
for side venrilarion. Remove hose clips 
(holding vacuum hoses). 

Printed inGermany - II. 1978 Removing and Installing Heater/Air Conditioner 87 - 11 
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21. Pull off yellow and green vacuum hoses from 
vacuum boxes of fwtwell flap and defroster 

flaps. Remove instrument panel. 

22. Remove connecring hoses berween side 
nozzles/glove box nozzle and heater/air 
conditioner. Remove defroster nozzles. 

23. Remove cover over blower. 

24. Remove IWO screws on rubber connecm~ 
between blower and hearer/air conditioner. 
Pull off wirer from temperature switch. 

87 - 12 Removing and lnsralling Heater/Air Conditioner Primed in Germany 
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25. Pry off wiper linkage lrom wiper mcli~r 
(facililares asscn~hly). Pull ofr plugs from 
resistor block/safely switch and vacuum 
hoiu (violer) from vacuum unir of [main 
shul-off nap. ilnscrcw and plu): LOW pressure 
and h&h pressure lines on expansion valve for 
air cundillonei. Drracll cooianl lvxos li~i,ib 
hear exchanger. 

CC. tkmove imounrinS lnuts frow iieaicr/air 
cwdiliuner. Pull off water drain ~KWZ. Lilt 
OUI hcalcr/air oundiiioner. 

,- .a.----“7 -w 

InsraIling 

I. llcplnce O-rinss on air condiilwer. Inslall air 
~~~‘litllliOiier. CenlPr alid ll,LgilCll screws 

“. h~r~.~ll water dram hose (111 100~~~11 ihousi!lg 
Igllrerl huse chnp. 

3. lnsrall hillder for ctlnlrol uni1, aworwaric speed 
conirol and radio wceivcc. 

a 
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.,I, , ,! I,,/ ,I( ,’ !I 2 8 
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! f ,>lll,lll, ,:I,:? /~,,I : .I, 18 ,:I, , i.,li~,;1,,, 

,!rl*LI. Y:‘c’,1l”1, ,,ilS ,s .,, ,, \I.# ,,.,, !I ,,;q’, 

~pI~s:r 0: !;..ihtk,r bl0v.l ,~,,l:bj sti:: 11 81~1 

,r~iw, 1111 ,t li1pLI;IILlr Sb.,i<d i:i?li,,(.<.i wipw 

lii,kA~C. 

fr. C:C~IIIICC[ servirc Llnir. yllick Ilush air condi- 
i,Clll~i. 

,_,s 
,Q,,,/ i #GAL i i ,..1 

Ii. IllrLall illlllx..i C~~I>IIirlul I’cIwLcII Ibl<n\,cr a,,ll 
l~ca~ci/air rmldiilmxr willi il r~Ciahlt adlirsivc 
c. s. lLo~liic supc I:on‘lcr 41.1. 

s 

!I 

10 

11. 

12. 

I’. 

,nr!,!ll COLl / lil’<‘T l~il>WCi 

Aila< II rnnncci~~~~ iuxes lor sit’e and glove box 
vullilnriun cw ileatcr/air conditioner. h~slall 
dcirosrer “enlr, 

Install inrlrlxmem panel. Attach connccring 
hoofs 10~ sidr venlilation. 

luriall slcering proteclive tube on insrrumcnr 
panel Du noL ycr righren rhe ihrec socket 
Ihead sciewr. 

Connecl yellow hose for vacwiu unit of 
footwell flap, gecn bose for vacuum unit 
31 defroster flap and farrcn vacwm hoses on 
insrrumenr panel with clips. 

I~~all ce~n~er console on iran~c runncl. Push 
in cable for heater flaps hclween irwrumen~ 
panel and llcaier/air condirioncr. Mounr 
vxuux hmes on control switcij 

::annec~ power sears and radio. or inxall 

,:-m 
! : . 
/ 

z-1 

/,“.~--\,:;~;,I,,~ ; l 
, I \ ‘ii,, 

I\ -i-w :*k&+.;~ ;:;;$:?j’ .,P 1 ‘;, 1. ..w+,, I. *f,,‘. 
I k 

‘i, .- :,,,; 1 .~~~~~~ 
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14. Tighten center console screws. starring ar 
center nozzle/instrument panel. 

15. Artach cables for hearer flaps. 

16. Install shift lever knob with dust cover. For 
new version (large opening in shifr lever 
area) first mounr dust cover with shift lever 
knob on frame. Push shift lever knob on 10 
shift lever. Engage frame on center console. 

17. Install center nozzle and rorary knob. Charge 
air conditioner. 

18. 

19. 

20. 

21. 

22. 

install instrument cowl (incl. steering column 
switch and covers). When installing switches. 
be careful not to mix up plugs for front fog 
light and rail fog light switches! Plug with 
black/violet wire belongs IO from fog light 
switch. Align instrumenr cowl with instrument 
panel and tighten mounting screws (3 fillisrer 
head screws) of steering protective tube. 

Motor elecrric wires on holder of tempostat 
control whh clips. 

Connect battery. If applicable. insulate glove 
box lighr wires. Check function of hearer. 
fresh air supply. air conditioner and electric 
sysrem. Add coolant for engine cooling sysrem 

Insrall side trim panels on center console and 
tread protection plate at height of accelerator 
pedal. Install floor carpers and insulation 
sheers. lnsrall sreering wheel. 

lnsrall glove box. Fir and adjust lid. lnsrall 
tray. 

Primed inGermany - II. 1978 Removing and Installing Heater/Air Conditioner 87 -15 



87 Air Conditioner 928 

REMOVING AND INSTALLING BLOWER 

Removing 6. Remove rhree mounting screws from blower. 

1. Pull off ignirion key. Mark posirion of engine 
hood and remove engine hood. 

a) To accomplish this. open flap of intake 
housing (move control switch lever to 
“AIR COND. “). Unscrew mourning screw 
wirh a screwdriver insured through open 
flap. Cars without an air conditioner have 
a hole in the intake housing, which is 
sealed with a plug. 

2. Take off right windshield wiper arm. 

3. Remove cover above blower. Unscrew mounr- 
ing screws from apron ourer section on fenders 
of left and righr sides. 

I 

1, 

4. 

5. 

87 - 16 Removing and Installing Blower Printed in Germany 

Open rubber connecmr between blower and 
hearer/air conditioner. Don’ I pull off rubber 
connecmr from hearer/air condirioner 
(sealed). 

Dirconnecr blower wire harness ar plug 
connector. 

b) Unscrew screw on inside of blower housing 
and screw on outside of blower housing. 



928 87 

4. Switch on the airconditioning system, 

motor speed approx. 2060 rpm. Open the 
filling valve 2 and low-pressure valve 7. 

Note 

Valves 6 and 7 must never be opened simul- 
taneousfy when the compressor is running. 

5. Observe the sight glass in the fluid reservoir. 
The filling operation is complete il no gas 

bubbles are formed. 

Flushing the air-conditioning system with refrigerant R 12 

If humidity has entered the system during as- 
sembly of the air-conditioning system or as re- 

sult of replacement of individual parts, the fol- 
lowing procedure must be followed when re- 
filling the system: 

5. Syphon off the refrigerant. 

6. Fii new fluid reservoir. 

7. Evacuate. 

6. Fill 

1. Connect the service unit. 

2. Evacuate 

3. Fill approx. 500 g refrigerant 

4. Switch on the air-conditioning system and 

allow the compressor to run for approx. 1 

min. Ensure that valves 6 and 7 are closed 
on the service unit. 

l Flushing the air-conditioning system 87- 15 Printed in Germany - XXIV, 1989 
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Installation work on the air-conditioning system 

Service unit SECU 

12 y;; y:;~,~ 
,. cj:,'j ,:::" 
,, 
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-18 
-19 
-20 
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929 Air Conditioner 87 

1 - Pressure gauge, low-pressure 

2 - Pressure gauge, high-pressure 

3 Torrmeter 

4 - Shut-off valve, low pressure (blue) 

5 - Shut-off valve, high-pressure (red) 

6 Shut-off valve, torrmeter (black) 

7 - Shut-off valve, vacuum pump (yellow) 

8 - Connection piece, low-pressure 

9 - Connection piece, high-pressure 

10 - Shut-off valve, refrigerant inlet 

11 - Shut-off valve; refrigerant outlet 

12 Connectiong piece, refrigerant inlet (from 

refrigerant botttle) 

13 - Connection piece, refrigerant outlet (to 
refrigerant bottle) 

14 Moisture indicator 

15 - Drain valve, refrigerating oil 

16 Main switch 

17 Operating hours counter 

18 - Pilot lamp, yellow 

19 - Pilot lamp, red 

20 - Pilot lamp, green 

21 - Pressure gauge, filling cylinder 

22 - Shut-off valve, filling cylinder 

23 - Filling cylinder with weight scale 

a 
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87 Air Conditioner 928 

Installation work with intervention in the refrigerant system 

The contents of the air-condtfioning system 

must be disposed of in accordance with the 

relevant regulations before all work on the air- 

conditioning system which necessitates open- 
ing of the refrigerant system. The safety regula- 

tions must also be observed. 

Dirt and moisture must be kept out of the 
piping system of the air-conditioning system. 
Extreme deanliness must therefore be ob- 
served for all work. No parts of the system 

must be cleaned inside with hot steam under 
any circumstances. Only nitrogen must be 

used for cleaning. 

When replacing a component, all openings 
must be sealed with a s&able stopper. 

General work sequence 

1. Syphon off refrigerant. 

2. Remove faulty parts. 

3. Evacuate. 

4. Check system for leaks. 

5. Flush with refrigerant. 

6. Syphon off system again. 

7. Evacuate. 

8. Fill. 

Note 

Pay attention to sealing rings when discon- 
necting or connecting the hose connections 

07 - 16b Installation work on the air-conditioning system 
Printed in Germany - XXIV, 1989 
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Syphoning off refrigerant 

1. Connect the service unit to the system. 

Note 

Check on the fluid reservoir whether the sight 
glass is still transparent. If the sight glass is 
discdored brown on the inside, the refrigerant 

should be pm-filtered by a cleaning drier in- 
stalled inbetween in the extraction hose. In 

this case, syphon off via the high-pressure 
side only. 

2. Open the low-pressure shut-off valve (4), 
high pressure shut-off valve (5) and refriger- 

ant inlet shutoff valve (8). 

3. Turn. the main switch (16) fully to the right. 

The green pilot lamp lights up. 

Note 

The syphoning-off operation takes place auto- 

matically. The unit is switched off when all re- 
frigerant has been syphoned out of the circuit. 
The red pilot lamp then lights up. 

4. Close shut-off valves 4, 5 and 8. 

5. Open the refrigerating oil drain cock (15) 

and drain off syphoned-off refrigerating oil. 

6. Determine the vofume of the refrigerating oil. 

Note 

Do not use syphonedoff refrigerating oil again. 

7. Fifl in new refrigerating oil (syphoned-off 
volume + 10 cm3) 

Filling with refrigerating oil 

1. Unscrew the red hose on the service unit at 

connection piece 9 and hdd in the con- 
tainer wfth new refrigerating oil. 

2. Switch on the vacuum pump. 

3. Open the shutoff valves for low pressure (4) 
and vacuum pump (7). 

Note 

Refrigerating oil is now sucked into the sys- 

tem via the high-pressure side. 

4. After filling the system with the refrigerating 

oil, close the shut-off valves and switch off 
the vacuum pump. 

Installation work on the air-conditioning system 
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Evacuating the air-conditioning sys- 
tem 

1. Syphon off any existing pressure, 

2. Switch on the vacuum pump (turn the main 
switch to the left). 

3. Open the shut-off valves for low pressure 

(4) high pressure (5). torrmeter (6) and 
vacuum pump (7). 

4. Leave the vacuum pump switched on for at 
least 15 min. 

5. Close shut-off valves 6 and 7 at a pressure 
of approx. 0.1 bar (absolute) 

6. Switch off the vacuum pump. 

Note 

If the vacuum cannot be reached or can be 
reached only after a very long time or if the 

pressure increases to over 0.2 bar (absolute) 

approx. 10 minutes after switching off the 
pump, the circuit possesses a leak and must 

be sealed. 

Flushing the air-conditioning system 

Note 

Flushing the air-conditioning system serves 

the purpose of drying the circuit. 

1. Evacuate 

2. Open the shut-off valves for high pressure 
(5) and the refrigerant outlet (11). 

3. Allow refrigerant to flow in until a pressure of 

approx. 2 bar (absolute) is indicated. 

4. Close shut-off valves 5 and 11. 

5. Shut-off refrigerant again 

6. Evacuate 

87- 16d Installation work on the air-conditioning system 
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Filling the air-conditioning system 

Note 

The air-conditioning system must be 

evacuated and filled. There must be sufficient 
refrigerant in the filling cylinder. Top up if nec- 
essary. 

1. All valves on the service unit must be 

closed. 

2. A pressure of approx. 7 bar is required to fill 

the system. If the pressure is lower. :he pres- 
sure can be increased by cleaning the re- 

frigerant (refer to 

Page 87 16g). If the pressure is higher 
than 10 bar (end of the weight scale), the 
pressure in the filling cylinder can be 

lowered by opening the shut-off valve 22. 

The pressure increases by approx. 1.5 bar in 

10 minutes. 

3. In accordance wkh the value read off on 
pressure gauge 21, adjust the rotary scale 

of the filling cylinder so that the value 
specified on the top edge of the scale stops 

over the sight glass. 

Note 

It must be noted that the rotary scale is de- 

signed for use of different refrigerants. The re- 

frigerant designations are specified at the bot- 

tom scale edge. 

Only the scales for R12 are applicable for ve- 
hicle air-conditioning systems. 

4. Set the required refrigerant quantity on the 

filling cylinder with the rubber ring (differ- 

ence with respect to the refrigerant level in 
the filling cylinder). 

5. Open the shut-off valves for high pressure 
(5) and the refrigerant outlet (11). 

6. Observe the fluid level in the sight glass of 
the filling cylinder. Close shut-off valves 11 

and 5 when the fluid level has reached the 
setting ring. 

7. Check the refrigerating output (refer to Page 
87-116). 

8. Disconnect filling hoses at compressor. 

9. Screw protective caps onto the valves. 

l Installation work on the air-conditioning system 87 - 16e 
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Topplng up the air-conditioning sys- 
tem 

Note 

There is not sufficient refrigerant in the system 
if gas bubbles are visible In the sight glass of 

the fluid reservoir when the air-conditioning 
system is switched on. 

1, Syphon off the fluid from the air-conditioning 
system. 

2. Determine the volume of the refrigerating oil 

which is syphoned off as well. 

3. Fill system with new refrigerating oil. 

4. Evacuate. 

5. Check system for leaks. 

6. Fill with prescribed filling quantity. 

Filling the service unit with refriger- 
ant 

1. Connect the refrigerant bottle wkh the re- 

frigerant inlet connection piece (12). 

2. Open the valve on the refrigerant bottle and 
shut-off valve 10. 

3. Switch on the service unit with the main 

switch (16). The green pilot lamp lights up. 

4. If there is sufficient refrigerant in the service 
unit, close the bottle valve. The system 

switches off automatically when the refriger- 
ant has been syphoned off up to the bottle 
valve. 

5. Close the refrigerant inlet shut-off valve (10). 

Empty the servlce unit 

Note 

If the filling cylinder is full of refrigerant and it 

is necessary to syphon off more refrigerant, 
the clean refrigerant can be filled into a re- 
frigerant bottle. Pay attention to the maximum 
filling weight. The 

refrigerant bottle must not be overfilled. 

1. Connect the refrigerant bottle with the re- 

frigerant outlet connection piece (13). 

2. lncreasa the pressure in the filling cylinder 
to approx. 8 bar by cleaning the refrigerant. 

3. Open the bottle valve and refrigerant outlet 
shut-off valve (11). 

4. After completing emptying, close the bottle 
valve and shut-off valve. 

Note 

Do not empty the filling cylinder completely, 

otherwise moisture may enter the service unit. 

97 - 16f Installation work on the air-conditioning system 
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a 

Cleaning the refrigerant 

If the syphonec-off refrigerant is heavily con- 

taminated, it must be pumped through the fil- 

ter systems several times. 

The cleaning condition can be seen at the 

moisture indicator (14). 

1. Open the filling cylinder shut-off valve (22). 

2. Switch on the service unit The green pilot 
lamp lights up. 

l 3. After cleaning the refrigerant (condition 

shown by the moisture indicator), close the 

shut-off valve). 

Note 

The unit switches off automatically when all re- 
frigerant has been pumped into the filling cyl- 
inder (red pilot lamp lights up). The pressure 

in the filling cylinder increases. 

l Installation work on the air-conditioning system a?-16g 

Printed in Germany - XXIV, 1988 



928 Air Condirioner 87 

I. Close main shur-off ilap. Lift apron ourer 
secrion. Lift out blower. 

NoLe 

Be careful nor to damage apron outer section. 

-’ Jib 

5 
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Insralling 

Seal rubber connector between blower and 
hearer/air conditioner with a suitable adhesive, 
e.g. Locrire Super Bonder 414. 

REMOVING AND INSTALLING AIR 
DISTRIBUTION HOUSlNG 

Removing 

1. Disconnecr battery ground 

2. Remove blower 

3. Disconnect vacuum hose from vacuum unit of 
control flap (only air conditioner) ar connecror 
of hoses. 

4. Remove cover from cenrral fuse/relay plate 
m foorwell of passenger’s side and rray. 

c g 
q r, 2 i 

Primed inGermany - 11. 1979 Removing and Installing Blower 
Removing and Installing Air Disrriburion 
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87 Air Condirioner 928 

5. Rcmovc mounring nuts and ~crcws iron] central 
fuse/relay plate. Lower cenrral iuse/relny 
plate. 

r-.7;:qQq”iR.~.; -’ ‘----upW- TQ 
I’ ),. 

_ i ‘-\.F., 

6. Lift out air distributor housing afrer removal 
of mounting nurs. 

f 
p “‘- 

_ ._; <- .--=?I: 
:’ .,. \. 1 

‘, 1 

I 
“ , ‘, .‘C. ,/ . ‘, 1 .‘.‘,“‘I I :: 

Installing 0 

To seal the air disrriburor housing. use a non- 
hardening caulking compound in addirion ro rhe 
gaskel. 

t‘ _: 

.‘_. 

.,;*,;;;/A j 

h‘ a 
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87 Air Conditioner 928 

vo. Descriprion 
Nore When 

WY. 
Special 

Removing Installing l”EIT”CL,OIIS 

1 Self-locking nur 2 Replace. if necessary 

2 Washer 4 

3 screw 5 x 20 2 

4 r1ore clamp I Replace, if necessary 

5 Wan3 drain huse 1 Check for damage aid 
position correctly 

6 Pin I 

7 Push nut 1 Replace 

8 Foorwell housing 1 

9 i;notwe11 flap 1 

1” ExPansiai valve 1 Replace all 4 O-rings 

11 O-ring 2 b?epLXe 

12 SCK” 2 

13 Temperature switch 1 

14 screw 1 

15 Capillary guide tube 1 

16 Push nut 3 Replace (same as 
no. 39) 

1: Rubber washer 3 

18 Vacuum unir for dr- I Check operatiun 

froswr Yrnli 

19 aamp 2 Replace, if necessary 

87 - 20 Disassembling and Assembling Healer/Evaporaror Printed in Germany 
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Replace, il imxisary 

Position correctly 

,kiri!sLlr 113,) li.YIT 

j;_ ~1: ils.‘i,(.r ih,’ ,~‘i>\,l~il:, r~<Trcil:; 
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87 Air Condirioner 928 

NO. Descriprion Qty 
Nore When Special 

Removing Installing Insrrucrions 

40 Rubber washer 3 

41 Vat uum unir for 1 Check operation 

shut-off flap 

42 Push IIUL 1 Replace (same as 
no. 33) 

43 Shur-Off flap lever 1 Same as no. 34 

44 Rubber connector 1 

45 Push nut 3 Replace 

46 Kuhher washer 3 

47 Vacuum unir for 1 

f001wc11 flap 

a Outler ueck 1 

0 
87 - 22 Disassembling and Assembling Mearer/Evaporatur Printed in Germany 
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DISASSEMBLING AND ASSEMBLING HEATER/EVAPORATOR 

Disassembling 

1. Take off expansion valve. Remove temperarure 
switch and pull out capillary tube from guide 
tube carefully. Remove capillary lube. Dis- 
connect vacuum unir from defroster flaps. 

2. Remove pinson vacuum unit of footwell flap. 
Pry off push nur uniformly and remove foot- 
well housing with footwell flap. 

3. Pry off reraining clips and remove sealant from 
joinr. Take apart heater/evaporator and remove 
interior parts. 

4-Y A.... 
$&..-‘- 

P=J@@@- 

As&-. .- 1 ,,.: 
\ 1 ,. 

/‘TM ~, y:’ 
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‘-;-.*“{x?,,; ,I I 

- 

Assembling 

Seal joint between from housing and rear housing 
sections. 

Primed in Germany _ ,I, ,979 Disassembling and Assembling Heater/Evaporator R7 - 23 



87 Air Conditioner 

REMOVING AND INST’ALLING CONDENSER FAN 

1. Remove air inlet grill. 

2. Pull off hose clamps on radiator. Disconnecr 
wire plugs. L1nscrew lefr and right brackers 
on condenser. Unscrew upper fan moun[ings. 

3. mscrew lower mounring 

4. LOOWI wire harness on lock cmv member 
and remove cover. 

/ -AiggF3 
,:’ 

yQm?~~( 

,/’ .) 
,, ,’ 

,: .) _ j 
; 
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5. Pull ow fan from rap. Be careful nor tc 
damage fins of condenser. 

81 - 24 Removing and lnsialling Condenser Fan 111. 1980 - Printed in Germany 
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1. Discharge air cundirioner. 6. Remove receiver-drier, 

2. Remove air inlet grill. 

3. Remove upper and lower condenser fan mountings 
and push fan IO one side. 

4. Pull off wire plugs for temperarurc and low 
piessure swirches. Unscrew right hraclw for 
condenser. 

a 5. Remove hose a, ,O,J of receiver-drier. 

a 
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87 Air Conditioner ‘1 28 

REMOVING AND INSTALLING CONDENSER 

1. Discharge air conditioner. 6. Remove low pressure switch on receiver-drier. 

2. Remove air inler grill. 

~#r~F’pm~; 

f 
- a, ./“;r 

/ F” 
,.,: 

3. Remove condenser fan. 

4. Loosen upper lefr and right hrackers on lock 
cross member and turn to on e side. 

5. Remove hose lines ar rap of condenser and on 
receiver-drier. 

l 
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928 Air Conditioner 87 
0 7. Remove lower mounting screws on condenser. 

Pull out condenser with receiver-drier from 
above. 

a 8. Take off receiver-drier 

a 
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87 Air Conditioner 

REMOVING AND INSTALLING COMPRESSOR 

Removing 

1. Discharge air condirioner. 

2. Remove spash shield underneath radiator. 

3. Looren compressor and rake off belt. 

4. Remove holder from condenser ar rop right. 

5. Disconnect hoses. 

81 - 28 Removing and lnsralling Compressor Printed in Germany 



328 Air Conditioner 87 
Insralling 

f 
d 

( .; \ - ,, : 

6. Pull off wire plugs of magnetic clutch. Remove 

a 
compressor mourning bolts and remove com- 
pressor with hoses. 

I. Remove hoses and insert plugs in connections and 
lines. 

a 

New compresson are under pressure. Consequenrly 
unscrew plugs slowly until refrigerant is heard IO 
have escaped. Remove plugs only afrer releasmg 
pressure. 

Insrall and tighren hoses prior to insrallarion. 

- 
“TT‘ 17 .#‘&-.r‘+ b 

~~ ,d &- .g-~ 
“W--‘b ,G-i-.-’ I 

‘h ‘1 ie, i ,; ,J1 
I ‘1 
5 

Charge air conditioner. 

a 
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TOOLS 

NO. Descriprion Special Tool Remarks 

1 IHolding wrench 95458-02070 

2 Holding wrench Local manufacture from 024 
Sankyo compressor 

3 Puller "5456-03064 

4 WO0diUff key puller Cl5456-21060 

5 Thrusr washer puller 95456-03060 

6 sea1 puller !15456-02060 

I Oil pipe pulling hook Local manulacl uie 

8 Seal installer 05456-0801" 

0 Thrur washer insraller Local manufacrure 

10 Thrust washer pad !1545ti-0'1@10 

11 Holding rails VW 451/l For remov~n:: and insralling bearing 

12 Thrusr pad VW Ii15 To remove bearing 

13 Thiusr pad \‘W 472/I To remove hearins 

Printed inGermany - III. 1980 Disassembling and Assemhling Con?pressor hi 31 
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3”. Desciipliorl Qry. 
Note When Special 

Removing Insralling Instructions 

1 NUT 1 Tighren 10 17 Nm 
(12 fr lb) 

2 Lockwasher 1 

3 Clutch plate 1 Check for damage 

4 Se, of shims 1 Adjust play between 
pulley and coupling 
I” 0.4 1. 0 rniil 
CO. 016 - 0. 040 in. j 

S Circlip 1 

6 Pulley 1 

Bevel faces shaft end 

Replace pulley asrernb 
ly with ball bearing. 
if friction suilace is 
wom or oil splatrered 

7 Circlip 1 Bevel faces rhafl end 

s Coil unit 1 3.7 ohm resistance 

4 Circlip 1 

10 space1 1 

11 Sal1 ibearing 2 

12 Dust ring 1 

13 Oil filler plug 1 l’ighren 10 15 Nm 
(11 fl lb) 

14 sea1 1 

15 Woodruff key 1 

16 Circlip 1 

Printed in~ermany III. ~150 Disarsemhling and Assembling Compressor 2; - 33 



87 Air Condilioner 028 

1". Descriprion Qry. 
Note When Special 

Removing Insralling lnstrucrionn 

7 Thrust washer 1 Don’ r damage sealing 
surfaces. Check for 

8 sea1 1 scratches, replacing 
both pans if necessary. 
Lubricate wirh refriger- 
ant oil 

h 

1 

1 

1 

2’ 

2: 

2: 

s 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

3 

3 

3’ 

3: 

3. 

31 

3 

3 

3 

9 O-ring 1 

0 SCEW 4 Tighten to 26 Nm 
(1Y fr lb) 

1 Housing rear coven. 1 

2 O-ring 2 

13 Oil 0u1e1 race pump 1 

:4 Oil inner [ace pump 1 

5 Dowel pin 4 

6 Valve plare gasker 2 

I Valve plate. Iear 1 

8 Sucrion valve 2 

9 Cylinder gasket 2 

0 Valve plate. fronr 1 

1 Oil suction tube 1 

2 O-ring 1 

3 Cylinder block 1 Musr no1 be dir- 
assembled 

s O-ring 1 

5 Housing front cover, 1 

8 Housing 1 

i7 SCEVi 2 Tighten IO 19 Nm 

(14 ft lb) 

8 Discharge service valve 1 
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$28 Air Conditioner 87 

NO. Description Qfy. 
Nore When Special 

Removing Installing Instrucrionr 

39 O-ring 1 

40 Suction service valve 1 

41 O-ring 1 

42 Cap, sucrion valve 1 

43 Cap, discharge valve 1 

44 =aP 2 

45 valve core 2 

46 safety valve 1 

47 SC31 1 

a 
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87 Air Conditioner !,ZP 

DISASSEMBLING AND ASSEMBLING COMPRESSOR a 

Removing and Innralling Magneric 
Clutch 

1. Counterhold with correct wrench depending 
on version to loosen or tighten mounting nut. 

,,e rrc* 

*y+fq- 
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2. Remove clutch plare with puller. 

-i 

-i”: ’ l 
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3. Remove ball hearing 
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4. Install ball hearing. 

Air Conditioner 87 
If necessary. adjust play with set of shims, 

cc - j 9 !I M i... 
-J$c -~ +.- $h!, ,~;;~T+ 1 

- 

5. Play between clutch plare and pulley is 
0.4 ~0 1. 0 mm (0.016 IO 0. 040 in. ). 

Disassembling Compressor 

Remove any plugs from line connections to let 
residual gas escape. 

1. Drain refrigerating oil (never reuse). 

2. Remove woodruff key with woodruff key puller. 

Printed inGermany - III, 1980 Disassembling and Assembling Compressor 87 - 31 
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3. 1’1,ll OIli ll,lllSi iun\,,e, Will, j-i,llC,. 4. Renlovt~ cial will, pullrr. 
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A - Thrust washer 
B - Puller 

5. Remove nwuoring bolls from rear lbousin~ 
cover. Take off housing cover. applying 
light taps with a plarric hammer when 
necessary. 
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!I 28 Air Condiiiollrr 87 

6. Pull out oil suclion rube with pulling hook. Assembling Compressor 

yp ; ;( 

I Ij- 
1..._ I 9, $h 

4’ ;;,$ K/r 

Note 

Coar all gaskcrs and seals wilt) clea~l rrlr~~vrol- 
ing oil prior 10 ior1allarion. 
(See page RI - ni lor type\ d oil. j 

\ 

1. Place O-ring in froni of hnur~ng and push in 
cylinder block. 

7. Remove cylinder block from housing. 

Never disassemble cylinder block! 

< 
,.,-- _/ . &-‘. 

.’ ’ 

_I 
l’. -, +J 

‘- ._,, 
. 

m.; 
L 

2. Align cylinder block so rhar bore of oil 
sucrion tube faces down. 

m 
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87 Air Conditioner 928 

3. Place seal in assembly 1001 and push on 10 5. Press in thrust washer with thrust pad and 
input shaft. nur until groove for circlip is visible. 

Turn real on shaft with tool until seal engages. 

4. Guide in thrust washer with assembly tool 
carefully. 

lnserr circlip and take off thrust pad. 

6. Insrall woodruff key by mounting clurch plate 
and driving in key. 

l 
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928 Air Conditioner 87 
7. Add refrigerant oil. Checking Volume of Oil in System 

8. Turn assembled compressor wirh a torque 
wrench. 

Torque must not exceed 17. 5 Nm (12.5 fr lb). 

yore 

After insrallation of compresror and charging 
the sysrem, rue compressor 15 minutes at idle 
speed with magnetic church applied. 

There is no way of checking rhe oil level in the 
air conditioner compressor. The compressor of 
a newly installed air conditioner has a total oil 
volume of about 350 cc prior IO initial operarion. 
The refrigerant oil will be distributed throughout 
the sysrem when operated for a while. The 
different parts will rhen have the following oil 
quantities: 

Condenser 

E”~pOKGOI 

Receiver-drier 
and lines 

Remainder in 
comprersor 

approx. 30 cc/l ounce 

approx. 60 cc/2 ounces 

approx. 10 cc/o. 34 o”“ce 

approx. 250 cc/8 ounces 

1. When replacing a condenser. evaporator. 
receiver-drier or lines, the amouor of oil 
for rhe pari concerned mutt be added 10 rhe 
system. To do this. remove compressor. 
umcrew oil drain plug and add refrigerant 
oil. 

2. Prior to installation of a new compressor in an 
already used air conditioner. remove enough 
oil from rhe compressor so that the total oil 
volume will again be about 350 cc/2 ounces. 

For example, if no other parr is replaced be- 
sides the compressor, drain approx. 100 cc/ 
3.4 ounces of oil from the new compressor. 
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928 Air Conditioner 87 

l REGULATORS AND CONTROL UNIT OF AUTOMATIC AIR CONDITIONER 

Control Switch (opened) Inside Sensor 

Control Ilnil Outside Sensor 

f :’ -. , ,’ 
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S,tLcl8siid V;iIvec 

SF-+. 
__ c- .y?,Tp= 

1 b, .’ ” 

A - 

8 - 
c - 
D - 
E - 
F - 

I’cv3twell flap (yellow) 
Defroster tlap (green) 
Center nozzle stage I (orange) 
Center nozzle stage II (brown) 
Mixing flap and heating valve (red) 
Fresh air bypass flap (blue) 

Removing and lnstallillg Control 
Switch 

1. Pry out center vent with a putty knife. 

2. Pull off cover frame starting at top. 

T-T - “-“t 

. . -2 
.d 

; 1 ..I -‘; 
1 __ 

-- 
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# i’ I 
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~ +-‘/-y ,: ’ ‘:;y 

3. Loosen ‘Ul~l rl~n,n”e c”“tlo, ,b”Jxl (wires can 
remain wnnected). 

4. Loosen and pull out control switch. Pull off 

plugs. 

Removing and Installing Control 
Unit 

1. Pull off both plugs. 

2. Unscrew front and rear mounting bolts. Pull 
out control unit downward and disconnect 
operating rod at bottom. 

a 
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a 

Removing and Installing Inside 
SellSOr 

Note 

1. Remove control switch 
Some cars since standard production of 1980 
models have an inside sensor with a separate 
blower. 

2. Remove tray and glove box. 

3. Unscrew trim panels on left and right sides of 
center console. 

4. Unscrew center console mounting screws on 
instrument panel and frame tunnel. Wires remain 
connected. 

5. Lift center console far enough and pull back 
toward rear so that inside sensor is accessible. 

6. Press out inside sensor from inside, 

The mounting ring is pressed on and held in 
position by retaining tabs. 

Printed in Germany - VI, 1982 Regulators and Control Unit of Automatic Air Conditioner 87.45 

This inside sensor is not available as a spare part. 
When installing a new inside sensor in these cars, 
the wires must be transferred in the multiple pin 
plug. Note colors of wires. 
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87 Air Conditioner 928 

Removing and Installing Outside 
Sensor 

Outside sensor is located in fresh air hose of 
alternator. 

1. Unscrew cover in front left wheel house. 

2. Loosen hose straps on fresh air hoses and pull off 
of outside sensor housing. Disconnect plugs. 

3. Unscrew valve carrier (2 screws). 

4 Unscrew mounting bolt of valve being replaced 
and disconnect by moving up. 
Pull off vacuum line and electric wire. 

Removing and Installing 
Vacuum Servo Solenoid Valves 

1. Remove tray. 

2. Unscrew trim panels Ron left and right sides of 
center console. 
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87 Ilir Couditiw,er ‘3 2 5 

I I 

L? 
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18 

19 

I I Ni>, E WIE” 

Centc,~ vmt 

Metal i<:rL!w 

:;<~!,,I,, illg pxt 

OIwraliug lever 

Microswitch 

Microswitch hoidcr 

Holder 

Vacuum unit for 
center vent 

Rivet 

Flap, clinter YE”i 

Pin 

Bushing 

Clip 

I<cn:o5;ir!ic ,> lnst.llling 
Special 

Instructions 
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Air Condirioncr 87 

Check all functions of vacuun~ controlled flaps 
prior to insrallarion of center console. For lhis 
purpose connect a vacuum hand pump in the 
sucrion line ahead of rhe check valve and build 
up a vacuum of abour 400 mbar. 

The relation of the slide posirion of rhe control 
switch [o the positions of rhe flaps is shown in the 
table below. 

Hearer remains switches off 

Blower switch in off position 

Main shut-off flap 

Defroster flap 

Foorwell flap 

Bypass flap 

Hearer valve 

off on M max 

off on e 

off - on 

off b off ---w 

off on off b 

off F 0” 
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N 

-0 
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48 Steering 928 

3. Pull down pressure line, which does not re- 

quire loosening mounting clamp of lines. 

Connect 1.5 meter long high pressure hose 

no. 2 to pressure line using the hollow bolt 
and adapter no. 1 (seals required: 2 x 14 x 

18and1x18x22or1x16x20). 

4. Screw connector with high pressure hose 
no. 5 on steering gear (seal required: 

14 x 18). 

5. Mount pressure gauge between high 

pressre hoses and place on a base (e.g. 

toolbox) next to driver’s door. 

Nate 

Use adapter no. 4 for old version pressure 

gauge and connect high pressure hose no. 5 

on connection V of pressure gauge. 

6. Open shut-off value of pressure gauge 

(lever position I), fill supply tank and bleed 
steering system (see page 48 - 8j). 

7. Check delivery pressure of power steering 

pump and system pressure (page 48 - 13). 

46-12 Checking Hydraulic Function of Steering (Pressure Test) 
Printed in Germany - XXXIV, 1994 



87 Air Conditioner 

No. Description WY. 
Note When Special 

Removing InsraIling Inrrrucrions 

21 O-ring I. 5 x 1.8 1 

22 O-ring 7.5 x 1. 8 1 

Installing Pressure and Sucrion Lines 

1. Take off engine cover. 

2. Remove air cleaner. 

3. Unscrew guard underneath radiator. 

4. Drain coolant from radiator. 

5. Unscrew air inler grill. 

6. Remove plug on radiator and screw in rempera- 
ture switch (torque: 39 Nm or 3.9 kpm). 
Connect provided plug with protective sleeve. 
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928 Air Condirioner 87 
- 

7. Unscrew cover for tread plate in firewall. Pull 

am vacuum hoses and heater hoses from tread 
plate. Llnscrew holder for heater hose. 

9. Guide large diameter sucrioll line through 
opening in firewall with connection end 
facing expansion valve and then position 
between engine and righr wheel housing. 
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8. L’nscrew front rigbr radiator hose. Disconnect 
plug and plus terminal. Ilnscrew TCI control 
unit. Detach coolant Ihose ar l-adapter under- 
neath cross member. Remove heater pipe with 
hearer hose at firewall. 

10. Route pressure line in the same manner, wberc- 
by pressure line is mounred ahove sortion line. 

11. Inserr tread plate behind firewall above both 
lines, 

12. Connect lines on expansion valve. Hold ex- 
pansion valve when tightening lines. 
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87 Air Conditioner 928 

13. Position heater pipe line with hose above 
lines on wheel housing. 

14. Place new mounting parts on lines and 
install nuts and screw. Align pipes and 
hoses, and tighten screws or nuts. 

15. Connect cover behind firewall on tread 
plate. Insert and connect heater and 
vacuum hoses. 

16. Screw on cover of rread plate 

L 

Insert new vacuum line for bypass flap in 
intake housing through grommet provided in 
partition and connect. 

a 
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a Insralling Pulley for Compressor 

1. Remove belts from power steering pump, 
air pump and alternator. 

3. Remove pulley. lnsrall compressor pulley 
in place of spacer and tighten ECEWI. 

2. Unscrew clutch operating cylinder (or cover 
for can with auromatic rransmisnion) and 
inrrall 1001 for holding flywheel with same 
screws. 

4. Reinstall operating cylinder or cover. 

a 
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Note When I , Special 
. . . 

- 
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a 

l 

l 

1 

2 Jasher 

3 

4 

5 lasher 

6 

7 

8 

Y 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

- 

Y28 Air Conditioner 87 

011 M 10 x 25 

I”[ M 10 

Jasher 

olt M 10 x 40 

‘ornpressor 

use NW 13 

ose NW 10 

lolr M 8 x 22 

iasher 

;tlUt 

lolt M 8 x 20 

Uasher 

to11 M 8 x 22 

riasher 

iasher 

:ompressor console 

- 

XY. 

- 

2 

2 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

1 

- 

Note When 
emoving Installing 

ipecial 
nsrrucrions 
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87 Air Conditioner 

Installing Compressor Console and 
Compressor 

‘J 28 

1. Remove air pump wirhout air cleaner. 5. New compressor is under pressure! 
Unscrew plugs on compressor slowly and listen 
for escaping refrigerant. Remove plugs only 

2. Bolt console at tapped holes provided for rhir 
purpose. 

afrer releasing pressure. 

--~YF-Jp@- ,?!#yp 
,P ,’ 

6. Connect and tighten hoses on compressor prior 
to installarion. 

1 : .*: 
,I.? 1 .; ;; 

$,J<, 
f 1 

.. W,l 

1 6.’ 
‘m- 

i -/fLT \, .- ‘-; . 
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-, j 
.’ i 

-_ 
‘2’ ~ I 

.,’ 

3. Replace air pump stnx by shorter version. 

4. lnsrall air pump. 

87 - 60 Service lostalling Air Condirioner 
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928 Air Conditioner 87 

1. Install compressor in console. Route hose on 
suction side up and connect on suction line. 
Route hose on pressure side Toward front between 
wheel housing and radiaror. 

8. lnsrall belts in order of compressor. alternaror, 
air pump and power steering pump. and tighten. 
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Nore When 
IO. Descriprion Qty. 

Special 

Removing InsraIling lnrrructions 

1 Screw M 6 x 12 2 

2 Lockwasher 2 

3 Selflocking nor M 6 1 Tighten to 10 Nm 

(1.0 kpm) 

4 Screw M 6 x 25 1 

5 Washer 1 

6 Rubber washer 1 

7 Pa” 1 

8 N”!M 6 2 

Y Lockwasher 2 

.O Washer 2 

.l Rubber pad 2 

.2 NM M 6 2 

.3 Lockwasher 2 

.4 Washer 2 

15 Tank 1 

16 O-ring 10. 6 x 1. 8 1 

17 LOW switch pressure 1 Tighten to 18 Nm 
(1. 8 kpm) 

18 TernperatuIe sensor 1 Tighten to 4 Nm 
(0. 4 kpm) 

1Y NutM 6 2 

20 Lockwasher 2 

21 Washer 2 

22 Screw M 6 x 16 2 
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RO. Descriprion WY. 
Note When Special 

Removing Installing Inrrructions 

23 Washer 2 

24 screw M 6 x 20 2 Tighten to 8 Nm 

(0. 8 kpm) 

25 Washer 2 

26 Rubber grommet 2 

27 Ilolder. right 1 

28 Holder. left 1 

29 Screw M 6 x 20 2 

30 Washer 2 

31 Rubber grommet 2 

32 Condenser 1 

33 O-ring 10.6 x 1. 8 1 

34 Clamp. righr 1 

35 Clamp. left 1 



!1 28 Air Conditioner 87 

lnsralling Condenser and Fan 

1. Install remperarure switch on tank. 

2. Connect condenser outlet with rank inlet and 
bolt rank. 

Be careful nor to damage condenser plates! 
Straighten deformed plates with a plate comb. 

3. Install rubber grommets in holes provided in 

CIOSS member. 

_.~__~. ~. _. .~e 
;, ., --’ ” .-.- .-.” 
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4. Pull off hose clamos on radiator 

a 
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87 Air Condirioner 
'I 28 

5. Slide in condenser ahead of radiaror. Connect 
rank with pressure line leading to expansion 
valve. Connecl condenser inler wirh hose 
leading IO compressor. 

6. Boll condenser fronl below 

7. Install low prcssurc swircb 10.rirl,q bclon,~s 1~1 a 

switch) 

f y!! ;v/.,, 
f - @y /“” x,,,./; 

;,Tc /’ A 

8. Loosen wire harness on lock cmss member and 
rake off cover. 

9. Screw rubber pad for fan on lock cross member. 
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10. Mount wire harness on fan housing wilh a strap 

” ’ *\ ./” 

n 

/ 
I ’ 

-‘.+& ‘7 
,,,I 

‘1 

v 
L--- - 

13. Rolt fan from above. 
Bolt condenser ar rap wirb left and righr 
holders. Connect low pressure swiwh. 
temperature switch and fan wirb wire harness. 
Hold wire plugs on left and right sides wiih 
clamps. 

11. Insrall fan from above carefully, IO prevenr 
damaging the condenser plares. 

, - 

12. Bolt fan from below. 14. Secure wire harness and cover with s1raps. 
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I Special 

a 

Installing Electric Air Valve 

1. Install cross member. 

2, Mark hose between throrrle bypass valve and 
inrake branch. and unscrew. Cut ou[ a piece 
abour 20 mm long ar marked position. 
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3. Remove hose wirh r-adapter between rhrorrle 
bypass valve and air guide housing. Take off 
r-adapter and shorren long hose by about 
30 mm. 

4. Mounr electric air valve on cmss member. 

5. Cut two hoses 9. 5 x 15. 5 to lengths of 150 
and 250 mm. 

6. lnsrall hoses and connectors. 

7. Install wire harness, connecring both angled 
plugs on electric air valve. Screw wire clip 
on engine with standard ground wire. Connect 
plug from engine wire harness and insulated 
plug with magnetic coupling. 

8. Install a tighten all removed a loosened 
part% 

Flush. drain and charge air conditioner according 

to instructions. 

Let compressor run 15 minutes at idle speed with 
magnetic coupling operared. 

Check air conditioner function and for leaks. 

0 
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TOOLS 

,’ 

/ 

,@.’ 
4 

c?L 77% 

40. Dencriprion Special Tool Remarks 

1 Holding wrench 95458-02070 Source of supply see Workshop Han, 
book 

2 Holding wrench Local manufacture from !124 Sankyo 
compressor 

3 Puller 95458-03064 

4 Woodruff key puller 05456-21060 

5 Thrust washer puller 95456.03060 

6 sea1 puller 95456-02060 

7 Oil pipe pulling hook Local manufacture 

8 Seal installer R5456-08010 

!I Thrust washer insraller Local manufacrure 

.O Thrust washer pad 95456-01010 

.1 Holding rails VW 457/l For removing and inrralling bearing 

2 Thrust pad VW 105 To remove bearing 

.3 Thrust pad “W472’1 To remove bearing 
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(0. Description Qv. 
Note When Special 

Remnvino T”*tal,in” lllsIrllrfiO”C 

1 UUI 

2 Lockwasher 

3 Coupling 

4 Ser of shims 

3 C.irclip 

6 Pulley 

7 Circlip 

8 Coil unir 

‘2 Circlip 

10 spacer 

11 ~11 bearing 

12 Dusl ring 

13 Oil filler *crew 

14 

15 

16 

sea1 

Woodruff key 

Ciiclip 

1 Tighten IO l’i Nm 
(1. 7 kpm) 

Check for damage 

Adjust play berween 
pulley and coupliog 
co 0.4 1~ 0 rnlli 

Bevel faces shaft end 

lieplace pulley assemtv 
ly with ball bearing. 

if friciion surface is 
worn or oil splarrered 

Bevel iaces shafl end 

3. 7 ohm resistance 

Tighlen to 15 Nm 

(1. 5 kpm) 
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- 

‘0. 

7 

8 

3 

0 

1 

2 

3 

5 

3 

3 

D 

1 

I2 

;3 

- 

Nescriprion 

‘hut washer 

eal 

l-ring 

crew 

D 

T 

s, 

0 

.S 

H 

0 

0 

0 

D 

v 

v 

S 

C 

v 

0 

c 

c 

c 

F 

k 

S 

P 

ouung coveI, rea.1 

m-ring 

il pump ouwr race 

il pump inner race 

owe1 pin 

alve plate seal 

alve plate, rear 

uction valve 

ylinder gasket 

a1ve pla1e. front 

il suction tube 

)-ring 

:ylinder block 

J-ring 

lousing cover. from 

lousing 

crew 

ressure connection 

- 

!‘Y. 

1 

1 

1 

4 

1 

2 

1 

1 

4 

2 

1 

2 

2 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

2 

1 

- 

Nole When 
emoving Insralling 

Don’ I damage sealing 
surfaces. Check for 
scratches. replacing 
both parrs if necessary, 
Lubricate with refriger 
sting oil 

Tighren IO 26 Nm 
(2. 6 kpm) 

Tighten to 19 Urn 
(1.0 kpm) 

pecial 
atrucrions 

vlusr nor he 
lisasrembled 

l 
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Noit! When 
NO. Description ~CZY. 

Special 

Removing Installing Inntrucrionr 

39 O-ring 1 

40 Suction cormection 1 

41 O-ring 1 

42 Plug. suction end 1 

43 Plug, pressure end 1 

44 cap 2 

43 Spring valve 2 

46 safety valve 1 

47 sea1 1 
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DISASSEMBLING AND ASSEMBLING COMPRESSOR 0 

Removing and Installing Magnetic Coupling 

1. Counrerhold with perrinent wrench depending 
on version co loosen or tighten mounting nur. 

,F!b . 
i’\ &+-.?yfi& ~ “~’ 

a ’ 

2. Remove coupling plare with puller. 

3. Remove ball bearing 
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4. Install ball bearing. 

5. Play between coupling plare and pulley is 0. 4 
IO 1.0 mm. 

If necessary. adjust play wirh ser of shims 

P 

.J.G+& ,&.y_” 7sp- . 
,L “a-. -3 

~6”, ‘lri ‘\ 
.‘, h;,,- 1,:. ?: 

i I . . -1.” ” .,.e, i...i--- 

Disassembling Compressor 

Remove any plugs from line connections 10 let 
residual gas escape. 

1. Drain refriperaring oil (never reuse) 

2. Remove woodruff key wirh woodruff hey puller. 
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87 Air Conditioner 

3. Pull out rhrusr washer with puller. 

A - Thrust washer 

B - Puller 

4. Remove seal wirh puller. 

?\ / . .\ 4 
4 

\ 
@&A”. 

,I +4\, ’ 
i’ “< tp 

:, t I i’ 
:, ..& 

5. Llnscrew mounting bolrs from rear hourinS 
cover. Take off housing cover. applying 
light knocks with a plastic hammer when 
“EGSC3iY. 

- 
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928 Air Conditioner 87 
6. Pull OUI oil suction tube wirh pulling hook. 

, I F-p :, .-; 
, ,- ! -1 .f~ -A L 4~ 

4 ,.;&. ~<-. -.a-, 
5 *,,:” \ 

7. Re~nuve cylinder hlork frolr housing. 

Never disassemble cylinder block! 

Assembling Compressor 

Note 

Coat all gaskers and seals with clean refrigerating 
oil prior IO insrallarion. 
(See page 87 - 01 for rypes of oil). 

1. Place O-ring in fronr of housing and push in 
cylinder block. 

---.-+ 
4 f ---_ ,. pa 

,,y-:m 

. . i..‘) 
,. . ..e 

“a 
nm 

2. Align cylinder block rhai bore of oil suction 

rube faces down. 
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3. Place seal in assembly tool and push on to input 
shaft. 

Turn seal on shaft with tool until seal engages. 

5. Press in thrust washer with thrust pad and nut 
so far. until groove for circlip is visible. 

lnserr circlip and take off rhrust pad. 

4. Guide in rhrust washer with assembly tool care- 
lully. 

6. Install woodruff key by mounting coupling 
plate and driving in key. 

&??b. .,md ‘: ,~._ 
.’ ‘: 

P - \.. 
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928 Air Conditioner 87 
REGULATORS AND CONTROL UNITS FOR AUTOMATIC AIR CONDITIONER 

Control Switch (opened) Inside Sensor 

1 -=-y-q 

’ “m 
I _, 

w-Y\\ 
.- 1 

1; “‘.; .,,y’ ~ 
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Control Unit Outside sensor 
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Solenoid Valves 

r-7. -yf?* ,cv ;. . T,, 7;7’ i ,,; 1. 2 ::;?“I 
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A - Foarwell flap (yellow) 
B - Defroster flap (green) 
c - cenrer nozzle sage 1 (orange) 
D - Center nozzle sage I, (brown) 
E - Mixing flap and heating valve (red) 
F - Fresh air bypass flap (blue) 

Removing and Installing Control 
Switch 

1. Press out center nozzle wirh a putty knife 

3. Loosen and remove vonrrol board (w,res can 
remain connected). 

4. Loosen and pull OUI control switch. Pull elf 
plugs. 

Removing and Installing Control Unit 

1. Pull off both plugs. 

2. Unscrew front and meal mounting bolts. Pull 
out control unit downward and disconnect 
operating rod at bottom. 

2. Pull off cover frame starting at top. 

81 - 84 Regularon and Conrrol Ilnir of Auromaric Printed in Germany 
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928 Air Conditioner 87 

Removing and Installing Inside 
SellSOr 

1. Remove control switch. 

2. Remove tray and glove box. 

3. Unscrew trim panels on left and right sides of 
center console. 

4. Unscrew center console mounting screws on 
instrument panel and frame tunnel. Wires re. 
main connected. 

5. Lift center console far enough and pull back 
toward rear, that inside sensor is accessible. 

6. Press out inside sensor from inside. 

The mounting ring is pressed on and held in posi- 
tion by retaining tabs. 

Note 

Some cars since standard production of 1980 
models have an inside sensor with a separate 
blower. 

d-p 

ksz 
Y ,; 

l -.-F&y 
.’ ‘ @k 

I . 

This inside sensor is not available as a spare part. 
When installing a new inside sensor in these cars, 
the wires must be transferred in the multiple pin 
plug. Note colors of wires. 

Inside Sensor with Blower 
Beginning With February, 1981 

Printed in Germany VI, 1981 Regulators and Control Unit of Automatic Air 87.85 
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Removing and Installing 
Outside Sensor 

Outside sensor is located in fresh air hose of alter- 
nator. 

1. Unscrew cover in front left wheel house. 

2. Loosen hose straps on fresh air hoses and pull 
off of outside sensor housing. Disconnect plugs. 

Removing and Installing 
Solenoid Valves 

1. Remove tray. 

2. Unscrew trim panels on left and right sides of 
center console. 

3. Unscrew valve carrier (2 screws). 

4. Unscrew mounting bolt of valve being replaced and 
disconnect by moving up. 
Pull off vacuum line and electric wire. 

87-86 Regulators and Control Unit of Automatic Air Printed in Germany 
Conditioner 
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I Special 
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87 - 88 Disassembling and Assembling Cenrer Nozzle 
and Switch 
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Air Conditioner 

l AUTOMATIC AIR CONDITIONER 
84 MODELS ONWARD 

l 
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l 
Technical data of air conditioning system 

Refrigerant volume Refrigerant R12 
with auxiliary A/C system Refrigerant RI2 

up to June, 88 as of July, 88 

1050 g 950 g 

1200 g 1150 g 

Refrigerant in compressor Type 6 E 171 280 k 20 C.C. Densoil 6 

Type 10 PA 20 C 120 + 20 C.C. Densoil 6 

Safety valve at 
fluid tank 

The safety valve opens at a pressure of 40 % 5 bar 

Compressor type installation Club-Sport and 928 GT as of MY ‘69 
10 PA 20 C 928 $4 as of MY ‘90 

87 - 90 Technical data of air conditioning system l 
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928 Air Conditioner 87 

GHTENING TORQUES 

Location 

Compressor - intake 
line 

Compressor - delivery 
line 

Condenser - inlet 

TI 

r 

I 
/ 

I 

I 
/ 

Condenser - fluid 
tank- 

Fluid tank - 
evaporator 

Expansion valve - 
delivery line 

Expansion valve 
intake line 

Expansion valve - 
evaporator 

Description 

Union nut 

Union nut 

Union nut 

Union nut 

Union nut 

Gland screw 

Gland screw 

Gland screw 

Thread Torque in Nm 
(ftlb) 

7/8”x 14 UNF 33 (24) 

3/4”x 16 UNF 24 (17) 

3/4’ ’ x 16 UNF 

314” x 16 UNF 

5/8’ ’ x 18 UNF 

518’ ’ x 18 UNF 

7/8’ ’ x 18 NS 

3/4’ ’ x 18 NS 

24 (17) 

24 (17) 

17 (12) 

17 (12) 

33 (24) 

24 (17) 

l 
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DISASSEMBLING AND ASSEMBLING HEATER-AIR CONDITIONER a 
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87 - 92 Disassembling and Assembling Heater- 

Air Conditioner 
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a 

l 

VO. Description 

6 

LO 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

Vacuum unit 

Pin 

Speed fix 

Rubber washer 

Self-tapping 
screw 

Self-tapping 
screw 

Cover 

Cover 

Self-tapping 
screw 

Solenoid valve 

Holder 

Vacuum hose 

Vacuum hose 

Vacuum hose 

Vacuum hose 

Connector 

Header 

18 Plug 

19 Vacuum hose 

- 

ItY 
- 

1 

1 

6 

9 

3 

8 

1 

1 

5 

5 

1 

1 

1 

3 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 
- 

temoving 
Note Whc 

installing 

.enew 
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25 31 27 

36 38 
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No. 

- 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 

35 

36 

37 

38 

39 

- 

Description 

Castellated nut 
lock 

Vacuum unit 

Sheet-metal 

Nut 

Antifreeze unit 

Guide tube 

Expansion valve 

Holder for cable 
Plug 

Pin 

Linkage 

Clip 

Setting motor 

Hose 

Water drain 
hose 

Cable connector 

Castellated nut 
lock 

Housing - 
footwell 

Sheet-metal 

Footwell flap 

Clamp 

- 

Qtr 
- 
3 

1 

2 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

2 

1 

1 

1 

1 

2 

- 

Removing 
Note Wh 

Do not damage capillar, 

installing 

*enew 

tube. 
lush in to mark 

'enew 

'enew if necessary 

Printed in Germany - XIII, 1986 Disassembling and Assembling 87 - 95 
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Note When: 
No. Description Qty Removing 'Installing 

40 Clamp 8 renew if necessary 

41 Housing, rear 1 

42 Sealing profile 1 renew 

43 Sealing profile 1 renew 

44 Heat exchanger 1 

45 Vent body 1 

46 Clip 4 

47 Linkage 2 

48 Evaporator 1 

49 Holder 1 

50 O-ring 2 renew 

51 Rubber grommet 2 check that grommet 
is correctly seated 

52 Rubber grommet 1 check that grommet 
is correctly seated 

53 Housing, front 1 

54 Screw 2 

55 Washer 2 

56 Thermo-bimetal 1 
switch 

57 Rubber adapter 1 install with a suit- 
able adhesive, e.g. 
Loctite IS 424 

87 - 96 Disassembling and Assembling Heater- 
Air Conditioner 

Printed in Germany 
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a 
REMOVING AND INSTALLING HEATER-AIR 
CONDITIONER 

l.Disconnect battery. If car has 
electrically adjustable seats, 
move seats to rearmost, lowest 
position (easier access). 

2.Discharge air conditioner. 

3.Drain coolant. 

4.Remove instrument 

a 

scoops. 

S.Remove center console. 

6.Remove instrument panel. 

7.Remove air ducts to the side 
vents and to the glove compart- 
ment vent. 

8.Remove defroster vents. 

9.Remove bracket for left-hand 
oddments tray. 

lO.Unscrew bracket holding control 
unit of cruise control and move 
to right. 

ll.Remove blower cover in engine 
compartment. 

12.Remove wiper motor. 

13.Disconnect plug from thermo- 
bimetal switch and antifreeze 
unit. 

14.Unscrew low-pressure and high- 
pressure lines from expansion 
valve and plug lines. 

a 
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17.Detach vacuum hoses for fresh 
air/recirculating air flap 
(blue), water valve (white) and 
vacuum line (black). 

18.Pull off water drain hose. 

19.Withdraw heater-air conditioner. 

15.Detach coolant hoses. 

16.Unscrew 4 upper and 2 lower 
mounting nuts. 
Remove mounting plate. 

a 

a 
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REMOVING AND INSTALLING COMPRESSOR 

l.Drain air conditioner. 

2.Unbolt guard beneath cooler. 

3.Slacken compressor Vee belt and 
remove belt. 

_ -.. 
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4.Disconnect hoses. 

S.Disconnect plug-type 

6.Slacken hose clamp. 

:onnectors. 
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-. 

7.Unscrew compressor mounting bolts 
and remove compressor complete 
with hoses. 

a 
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8.Insert plugs in connections and 
lines. 

Note: 

New compressors are pressurized. 
Always unscrew caps slowly until 
refrigerant escapes with an 
audible hiss. Do not remove caps 
until compressor is depressurized. 

Before installation, attach hoses 
to compressor and tighten clamps. 

Adjusting Vee-Belt 

Check tension at a point halfway 
between pulleys by pressing belt 
with thumb. Deflection approx. 
10 mm (see also page 13 - 18). 

l 
87 - 100 Removing and Installing Condenser Printed in Germany 

a 
REMOVING AND INSTALLING CONDENSER 

l.Discharge air conditioner. 

2.Remove air intake screens. 

3.Remove fluid tank (see page 87 
- 101). 

1 
i 

i l 
1 

2 
-3:. .’ \?$$ I ,.__ :: 

I 
4.Loosen holders at top left and 

right of lock transverse member 
and swing aside. 

5.Remove hose. 

a 
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6.Remove condenser lower mounting 
screws. 

7.Remove condenser by lifting 
uoward. 

REMOVING AND INSTALLING FLUID TANK 

l.Discharge air conditioner 

2.Remove air intake screens. 

3.Disconnect plug for temperature 
and low-pressure switch. 

i 
I , 

8.Plug connectors and lines. 

4.Detach bracket at top right of 
lock transverse member and swing 
aside. 

S.Disconnect feed lines. 

a 
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I 

h.lJnscrew mounting bolts. 

Note: 

Always fit a replacement fluid 
tank if the system is defective 
or if the coolant circuit is 
opened. 

REMOVING AND INSTALLING ANTIFREEZE 
UNIT 

l.Remove lower cover in engine 
compartment. 

Z.Disconnect cable plug. 

3.Unscrew mounting bolts. 

7.Plug connectors and lines. 

4.Carefully withdraw capillary tube 
from guide tube. 

Note: 

When installing, push capillary 
tube in to mark. 

a 
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Removing and Installing expansion valve 

I. Remove blower cover in engine compart- 
ment. 

2. Disconnect high and low-pressure lines. 

3. Disconnect evaporator connections. 

Dlstrlbutlon of oil In retrlgeratlon clrcult 

Compressor 40% 

Evaporator 35% 

Condenser 15% 

Fluid tank / lines 10 % 

These values are approximations. 

If a replacement compenent is fitted, top up 
the oil by an amount equal to the quantity left 
in the component removed. 

The correct amount of oil can be poured di- 
re& into lhe new component. 

If a replacement compressor is fitted, 
60% of oil must be drained from the new 
compressor which contains the quantity for 
the entire system. 

4. Plug connectors and lines. 

a Remov. an Instal. expan. valve, distr. of oil In ref. cl. 87-103 
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VACUUM SYSTEM - SCHEMA 

A - Fresh air/recirculating air flap 

B - Temperature mixer flap 

C - Defroster flap 

D - Footwell flap 

E - Bulkhead 

F - Setting motor 

H - Heating valve 

V - Evaporator 

1 - Intake line 

2 - Non-return valve 

3 - Test socket 

4 - Vacuum tank 

5 - To cruise control actuator 

6 - Distribution manifold 

a to e - Solenoid valves 

W - Heat exchanger 

a7 - 104 Vacuum System - Schema Printed in Germany 
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CHECKING VACUUM SYSTEM 

l.Connect vacuum handpump to test 
connection. 

r-F F.-T ;~ i 
I 
I 

2.Pump until vacuum is estab- 
lished. 

3.If no vacuum is created, use 
fuel-line clamps, for example, 
to close distribution manifold 
lines one by one until leak is 
located. 

4.Eliminate any leaks found. 

Printed in Germany - XIII, 1986 Checking Vacuum System a7 - 105 
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FLAP POSITION PROGRAM 

Temperature regulator at max. cooling output 

Flap A: open - recirculating air 
closed - fresh air 

a 
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FLAP POSITION PROGRAM 

off defrost BS AC TR 

A closed open 0 - 10 open 
10 - 100 
closed 

B max. O-100 
heating 
output 

E open closed O-20 ope 
20-100 
closed 

Heating closed open 
valve 

O-20 ope 
20-100 
closed 

Blower off stage 4 stages 
l-4 

Compres- off on on 
sor 

BS - Blower switch 

AC - Air-conditioner switch 

TR - Temperature regulator 

The figures from 0 - 100 
indicate the position of the 
setting motor in percent. 

0% - max. cooling output 
100% - max. heating output 
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CHECKING FLAP POSITION PROGRAM Flap A - recirculating air 

Flap C - closed 

Flap D - closed 

Flap E - open 

Water valve - closed 

3 

1 - Switch for fresh-air blower 

2 - Slide control for temperature 
adjustment 

3 - Slide control for air 
distribution 

Testing preconditions: 

Vacuum system leaktight and 
depressurized. 

Switch ignition on. Open central 
vent. 

l.Set slide 2 to max. cooling out- 
put. Set slide 3 to "Off". 

The positions of the flaps must be 
as follows: 

2.Set slide 3 for air supply to 
central vent. 

Flap A - fresh air. 

The other flaps remain at 
positions as for check 1. 

3.Set slide 3 for air supply from 
bottom vent. 

Flap D - opens. 

4.Set slide 3 for air supply from 
upper/lower vents. 

Flap C opens. 

5.Set slide 3 for air distribution 
from top vent. 

Flap D closes. 

a 

a 
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6.Set slide 3 to defrost. 

Flap A - recirculating air. 
Flap E closes. 
Water valve opens. 
Compressor switchs on. 
Blower switchs to Stage 4. 
Setting motor moves to max ,. 
heating output. 

7.Set slide 3 to air supply from 
central vent. Setting motor moves 
to max. cooling output. 

Set slide 2 to 27. 
The setting motor moves toward 
heating. As of 20% heating out- 
put, water valve opens and flap 
E closes. 

Close central vent. 
Flap E opens. 

Press AC button. 

At lo%, flap A switches to 
recirculating air. 

If the specified statuses are not 
attained, check operating switch, 
solenoid valves and setting motor. 

Note: 

The position of the fresh air/re- 
circulating air flap can be checked 
by inserting a finger through the 
hole in the intake screen in the 
passenger-side footwell. 

The position of the bulkhead flap 
is visible with the cover removed 
from the central vent and the vent 
open. 

The position of the temperature 
mixer flap can be tested by inser- 
ting a finger between setting motor 
and air deflector chamber. 

a 
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CHECKING OPERATING SWITCH 

Note: 

With operating switch removed and 
all connections made, use a volt- 
meter to test voltages at the 15- 
pole plug. 

l.Switch on ignition. 

2.Connect voltmeter to terminal 1 
(plus) and terminal 4 (minus). 

Air-distribution slide at bottom 
and bottom/top. 

Reading: Battery voltage. 

3.Connect voltmeter to terminal 2 
and terminal 4. 

Air-distribution slide at off, 
center and bottom.. 

Reading: Battery voltage 

4.Connect voltmeter to terminal 3 
and terminal 4. 
Switch on position lights. 

Reading: Battery voltage. 

5.Connect voltmeter to terminal 5 
and terminal 4. 
Air-distribution slide at centre, 
bottom, bottom/top, top and 
defrost. 

Reading: Battery voltage. 

If no voltage is registered, check 
whether fresh-air blower relay 
switches. If the fresh-air blower 
relay does not switch, test the 
signal at terminal 86. Connect 
voltmeter to terminal 15 and ter- 
minal 4 of operating switch. 
Air-distribution slide at the same 
positions. 

Reading: Battery voltage. 

6.Connect voltmeter to terminal 7 
and terminal 4. 
Air-distribution slide at center, 
bottom, bottom/top and defrost. 
Switch on auxiliary air 
conditioner. 

Reading: Battery voltage 

If no voltage is registered, 
check air-conditioner switch. 

7.Connect voltmeter to terminal 6 
and terminal 4. 
Air-distribution slide at center, 
bottom, bottom/top and top. 
Switch on auxiliary air 
conditioner. 

Reading: Battery voltage. 

a 
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8.Connect voltmeter to terminal 8 
and terminal 4. 
Air-distribution slide to cen- 
ter, bottom, bottom/top and top. 
Temperature regulator slide at 
18. 

Reading: Battery voltage 

Move temperature regulator slide 
to 27. The setting motor moves 
toward heating. At lo%, the 
voltage in interrupted. 

9.Connect voltmeter to terminal 9 
and terminal 4. 
Air-distribution slide at off. 

Reading: Battery voltage 

lO.Leave voltmeter connected to 
terminal 9 and terminal 4. 
Air-distribution slide at cen- 
ter, bottom, bottom/top and top. 
Switch on air conditioner. 
Temperature regulator slide at 
18. 

Display: Battery voltage. 

Set temperature regulator'slide 
to 27. The setting motor moves 
toward heating. Voltage is 
interrupted at 10%. 

ll.Connect voltmeter to terminal 10 
and terminal 4. 

Reading: Battery voltage 

12.Connect voltmeter to terminal 11 
and terminal 4. 
;h;;;;;tribution slide at 

Reading: Battery voltage 

The fresh-air blower must run at 
top speed. If not, check defrost 
relay or fresh-air blower. 

13.Connect voltmeter to terminal 12 
and terminal 4. 
Air-distribution slide at 
center, bottom, bottom/top and 
top. Temperature regulator slide 
at 18. 

Reading: Battery voltage 

Move temperature regulator slide 
to 27. The setting motor moves 
toward heating. Voltage is 
interrupted at 20%. 

14.Connect voltmeter to terminal 15 
and terminal 4. 
Air-distribution slide at 
center, 
bottom, bottom/top, top and 
defrost. 

Reading: Battery voltage 
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15.Disconnect cable plug. Connect 
ohaaneter to terminal 13 and ter- 
minal 14. 
Move temperature regulator slide 
to 18. 

Reading: approx. 750 + 100 Ohm - 

Move temperture regulator slide 
to 30. 

Reading: approx. 1750 + 100 Ohm 

Note: 

The resistance must change by 
approx. 1000 Ohm. 

If the values at terminals 1, 2, 6, 
9, 11, 12, 13, 14 and 15 are not 
attained, the operating switch is 
defective and must be replaced. 

If the values are not attained at 
the other terminals, check the 
wiring using the circuit diagram. 

a 
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TESTING SETTING MOTOR 

1 

2 

a 

l.Disconnect plug 2. 

2.Switch on ignition. 

3.Air-distribution slide at center, 
bottom, bottom/top and top. 
Temperature regulator slide at 
18. Open central vent. 

4.Connect voltmeter to terminal 3 
(minus) and terminal 11 (plus). 

Reading: Battery voltage. 

S.Connect ohmmeter to terminal 4 
and terminal 12. 
Set temperature regulator slide 
to 18. 

Reading: at 20°C approx. 3.7 
k0hm. 

Set temperature regulator slide 
to 30. 

Reading: at 20°C approx. 4.7 
k0hm. 

Note: 

Resistance increases as 
temperature drops and decreases as 
temperature rises. A resistance 
change of some 1000 Ohm is 
important. If no change in 
resistance is recorded, the 
operting switch must be checked 
separately. 

If the ohmmeter reads infinity, 
there is an interruption in the 
sensor chain which comprises 
internal sensor, external sensor 
and operating switch. 

If the reading of the ohmmeter is 
smaller by a significant margin, 
there is a short-circuit in a 
sensor or in the operating switch. 

Check switching functions of 
setting motor with plug 1 connected. 
Probe wires from back of plug. 

6.Connect voltmeter to terminal 3 
and vehicle ground. 

Reading: Battery voltage. 

7.Connect voltmeter to terminal 8 
and vehicle ground. 

Reading: Battery voltage 

8.Connect voltmeter to terminal 2 
and vehicle ground. 

Reading: Battery voltage. 
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Set temperature regulator slide 
to 27. Setting motor moves to- 
ward heating. Voltage is inter- 
rupted at 20%. 

9.Connect voltmeter to terminal 9 
and vehicle ground. Temperature 
regulator slide to 18. 

Reading: Battery voltage. 

Set temperature regulator slide 
to 27. The setting motor moves 
toward heating. Voltage is 
interrupted at 10%. 

lO.Connect voltmeter to terminal 10 
and vehicle ground. 

Reading: 0 volt. 

Close central vent. 

Reading: Battery voltage 

ll.Reopen central vent. Connect 
voltmeter to terminal 1 and 
vehicle ground. 

Reading: 0 volt 

Close central vent. 

Reading: Battery voltage. 

a 
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ADJUSTING TEMPERATURE MIXTURE FLAPS 

l.Set setting motor to maximum 
cooling output. 

2.Disconnect setting motor linkage. 

6.Turn linkage until holes are 
aligned. 
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3.Move lever downward to maximum 
cooling position. 

4.0n right-hand side, remove 
securing screw of lever system, 

5.Press lever 1 forward and lever 2 
down as far as possible. 
Retighten securing screw. 

7.Engage pin. 

Printed in Germany - XIII, 1986 Adjusting Temperature Mixture 87 - 115 
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PRESSURE AND TEMPERATURE SPECIFI- 
CATIONS 

l.Switch on air conditioner. 

General preconditions: 

2.Set temperature regulator to max. 
cooling output. 

- Vee-belt properly tensioned. 
3.Set fresh-air blower to stage 2. 

- Vacuum system OK. 

- Flap position program OK. 

- Magnetic coupling engages. 

- Condenser clean. 

After running for approx. 10 
minutes at a speed of 2000 rpm with 
compressor switched on, the 
pressures and temperatures must be 
as shown in the graphs below. 
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15 20 25 30 35 '% 

Air-intake temperature 

High-pressure in the refrigeration circuit plotted against air-intake 
temperature 

a 
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?5 30 35 Oc 

Low-pressure in the refrigeration circuit plotted against air-intake 
temperature. 

Temperature at central vent 

OC 

15 

0 10 

5 

Temperature of air at the central vent plotted against air-intake 
temperature. 
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AIR CONDITIONER, TROUBLESHOOTING 

Complete cooling 
failure 

l.Rupture element in fluid tank 
ruptured. 

The system has overheated. Check 
operation and direction of 
rotation of cooling blower. 

2.Connect service device and check 
pressure values. 

Low pressure too low. 
High pressure too low. 

No refrigerant in the system. 
Look for leak. Refill air 
conditioner. 

3.Switch on air conditioner and 
check pressure values. 

Low pressure too high. 
High pressure too low. 

Compressor defective. 

Low pressure too low. 
High pressure too high. 

Expansion valve defective. 

Insufficient 
Cooling output 

Connect service device. 

Witch on air conditioner and check 
pressure readings. 

l.Low pressure normal. 
High pressure too high. 

The system is overfilled. Discharge 
air conditioner and refill. 

2.Low pressure too low. 
High pressure too low. 

Insufficient coolant in system. 
Look for leak. Refill air 
conditioner. 

3.Low pressure too high. 
High pressure normal. 

Expansion valve defective. 

Insufficient 
Cooling output 
After Brief Period 
of Operation 

Initial cooling output is satisfac- 
tory, but diminishes after a period 
of time. 

Ice accretion on evaporator. Anti- 
freeze protection switches off air- 
conditioning compressor. Check 
correct seating of capillary tube 
and inspect for damage. 

or 

a 
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Ice accretion on expansion valve. 
Heat expansion valve with a hot-air 
blower. The cooling efficiency of 
the air conditioner must return to 
normal. Cause: moisture in 
refrigerant. Fit replacement fluid . 
tank. Recharge air conditioner. 

928 Air Conditioner 87 
a 

Note: 

If the air conditioner is refilled, 
the air-conditioning compressor may 
only be switched on for the first 
time when the engine is idling. 
Subsequently, the compressor can be 
fully loaded under all operating 
conditions. 

a 
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AUXILIARY AIR CONDITIONER 

An auxiliary evaporator for 
increased refrigeration output is 
available as an option (M 570). The 
auxiliary evaporator with 3-stage 
blower is installed instead of the 
rear parcel shelf. 

Removing and 
Installing 
Evaporator 

l.Remove rear seat backrests. 

2.Remove air intake screen. 

3.Remove upper cover. 

4.Remove lower cover. 4.Remove lower cover. 

S.Withdraw temperature sensor. 

1. 
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G.Unscrew Allen-head bolt. 

7.Remove mounting screws (6 
screws). 

Note: 

The tightening torque for the M 6 
Allen-head bolt is 9 Nm (7ftlb). 
Renew O-rings in the connections in 
the lines to the expansion valve. 
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Removing and In- 
stalling 
Valve 

Expansion 

l.Remove air intake screen 

2.Remove upper cover. 

3.Unscrew M 6 Allen-head bolt. 

4.Unscrew M 5 Allen-head bolts. 

Note: 

Tightening torques 

M 5 bolt: 6 Nm (4 ftlb) 
M 6 bolt: 9 Nm (7 ftlb) 

Renew all 4 O-rings. 

a 
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Removing and In- 
stalling Blower 

l.Remove evaporator (see page 87 - 
120). 

E.Disconnect cable from blower. 

3.Disconnect plug-in connector to 
series resistors. 

Removing and In- 
stalling S e r i'e s 
Resistors 

l.Remove covers, see section headed 
Removing and Installing 
Evaporator. 

P.Disconnect plug-in connector. 

!7- ‘, ,,,A, . . C. 

4.Remove 4 mounting screws. 
3.Remove mounting screws. 

a 
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Removing and In- 
stalling Blower 
Switch and Temper- 
ature Regulator 

l.Remove radio. 

P.Beginning at top, pull frame up 
and out. 

3.Pull socket housing off switch 
and regulator. 

4.Disconnect cable to clock. 

a 
5.Remove control knobs. 

6.Unscrew covers with special tool 
P 9245. 
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Special tool P 9245 
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Removing and In- 
stalling Solenoid 
Valve 

Note: 

The solenoid valve is located 
beneath the passenger seat. 

l.Remove passenger seat. If seat is 
electrically adjustable, move 
seat to highest position to 
facilitate removal. 

2.Remove carpet. 

3.Disconnect plug-in connector. 

4.Unscrew threaded couplers. 

Note: 

Use a suitable wrench to counter 
when unscrewing or tightening 
threaded couplers. 

Renew O-rings. 

Checking Control 
Unit 

Note: 

The control unit is located to the 
right of the blower. 

l.Remove covers, see section headed 
Removing and Installing 
Evaporator. 

2.Disconnect plug. 

Note: 

The terminal designations on plug 
receptacle and control unit are not 
identical. The inspection described 
below refers to the designations on 
the control unit. Check receptacle 
after unplugging. 

3.Connect voltmeter to plus and 
terminal 1. 

Reading: Battery voltage 

0 
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4.Connect voltmeter to minus and 
terminal 4. Switch on ignition 
and blower for auxiliary air 
conditioner. 

Reading: Battery voltage 

5.Connect ohmmeter to terminal 2 
and minus. 

Reading: 10 kOhm + 10% 

6.Connect ohmmeter to terminal 2 
and terminal 3. 

a Reading: 1 - 10 kOhm + lo%, 
depending on setting of 
temperature regulator. 

Note: 

If the readings under points 4 and 
5 are not attained, check 
temperature regulator separately. 

Terminals I and II: 10 kOhm + 10% 
O-10 kOhm-2 10% Terminal II and +: 

7.Connect ohmmeter 
and minus. 

a Reading: at 20°C 
at 25°C 

to terminal 6 

approx. 3.5 kOhm 
approx. 2.8 kOhm 

The resistance diminishes as 
temperature increases. 

8.With ignition and auxiliary 
blower switched on, bridge ter- 
minal 4 and terminal 5 with a 
suitable jumper lead. The 
response of the solenoid valve 
must be audible. 
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TOOLS 

No. Designation Special Tools Remarks 

1 

2 

Strap wrench 

Clutch plate 
puller 

95458 - 02070 Source: see 
Workshop Manual 

95458 - 03064 

3 Pliers for cir- commercially 
clips available 

87 - 126 Removing and Installing 
Magnetic Clutch 
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REMOVING AND INSTALLING MAGNETIC 
CLUTCH 

l.Use strap wrench to counterhold 
when loosening or tightening the 
mounting nut. 

Tightening torque: 16 Nm 
(12 ftlb) 

2.Remove clutch plate with puller. 

4+ ,-’ 

4!lfF!FGhd ‘. ..~ _ --~ h -;# .. ~, --- d 

3.Remove shims. 

4.Remove circlip and take off 
pulley. 

s.Unscrew cable holder 

6.Remove circlip and lift off 
magnetic coil. 
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\\3!’ ti 
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\ ,I, 4.c 

& J. ag 

Note: 

Coil resistance is 3.8 + 0.2 Ohm. 
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Installing 

The clearance between clutch plate 
and belt pulley is 0.4 - 0.7 mm. 

If necessary, correct clearance by 
inserting or removing shims. 

Install both circlips with bevelled 
edges facing upward. 

a 
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Technical data of air conditioning system 

As of MY ‘93 

Refrigerant charge 

with auxiliary air conditioning 

Refrigerant R 134 a 

Refrigerant oil in compressor 

Compressor type 

Safety valve 

on fluid tank 

10 PA 20 C 

860 g 
1050 g 

160 f. 20 cc. ND 6 

The valve opens at a positive pressure of 41 to 43 bar and 

closes again as soon as the pressure drops below this value. 

Note 

When fitting the refrigerant lines, coat the fittings and O-rings with refrigerant oil. 

Dispose of the refrigerant oil as hazardous waste. 

Technical data of air conditioning system 
Printed In Germany - XXXIV, IS94 

97-129 
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Pressure and temperature specifications 

Refrigerant R 134 a 

GeneralTesting Requirements: 

- V-beit tightened properly. 

-Vacuum system o.k. 

-Solenoid clutch energized 

-Clean condenser 

bar 
A 

25. 

1. Turn on air conditioning 

2. Set temperature control to max. cooling 
position. 

3. Set fresh-air blower to stage 2. 

After an operating time of approx. 10 mins.. at 

an engine speed of 2,000 rpm and with the 
compressor switched on, the pressures and 
temperatures from the below diagrams must 

be reached. 

25 

Ambient temperature 

High pressure in refrigerant circuit vs. ambient temperature 1340 81 

87 - 130 Pressureand temperature specifications a 
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Low pressure in refrigerant circuit vs. ambient temperature 

Ambient temperature 
1341 87 

Temperature at center nozzle 

Ambient temperature 
1342~87 

Air temperature at center nozzle vs. ambient temperature 

Pressure and temperature specifications 
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